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PREFACE
This briefing book examines the problems of valuing oil
under Proposition 13, the controversies under Board of
Equalization Rule 468, and the issues to be resolved if oil
and gas properties are to follow the path of timber to a
yield tax, as proposed by ACA 83 and AB 2796 (Lockyer) in

•

the 1980 session .
Data given in this report are PRELIMINARY, and should
NOT be used as the basis for devising potential yield tax
rates.

Detailed studies now underway should produce by

early 1981 accurate figures on production and oil prices for
the 1980-81 fiscal year.

These subsequent figures will be

available in time to shape any legislation proposed in 1981.
Appendices are color-coded by five general subject
areas:
Tan Page
A

Los Angeles Times article summarizing conflict over Rule 468 and
proposed yield tax

Yellow Pages
B - G

Legal developments surrounding
Rule 468: Legislative Counsel
opinion, Attorney General's opinion,
Board of Equalization memo, AB 2960
(Rogers), Sacramento County lawsuit,
AB 3471 (Kapiloff)

Green Pages
H - I

Severance tax laws in other states;
severance tax offset against Federal
Windfall Oil Profits Tax

Pink Pages
J - K

ACA 83/AB 2796 (Lockyer}; Legislative Counsel opinion on in-lieu
treatment

Buff Pages

Board of Equalization surveys on
petroleum property

•

L- M

This report was prepared by Bob Leland, staff consultant
to the Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee.
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THE PROPERTY TAX
Introduction
Oil and gas properties are subject to the property
tax.

Valuation has never been an easy task, because the

"property" being valued is the oil reserves which lie
underground.

Once pumped out of the ground, the oil is

no longer taxable.
There are certain parallels between taxation of
oil and of timber.

•

Numerous problems involved with

valuing timber led in 1976 to the imposition of a yield
tax on harvested timber, in lieu of a property tax on
standing timber.
ground.

However, at least trees grow above

Oil lies out of sight, and its volume is subject

to much conjecture, which further compounds arguments as to
what a given volume is worth.
Valuation Under Proposition 13
Confusion that existed pre-Proposition 13 was magni-

•

fied by the introduction of Article XIIIA.

The central

issue revolved around "new construction", and to what
extent it applies to oil and gas properties.

There are

two basic problems of interpretation:
1.

New Discoveries.

It may well be argued that on

the base year lien date, March 1, 1975, all oil that
currently exists was in the ground--somewhere.
The catch is that at that time, only some of the
total oil reserve under the surface of the State
1

of California was in fact known.

The remainder

awaits discovery.
Query:

At the time such formerly unknown

reserves are in fact discovered, should such reserves
be considered "new construction" and go on the
roll at current fair market value?
2.

Known

But Uneconomic Reserves.

On March 1, 1975,

there were substantial numbers of known reserves
which required such an enormous cost to extract,
relative to existing price levels for oil,that it
was uneconomic even to try to pump the oil out.
For property tax purposes such oil might as well
have not existed on that lien date.
was zero, or close to zero.

Its

value

Years later, however,

with decontrol of oil prices, it has suddenly
become worthwhile to pump out these formerly uneconomic reserves.

Once worth "nothing", their

worth may now be in the millions of dollars.
Query:

Do such known reserves,upon "economic

discovery", become the equivalent of "new construction"?
Board Rule 468
These sticky matters have yet to be addressed by statute.
In the absence of legislative direction, the Board of Equalization promulgated its own rule to guide assessors.

First

adopted on June 29, 1978, immediately following passage of
Prop. 13, Rule 468 basically provides as follows:
1.

A "base year value" is established for "proved
reserves" as of March 1, 1975.
2

2.

"Proved reserves" include both new discoveries
and previously known but uneconomic reserves.
The key language is that "proved reserves
(are those) which geological and engineering
information indicate with reasonable certainty
to be recoverable in the future, taking into
account reasonably projected physical and
economic operating conditions".

3.

Once determined, the base year value may increase
by no more than 2 percent annually.

Base year

reserve values are adjusted annually for the
value of depleted reserves caused by production
or changes in the expectation of future production.

Improvements removed from the site are

deducted from taxable value.
4.

Newly constructed improvements and additions
in reserves are added to the roll at their fair
market value on the next lien date.

Additions

in reserves are made once they become "proved",

•

either because they were new discoveries, or
formerly known but uneconomic.
The complete text of Rule 468 appears on the following page.
Controversy at Both Ends of the Spectrum
As might be imagined in such a controversial situation,
the Board now finds itself having staked out the "middle
ground", with both flanks under attack.

From one direction

come the oil producers, some of whom contend that there
3

Rule No. 468. (Cal. Adm. Code) OIL AND GAS PRODUCING PROPERTIES.
Reference:

Article XIII A, Sections 1 and 2, California Constitution.

o) The right to remove petroleum and natural gas from the earth is a taxable real property interest.
ncreoses in recoverable amounts of such minerals caused by changed physical or economic condi·
lions constilute additions to such a property interest. Reduction in recoverable amounts of min·
erals caused by production or changes in the expectation of future production capabi lilies consti·
lute a reduction in the interest, Whether or not physical changes to the system employed in re·
covering such minerals qualify as new construction shall be determined by reference to Section

j

463(a).
(b) The market value of on oil and gas mineral property interest is determined by estimating the
value of the volumes of proved reserves. Proved reserves are those reserves which geological
and engineering inforo1otion indicate with reasonable certainty to be recoverable in the future,
taking into account recsonobly projected physical and economic operating conditions. Present
and projected economic conditions shall be determined by reference to all economic factors con·
sidered by knowledgeoble and informed persons engaged in the operation and buying or selling
of such properties, e.g., capita lizotion rates, product pric~s and operation expenses.
(c) The unique nature of oil and gas property interests requires the application of specialized
appraisal techniques designed to satisfy the requirements of Article XIII, Section 1, and Article
XIII A, Section 2, of the California Constitution. To this end, the valuation of such properties
and other real property associated therewith shall be pursuant to the following principles and
procedures:

(1) A base year value (market value) of the property shall be estimated as of lien date 1975
in accordance with Section 460.1 or as of the date a change in ownership occurs .subsequent to
lien dote 1975. Newly constructed improvements and additions in reserves shall be valued as of
the lien date of the year for which the roll is being prepared. Improvements removed from the site
shall be deducted from taxcble value. Bose year values shall be determined using factual market
data such as prices and expenses ordinarily considered by knowledgeable and informed persons
engaged in the operation, buying and selling of oil, gas and other mineral-producing properties
and the production therefrom. Once determined, a base year value may be increased no more than
two percent per year,

(2) Base year reserve values must be adjusted annually for the value of depleted reserves
caused by production or changes in the expectation of future production.
(3) Additions to reserves established in a given year by discovery, construction of improve·
ments, or changes in econa"'ic conditions shall be quantified and appraised at market value.
(4}
follows:

The current year's lien date taxable value of mineral reserves shall be calculated as

(A) The total unit market value and the volume of reserves using current market data
sha II be estimated.
(B) The current value of taxable reserves is determined by segregating the value of
wells, casings, and parts thereof, land (other than mineral rights) and improvements from the
property unit value by an allocation based on the value of such prope'rties.
(C) The volume of new reserves shall be determined by subtracting the prior year's re·
serves, less depletions, from the estimated current total reserves.

(D) The value of removed reserves shall be calculated by multiplying the volume of the
reserves removed in the prior year by the weight~d average value, for reserves only, ~~unit of
monerals for all prior base years. The prior years taxable value of the reserves remamong from
prior years shall be found by subtracting the value of removed reserves from the prior year's
taxable value.
(E) The new reserves are valued by multiplying the new volume by the current market
value per unit of the total reserves.
(F) The current taxable value for reserves only is the sum of the value of the prior year's
reserves, net of depletions as calculated in (0) above, factored by the appropriate percentage
change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) added to the value of the new reserves, as calculated
in (E) above.
(5) Valuation of land (other than mineral reserves) and improvements.
(A) A base year value (market value) of land (including wells, casings and parts thereof)
and improvements shall be estimated as of lien date 1975 in accordance with Section 460.1, the
dote of new construction after 197 5, or the date a change of ownership occurs subsequent to lien
date 1975.
(B) The value of land (wells, casings and parts thereof) and improvements shall remain
at their factored bose year value except as provided in (6) below.
(6) Value declines shall be recognized when the market value of the apprais~l unit, i.e,, land,
improvements and reserves, is less than the current taxable value of the same unit.
H1slo,y:

Adopted June 29, 1978, effective July 3, 1978.
Amended June 28, 1979, effective July 2, 1979.
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can be no new construction of any sort applied to oil and
gas properties, because the oil has always been there.
From the other direction come some counties which contend
that the act of drilling and pumping itself constitutes
on-going new construction.
"No-New-Construction" Argument.

In general, most oil

and gas producers argue that all oil and gas properties

•

should be frozen at their 1975 value, with subsequent two
percent increases, unless there is a change in ownership
(such as Shell Oil's recent $3.65 billion acquisition of
Belridge Oil Co. in Kern County).

They contend that the

oil or gas had to have always been in the ground, so how
can it possibly be "new construction"?
In support of this view, both the Legislative Counsel
and the Attorney General have released opinions advising
that Rule 468 is unconstitutional because it allows property
to be valued higher due to economic changes.
Highlight of Legislative Counsel's Opinion

•

QUESTION:
"Does a reappraisal of mineral rights
based on increases in recoverable amounts of minerals
caused by changes in economic conditions violate
Article XIIIA of the California Constitution?"
OPINION:
" ... we think that an addition to real
property constituting 'new construction' means a
physical change to real property.
It does not include an increase in the recoverable amounts of
minerals, covered by the mineral right, because
they become more economically feasible to recover.
Therefore, in our opinion, such increase would not
constitute 'new construction' ...
"As such, we think the board's rule is erroneous

o

o

o

II

(See Appendix B for complete text of opinion.)

4

The Legislative Counsel's opinion skirts the issue
of newly-discovered reserves, and rests its
"economic conditions" provision.

case on the

Four months later, the

Attorney General reached a similar conclusion, using a
slightly different rationale.

Highlight of Attorney General's Opinion
QUESTION:
"Does a reassessment of oil and gas
rights based on an increase in recoverable amounts
of oil and gas caused by a change in economic
conditions violate Article XIIIA of the California
Constitution?"
OPINION:
"Rule 468 attempts to justify its requirement that oil and gas interests be revalued upwards
because of changed economic conditions on the basis
that the increase in recoverable amounts of oil and
gas thereby caused constitutes an addition to such
a property interest.
In our judgment, this ignores
the nature of the interest being assessed and taxed.
The mineral interest is the right to extract as much
oil and gas as the operator economically can.
Just
because the operator now can economically extract
more oil and gas (the "new" reserves) does not change
his basic mineral rights at all. They are merely
more valuable. The operator has no more property
interest than he had the day he entered into the
lease. No new property has been created.
"We conclude therefore that section 2 of Article
XIIIA prohibits an increase in assessments of oil
and gas producing properties solely on the grounds
of increase in value because of changing economic
conditions."
(See Appendix C for complete text of opinion.)
The Attorney General's opinion does make oblique
reference to the newly-discovered reserves issue, in a
footnote on page 9 of the opinion, as follows:

5

6/ We do not decide herein, but do note, that
new wells drilled as a result of changed economic
conditions, namely an increase in crude oil prices,
may qualify as new construction, and the argument
can be made that such new construction adds value
to the taxable property (the mining interest) which
reflects the increased and more valuable reserves
made available because of the well. This opinion,
however, is confined solely to the fact of an
increase in estimated recoverable oil reserves resulting from changed economic conditions.

•

Following release of the Legislative Counsel's opinion,
Assemblyman Don Rogers introduced AB 2960, which would have
required all

o~l

and gas, including new discoveries, to have

a 1975 base year value, and provided for a special "net
income" test for determining future declines in value for
mineral rights.

(See Appendix E for text of bill and

Committee analysis.)

AB 2960 failed passage on April 7, 1980

in the Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee, on a vote
of 3-6.

•

"Ongoing New Construction" Argument.
are mixed in their views of Rule 468.

County Assessors

Some support it,

and others feel it does not go far enough.

•

In July 1980, Sacramento County filed an action for a
writ of mandate challenging the validity of Rule 468 on four
separate grounds.

In this lawsuit, the county contends

that the production of oil and gas constitutes ongoing new
construction and is,therefore, subject to annual reappraisals
at full cash value.

The suit also makes the more basic

assertion that mineral rights were never intended by the
voters to be covered by Proposition 13.

To date, certain

counties have intervened in the suit in support of the Board,

6

while the California Independent Producer's Association
and individual companies have intervened to promote the
same theory set forth by the Attorney General and Legislative Counsel.

Thus, it appears that all views on this

problem are now before the court.

Excerpts from Sacramento

County's complaint appear below.
Highlight of Sacramento County Complaint
"Rule 468 violates the Constitution because ...
" ... the extraction of oil and gas in and of
itself constitutes new construction within
the meaning of Article XIIIA requiring reappraisal of the property interest on the lien
date of each year. The process of drilling
wells and the pumping of oil or the releasing of gas pressure moves the minerals from
one portion of the land to another, sometimes for miles, through the well. enabling
capture of the gas and oil on the surface
of the land. Oil and gas are transitory,
and because of their unique nature, require
a unique type of construction to possess,
own, or put the property to any beneficial
use, as opposed to visible construction of
solid materials on the surface by grading
land, building parking lots, sidewalks,
roads and structures.
The definition of
new construction as contained in Article
XIIIA of the California Constitution is not
limited to construction of solid materials.
... The only differing feature between moving
earth with a bulldozer on the land surface
and the production of oil and gas from
beneath the land surface is the method of
force used.
If gravitational force on the
surface were used to level land, would it
be any the less construction? If it were
possible to use a bulldozer to extract oil
or gas from beneath the earth's surface
rather than by the present means, would the
process of extraction then be classified as
construction?
" ... the rule requires assessment of the right
to extract oil and gas as if the interest
was a static property having possessory value
as land and improvements.
The acquisition

7

!

II

cost or value of oil and gas interests is
determined each time a barrel of oil or
cubic foot of gas is extracted and sold
at current market price, requiring assessment of the interest at full cash value on
each lien date.
" ... it requires a reduction of the 1975 base
year value upon depletion of reserves based
on an average unit base year value of estimated reserves without giving consideration
to whether or not the right assessed has
decreased in value below the base year value
plus two percent inflationary factor."
"The electorate, when adopting Proposition 13 (adding
Article XIIIA to the California Constitution), were
neither aware of nor were placed on notice, that the
right to explore and extract oil and gas from land
was included in the term "real property" and did
not intend the measure to limit the assessment and
taxation of oil and gas interests."
(See Appendix F for complete text of complaint.)
Fiscal Ramifications of Lawsuit and 'RUle· 4·68
Should the county's position be upheld by a final appellate decision, the Board states that Rule 468 would be amended.
The assessors would then be obligated to make escape assessments for those tax years still open under the statute of
limitations and assess the properties at the current fair
market value and would reassess such property each year
thereafter at its current fair market value.

Assuming in-

creasing oil prices, this would mean increased values and
greater property tax revenues.
Table 1 shows the trend in assessed values and taxes
from 1973-74 to 1980-81.

In 1978-79, the year of Prop. 13,

a sharp drop in taxes was recorded and values also fell back.
However, assessed value growth picked up in 1979-80, and

8
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TABLE 1
ESTIMATED ASSESSED VALUE AND TAX REVENUES FROM MINERAL RIGHTS(a)
AS REPORTED TO THE STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
1973-74 to 1980-81 (in millions)

County

1973-74
$
.8
.9
2.7
23.5
3.4
1.2
149.3
1.9
107.3
.2
10.1
40.0
16.4
9.8
16.1
27.9
7.2
1.2
38.7
3.3

1974-75

Assessed Values
1975-76
1976-77
$
$
.8
.9
4.5
5.8
4.7
2.1
68.0
60.1
3.9
5.8
1.5
1.7
672.8
704.5
3.5
3.2
247.4
362 .o
.3
.4
38.2
52.2
92.4
86.0
15.2
15.4
9.9
34.8
44.5
52.7
31.1
33.1
8.7
10.2
1.9
1.5
83.7
74.1
14.5
16.7

Butte
Colusa
Contra Costa
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Kern
Kings
Los Angeles
Madera
Monterey
Orange
Sacramento
San ,Joaquin
Santa Barbara
Solano
Sutter
Tehama
Ventura
Yolo
Totals
-ASSESSED VALUES $ 461.9

$

$1,112.5

$1,347.1

$1,518.2

TAXES(b)

$

$

$

$

50.0

.7
3.2
3.4
57.9
3.7
1.0
483.5
2.7
234.9
.2
39.6
92.9
14.8
8.3
52.2
28.0
7.3
1.1
70.9
6.1

115.9

141.0

(a)

161.7

1977-78
$

.9
6.4
4.6
67.8
7.7
4.2
1,089.2
5.0
362.0
.4
50.2
86.2
22.6
38.3
64.2
42.3
12.1
2.6
78.8
19.9

$1,945.5
$

188.5

1979-80

1978-79

.6
9.9
7.5
74.6
12.6
3.4
1,398.2
4.4
255.7
.8
34.4
86.6
30.9
27.9
75.9
34.1
22.6
3.2
104.7
33.7

1980-81
---$
.6
13.5
11.8
258.0
17.8
4.1
2,550.0
n.a.
697.0
3.1
105.0
127.0
33.7
26.7
164.0
92.6
26.3
5. l
198.0
4

$1,721.2

$2,221. 7

$4,398.8

$

$

$

.6
6.8
1.9
66.1
11.0
4.9
956.1
7.2
256.0
.6
45.3
82.5
3..3 .1
21.9
69.4
27.4
16.4
1.7
94.2
18.2

78.8

$

96.8

$

192.6

For 1973-74 to 1979-80, these assessed values represent all mineral rights as reported to the
State Board. The great majority is for petroleum properties. The value shown sometimes includes
improvements. For 1980-81 only oil and gas properties are included: value includes land and
improvements.
(b)
The taxes were computed by using the average tax rate for the county as the actual taxes paid
on petroleum properties would be costly to compute.
n.a. Not available.
Board of Equalization
Property Tax Administration
September, 1980
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skyrocketed in 1980-81 with oil price increases which
Rule 468 allows to be reflected.
On the other hand, if the oil companies' views, which
conform with the Attorney General's opinion, should prevail, the mineral rights must be assigned a base year
value which may be increased no more than 2

per~ent

per

year, and new proved reserves resulting from changes in
economic conditions in years after the original base year
must be ignored.

It is unclear what impact this case may

have on new discoveries; these may have to be ignored as
well.

This result would require those counties following

Rule 468 to allow for refunds for periods still open under
the statute of limitations.
The difference in property taxes can be staggering.

A

recent Los Angeles Times article (see Appendix A) cites one
Kern County oil property which was valued at $3.2 million
in 1975, but which is now valued at $22.5 million because
of new reserves.

The current taxes are $222,500 a year,

but if the value could only be raised 2 percent a year since

•

1975, the current value would only be $3.5 million, with a
tax bill of only $35,000--a hefty tax reduction of $190,000.
Statewide, oil and gas properties have a full value
of over $16 billion, and will pay about $193 million in
property taxes in 1980-81.

But if the "no-new-construction"

argument prevails, revenues would drop to around $90 million,
according to the Board of Equalization, a savings of
$103 million in taxes to oil companies.

10

The impact would vary widely among counties.

While

statewide, average county oil and gas revenue as a percentage of total property tax revenue is 4.9 percent, Table 2
shows that in Kern County this dependence is a whopping
53.2 percent.

Colusa, Fresno, Glenn, Santa Barbara, Solano,

and Yolo rank above 7 percent.

Hence, concern about the

level and stability of oil and gas revenues among these
counties appears well placed.
At its August 1, 1980, meeting, the Board directed
that a letter be sent to all assessors and local equalization boards (see Appendix D) advising them that Rule 468
would not be amended to reflect the conclusions of Attorney
General Opinion No. 80-322 since it was believed the Attorney
General's analysis was incorrect and because litigation was
pending.

They were also notified that assessments of such

properties should continue to be in accord with the existing
provisions of Rule 468.
Disclosure of Oil and Gas Information
One final area of difficulty in assessing oil and gas
properties is the current inability of counties to disclose
oil company information in defending assessment appeals, as
the result of Chanslor-Western Oil and Development Company v.
County Assessor of Santa Barbara County (January 1980).
Issue Before the Courts.

The issue is how to

reconcile the need to establish fair market values
where mandated by the California Constitution, and

11

TABLE 2
OIL AND GAS PROPERTY TAXES
AS A PRECENT OF TOTAL
COUNTYWIDE PROPERTY TAXES
1980-81 ($ in millions)

County

Countywide
Property Taxes

Butte
Colusa
Contra Costa
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Kern
Los Angeles
Madera
Monterey
Orange
Sacramento
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
Santa Barbara
Solano
Sutter
Tehama
Ventura
Yolo

$

TOTALS

$3,946.9

Oil and Gas
Property Tax

35.0
7.6
234.7
146.3
8.5
25.0
203.8
1,898.1
20.3
76.0
600.9
184.7
83.4
48.6
91.0
64.1
16.6
10.5
161.9
32.6

$

•03
.6
•6
11.4
.8
.2
108.4
32.1
.l
4.3
5.8
1.6
l.l
•8
7.4
4.5
l.l
•2
9.4
2.2

$192.6

Oil and Gas
as % of Total

*

7.9%
•3

7.8
9.4
.8
53.2
1.7
.5
5.7
1.0
.9
1.3
1.6
8.1
7.3
6.6
1.9
5.8
6.7
4.9%

* Less than .1%
Source:

Board of Equalization data
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to employ such data as needed to defend such values in the
assessment appeals forum, while protecting what companies feel
are trade secrets, the revelation of which could damage them
vis-a-vis competitors in the marketplace.
In 1976, Chanslor-Western Oil, through its parent company,
Santa Fe Industries, Inc., acquired the assets of Westates
Petroleum Company.

Prior to making a competitive bid on

Westates' assets, Chanslor-Western prepared a complex appraisal
of the future net income stream derivable from Westates' oil
'

and gas producing properties.
Subsequent to the acquisition, the Santa Barbara County
assessor obtained Chanslor-Western's records concerning this
transaction, pursuant to his power under Revenue and Taxation Code
Section 441, subdivision (d), to require a taxpayer to provide
details of property acquisition transactions.
Another company, Chevron Oil, subsequently filed an
assessment appeal on one of its oil and gas producing properties
in Santa Barbara County.

In defending his assessment of the

Chevron property, the assessor proposed to introduce evidence
I'

of sales of comparable properties, including the ChanslorWestern purchase of Westates' properties.
Chanslor-Western went to court seeking a preliminary
injunction restraining the assessor from disclosing, in the
course of the Chevron proceeding, various information relating
to crude oil prices, anticipated income and profits, discount
rates, etc.

13

I

The assessor maintained that the details of property
transactions, including the anticipated income of the purchaser, were "market data" rather than "business affairs" of
a property owner.

Assessors have also widely considered this

kind of information to be as important to an analysis of a
particular sale of property as is the purchase price and terms
of the sale.

If assessors cannot use this information in

assessment hearings, then they are unable to defend assessments.
The applicant contended that the documents contained
"(t)he assumptions and methodology used in generating such
appraisal (which) are top level corporate secrets which, if
disclosed to competitor companies, would result in a serious if
not total loss of competitive advantage in bidding on future
oil and gas property acquisitions."
The trial court, although of the opinion that disclosure
could cause competitive "havoc", concluded that the information was "market data" which the assessor was entitled to
disclose in defending his assessment of the Chevron property, and
denied issuance of a preliminary injunction.

•

In attempting to construe all sections harmoniously--the
procedural rules for the conduct of assessment appeal hearings
and the constraints on dis.closure of certain data supplied by an
assessee--the court of appeals reversed the trial court, concluding that assessors are limited to either market data or
information obtained from the taxpayer seeking the assessment
reduction.
Ramifications.

Counties are mixed in their views of

how seriously Chanslor-Western will hamper their own assessment

14

efforts, but heavily-dependent oil counties raise the
following concerns:
• The decision may render nearly impossible the task of
valuing properties under two of the three time-honored
methods of valuation:
cost, comparative sales,
and income. Of these three, only the cost approach can be
supported by assessors without reliance upon information
obtained pursuant to Section 441. Most commercial and
industrial properties are currently valued by reference
to the income approach to value.
• Are assessors to have two sets of information: one
set for assessment purposes and another, obtained apart
from the authority of the Rev. & Tax Code, for
use in equalization hearings?
• Will assessors be forced to "bargain" with property
owners for their agreement to allow the assessor to
present appraisal information in assessment hearings on
other properties? That latter possibility is particularly
disturbing in industries, such as oil and gas concerns,
where there is apt to be uniform refusal to allow for
the presentation of such data.
• The opinion recognizes remedies for taxpayers to use
certain information while creating the anomaly of preventing use of the same information by assessors and assessment
appeals boards.
AB 3471.

In response to this case, Assemblyman Larry

Kapiloff introduced AB 3471 in 1980, which would have done the
following:
• Enable the county assessor, in the case of the valuation
of any taxable interest in the production of gas,
petroleum, and other hydrocarbon substances, to obtain
information in an assessment appeal proceeding which is
necessary or desireable in the valuation of the taxable interests.
• Clarify the ability of assessors to introduce information
regarding any property which may be relevant to the
appraisal of another property undergoing an assessment
appeal, with provision for closed hearings and confidentiality of data.
This bill failed to move from the Assembly Revenue and
Taxation Committee.

(See Appendix G for text of bill.)
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THE YIELD TAX ALTERNATIVE

Attributes of a Yield Tax
The yield tax approach as a property tax substitute
resolves the current controversy over oil and gas valuation
standards, new construction, etc.

A yield tax applies to

minerals at the time they are extracted, when they are
above ground in definable volumes.

Whether the mineral

was known to exist in the 1975 base year is irrelevant; the
minerals are taxed at their prevailing value level at the
time they are extracted.
The recently implemented Timber Yield Tax (Chapter 176,
Statutes of 1976) illustrates the adaptability of a yield
tax to one of California's other natural resources.

The

timber tax applies to the current price schedule (updated
every 6 months) and has proven easier and more efficient to
administer as compared to the previous ad valorem system.
A yield form of tax neutralizes tax considerations as a

•

motivation for extraction.

The present property tax system

taxes the mineral reserves as long as they remain in their
natural state, which encourages their extraction to reduce
the property tax liability.

A yield tax, on the other hand,

taxes the resources only at the time the resource is
extracted.

(This was an important consideration with respect

to timber, but with US energy policy apparently encouraging
increased production, it may be less of a consideration
with respect to oil and gas properties.)
16

A yield tax eliminates the cash flow problems the
property tax imposes on smaller producers; under the yield
tax income from production coincides with tax payment, while
the property tax applies every year, even if there is no
production.
Theoretically, a yield tax should stimulate greater
investment in oil and gas exploration and production because
the after-tax rate of return on long-term investments is
generally greater under a yield tax than under the property
tax.

(Of course, the price in the marketplace and cost of

financing will be the greatest determinants of investment.)
Practice in Other States
California is the only major oil producing state
without a yield tax.

Table 3 shows a map of the United

States which identifies the states which currently levy a
yield tax on oil and gas, and the tax rate or rates applied.
Table 4 shows a similar map, with the level of yield tax
collections in 1972, and in 1978.

The level of dependence

on oil and gas yield taxes varies by state, and in some
states the yield tax is in addition to the property tax on
oil and gas.
A more detailed description of each state's yield or
severance tax is given in Appendix H.

(Note that California

does levy a very minor severance tax, the proceeds of which
fund operation of the Division of Oil and Gas.
information, see page 35.)
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ACA 83/AB 2796 (Lockyer)
In light of the controversies over Rule 468, Assemblyman Bill Lockyer introduced a legislative package in 1980
which proposed shifting from the property tax to a
tax on oil and gas properties.

~eld

The legislation was approved

by this Committee, but ultimately failed to gain passage
by the full Legislature.

ACA 83 was never brought up for

a vote on the Senate floor, while AB 2796 was held in the
Senate Revenue and Taxation Committee.

(For text of bills,

see Appendix J.)
The Lockyer legislation proposed a 3 percent yield tax
on oil properties, and a 6 percent tax on gas properties.
(Geothermal resources were not covered by the bill.)

The

tax would have applied to oil and gas produced from public
or private property based on the gross market value at the
well.

In exchange, oil and gas mineral rights would have

been exempted from the property tax, as would down-well improvements and other non-recoverable improvements.
The tax would have been administered by the Board of
Equalization.

Revenues derived were to be collected by the

state and distributed to local agencies based on situs (point
of extraction) , but not to exceed a base dollar amount
factored by the state's Prop. 4 spending limit allowable
increase.

(This original base amount was the average of

1978-79 and 1979-80 property taxes derived from oil and gas
within the county, as determined by the county assessor.)
At the local level, these revenues were to be allocated
as property taxes within those tax rate areas.
20

Excess

amounts of revenue accrued to the Oil and Gas Production
Tax Account in the state General Fund.

The bill did not

earmark the use of such funds.
Key Issues Unresolved
The Lockyer legislation met its demise, not by a lack
of recognition of the administrative advantages of a yield
tax, but because of a lack of time in which to resolve a
set of conflicting demands made by the oil industry and the
counties regarding rate structure and revenue allocation.
Key elements concern the degree of state versus local control
in administration, the impact of Prop. 4 appropriations
limits,

what to do about future large increases in revenues,

and whether the state should receive a portion of the funds
generated.
The key issues are identified and discussed below,
with parallels drawn between the Lockyer legislation and
the current timber yield tax.

Resolution of these issues

is critical if a consensus is to be reached on any such
legislation in 1981.
LEVEL OF RATE
ISSUE:

Should the basis for setting the level
of rate be:
(a)

"revenue replacement", or

(b)

a given level of revenue (either
higher or lower than at present)?

The level at which a yield tax rate on oil and gas
properties is established depends on one's concept of
acceptable tax burden.
?1

When the timber yield tax was established, the concept
used was that of "revenue replacement", i.e., the rate was
set to raise the same level of revenue in "year one" of the
yield tax as was previously raised during an average of
three years under the property tax, given the estimated
levels of production.

Revenues could rise in future years

if production increases and/or price of the resource

•

increased.
AB 2796.

This was also the approach taken under ACA 83/
Replacing past revenue levels seems to be a

generally-agreed-upon concept, if only because no one can
seem to agree upon any other basis for arriving at a "fair
share" of taxes.
Based on data for 1978-79 and 1979-80, the Board of
Equalization arrived at a 3.12 percent equivalent tax rate
during the ACA 83/AB 2796 debate, while the Western Oil
and Gas Association subsequently came up with a 2.24 percent
rate.
The Board of Equalization is currently soliciting
detailed figures on production and value of oil and gas

•

properties from the various counties in a "special topic
survey", so that by early 1981, a solid data base should
exist for the 1980-81 fiscal year for rate setting purposes.
(For survey methodology and questions, see Appendices L and M.)
For the time being, the state-wide data available on
production and price are shown in Table 5, as compiled by the
Board. These data should be regarded as PRELIMINARYi any
decision on setting a yield tax rate, subject to considerations discussed in the next section, should await the results
of the Board's Special Topic Survey.
22

TABLE 5
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
(a)
OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION DATA
OIL PRODUCTION
Year

Averag:e Price

1978
1979
1980
1981

$ 8.37
10.97
16.58
24.50

On Taxable Properties
Product1on
Value
$268
273
279
280

On NonTaxable Properties
Proauction
Value

$2,243
2,995
4,626
6,860

67
68
70
70

(b)

$ 561
746
1,177
1,715

Total Oil
Production Value
335
341
349
350

$2,804
3,741
5,803
8,575

(c)
DRY GAS PRODUCTION
Year

Average Price

1978
1979
1980
1981

$ 1. 45
1. 74
2.04
2.25

On Taxable Pro12erties
Production
Value
141.5
164.2
190.2
200.0

$

7.4
8.6
10.0
10.0

205
286
388
450

TOTAL OIL AND DRY GAS PRODUCTION
On Taxable Properties
Year
Average Price
Production
Value
1978
1979
1980
1981

On NonTaxable Pro12erties (b)
Proauction
Value
$

11

15
20
23

On NonTaxable Properties
Production
Value

$2,448
3,281
5,014
7,310

Total Dr;t Gas
Production Value
148.9
172.8
200.0
210.0

$

216
301
408
473

Total Oil and Dr~
Product1on Value
$3,020
4,042

$ 572

761
1,197
1,738

6, 211

9,048

(a)

Production and value figures in millions; oil figures in barrels and dry gas
figures in cubic feet.

(b)

This production is from Elk Hills and other government-owned lands.
behind this production are not now subject to the property tax.

(c)

Reliable data are not readily available on wet gas which is produced in conjunction
with oil production;while wet gas approximateS dry gas in volume, price levels of wet
gas are difficult to obtain.
SOURCE:
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The reserves

Board of Equalization
Property Tax Administration
September, 1980

DATA FOR SETTING RATE
ISSUE:

Assuming a goal of raising "replacement" revenue, should the data on
which a rate is predicated be:
(a)

from the most recent actual
data available prior to passage
of the bill, i.e., for 1980-81, or

•

(b) from the year preceding implementation of the bill by way of formula, i.e., 1982-83, or
(c) from an estimate of 1982-83 by
factoring actual 1980-81 data, or
(d)

from an average of years, e.g.,
1978-79 to 1980-81, or 1979-80
and 1980-81, or 1980-81 to 198283, etc?

"Lag Time".

•

The level of a "replacement revenue" rate

is dependent on the level of property tax to be replaced
relative to the level of production data for the year or
years chosen to compute "replacement revenue".
As a practical matter, a constitutional amendment
approved in 1981 will not appear on the ballot until June 1982.
Since property taxes vest on March 1, 1982 for the 1982-83
fiscal year, the earliest the property tax exemption could
apply is March 1, 1983.

The yield tax would probably start

on April 1 or July 1 of 1983.

This creates a "lag time"

between data on property tax levels and production values
24

as of the time the bill would presumably be enacted (in 1981)
and the year the yield tax would take effect.
It is unclear whether a rate set to replace the 1980-81
level of revenue will be more or less than a rate set in
1982-83 (either by factoring 1980-81 data to an estimated
1982-83 amount, or by setting up a formula in the bill to
automatically fix a 1982-83 rate in the future, based on
actual data).

It all depends on future oil and gas prices

and the level of production, versus the growth in assessed
value of reserves.

For example, the property tax (based on

assessed value of reserves) almost doubled from 1979-80
to 1980-81 (99 percent increase), while the value of production increased by "only" 46 percent.
However, if future discoveries are minimal, the rate of
extraction is maintained, and oil prices continue to increase
rapidly,

then the value of production may grow faster by

1982-83 than will have the value of reserves
produced).

(that which is not

Thus, a lower rate may be required, based on

1982-83 production figures, in order to replace 1982-83
property tax levels, than if the rate had been set directly
in the bill using 1980-81 production data.

The likelihood

of this scenario would be enhanced if Rule 468 was to be
overturned on the oil companies' rationale.
On the other hand, if substantial new discoveries are
made, and the rate of increase in oil prices is moderated,
then the property tax base may grow faster relative to the
value of production.

This may result in a higher rate
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being required to meet the 1982-83 level of property taxes,
than if the rate had been set directly in the bill, using
1980-81 production data.

The possibility of this result is

improved if Rule 468 remains in effect, and especially if
Sacramento County wins its suit charging that Rule 468
does not go far enough.
Factors or Formulas?

If this "lag time" is considered

to be a problem, then two approaches might be used, as previously mentioned.

One approach is to factor the known 1980-81

figures to an anticipated 1982-83 level, as the basis for
setting a fixed rate in the bill at the time it is enacted,
presumably in 1981.

Another approach is to establish a

formula in the bill which, based on future data to be collected
between 1981 and 1983, would cause a rate to be automatically
determined at that time.
The problem with factoring is that the projections may
be much higher or lower than what actually turns out to be
the case in 1983.
The problems with setting up a formula are (a)

'

th~

possi-

bility may exist that production could be jockeyed to affect
the rate calculation, and (b) no one is certain at the time
the Legislature must act on the bill what the eventual rate
will be.
In the case of the timber yield tax, neither factoring
nor a formula were utilized.

Since the only data that

existed were for fiscal years 1972-73, 73-74 and 74-75,
these years were averaged to arrive at the replacement level
of revenue, even though the legislation was enacted in 1976
26

and the yield tax took effect in 1977.
Multiple Base Years?

The experience of the timber

yield tax raises another data question:

shoul~

an average

of 2 or more years be used, or just the single most recent
year for which data are available? Again, the answer is
critical to local governments.
Averaging over a period of years smoothes out data from
any one year that might be unrepresentative.

On the other

hand, in a period of rapidly rising property taxes, the more
base years used, the less accurate the reflection of the
most recent data.

For example the ·timber yield tax used

an average of the years 1972-73 to 1974-75, but because the
property taxes on timber grew rapidly during this period, the
average was weighted downward to approximately 1973 levels.
Property taxes produced in 1976, the last year of the property
tax on timber, were in some cases double what they were in
1973.

Thus, the timber yield tax rate might initially have

been set at a level higher than 6 percent, had more recent
data been available.

Again, it all depends on what happens

to production and price in the year used to determine the
property taxes to be replaced.
Rule 468.

The last factor bearing on this data ques-

tion is the future of Rule 468.

In 1980-81 $193 million

will be raised in compliance with that rule, but if
Rule 468 is overturned, only $90 million will be produced
in property taxes, after required refunds.
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Even if 1982-83

property taxes are used, by way of formula, the amount
would only be $93.6 million (at 2 percent annual growth).
Which level should be replaced?

Without Rule 468, the

level of tax to be replaced is less than half what the
industry is currently paying, and which local government
is dependent upon.

And if 1980-81 data with Rule 468 are

used (with or without factoring to estimated 1982-83 levels),
then if the rule is overturned, the industry will be paying
at a rate not truly based on "replacement revenue".

(And

of course, if Sacramento County wins its suit, the replacement
level will be in excess of $193 million.)
UNIFORMITY OF RATE

ISSUE:

•

Should the yield tax rate:
(a)

be uniform statewide, or

(b)

vary county to county?

Some counties have expressed a desire that, should a
yield tax be adopted, each county be allowed to set its own
rate in order to maintain its current revenue levels.
This begs the question of whether counties should be
allowed to keep all revenues derived from the yield tax, as
cities and counties now keep all sales taxes generated by
the one-cent Bradley-Burns local sales tax rate.

This

question is treated later in the Revenue Allocation section
of this report.

Allowing local rates makes sense only if
28

such revenues are retained by each county.

If the revenue

is pooled statewide and reallocated, local rates lose their
significance.
There are two basic problems with county-imposed rates.
First, oil companies with operations in different counties
must cope with varying rates, which adds compliance burdens.
Second, the ACA providing for the yield tax would have
to waive Article XIIIA, Section 4, to preclude the separate
county rates from being considered as "special taxes".

If

this were not done, then a two-thirds vote of the electorate
would be required, presumably on a countywide basis, before
the tax could apply in a given county.

Depending on election

results, the property tax and yield tax would apply in different
counties.
under the

Even if "equal protection" were not thus violated

u.s.

Constitution, this situation would be an

administrative and compliance nightmare.

And if no counties

approved the tax, either the property tax would have been
lifted--with no substitute--or we would be right back where
we started, with no net change.
The timber yield tax applies uniformly statewide,
currently at a 3 percent rate.

While effective tax rates

did vary from county-to-county, and within different parts
of a county (as a function of local values relative to local
production} such shifts are probably the price of achieving
uniformity and administrative ease.

And under the timber yield

tax, revenues are pooled statewide and returned to counties
independent of current harvest location.
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SEPARATE GAS RATE

ISSUE:

Should there be:
(a) a single rate for oil and gas, or
(b) one rate for oil, and another for gas?

•

There are two reasons why it may be desirable to have
separate rates.

First, if data demonstrate as wide a dis-

parity in effective property tax burdens as, say, 3 and 6

I

percent, respectively, for oil and gas, it would be more
equitable to impose separate rates.

This would maintain

the current proportionate tax burdens.

Also, using two rates

helps offset somewhat the effective tax rate shift caused
by a uniform statewide rate, as opposed to county rates.
To levy a single tax rate would mean a slightly increased
tax burden on oil, and a substantially reduced tax on gas,
under the "revenue replacement" concept.
Second, if the taxes generated were to stay within the
county where the oil or gas was produced (see Revenue Allocation below), and if the rate(s) were uniform statewide
(see Uniformity of Rate above), then a gas county would want
the higher rate on gas in order to sustain the level of
revenues currently received under the property tax.
However, if the tax rate is uniform, the state collects
the tax and revenues are allocated from a statewide pool to
make all counties whole, then there is no revenue reason
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for two rates, only the tax burden reason initially cited.
As previously noted, AB 2796 used the two-rate approach.
Although a similar case could be made under the timber yield
tax for a redwood rate, for example, and a pine rate, a
single rate was used instead.

The stumpage prices, however,

were allowed to vary by species.
CONSTITUTIONAL CAP ON RATE

ISSUE:

Should the yield tax rate(s):
(a)

be subject to future statutory change
without limit, or

(b)

be subject to a constitutional cap?

Flexibility in responding to changing fiscal situations
argues in favor of leaving rate-setting powers to the Legislature.

The only state tax rate provided in the constitution

is the insurance tax.

Article XIII (Section

28) sets

the general rate at 2.35 percent, but the Legislature may
change this rate by a 2/3ds vote.
Oil producers, on the other hand, might argue that a
constitutional limitation is desirable protection, which facilitates long-range fiscal planning. They would also point to
the 1 percent cap on the local property tax, to which they
are now subject.
A certain amount of distrust of the legislative process
may also be inherent in such a desire.
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An option might be to parallel the insurance tax, by

setting the rate in the Constitution but allowing it to
be changed by a 2/3rds vote of the Legislature.

A considera-

tion to be made if a constitutional cap is imposed on the
rate is perhaps setting the cap somewhat above the level
of "revenue replacement"

if some, but not total, future

legislative flexibility is desired.

RATE ADJUSTMENT

ISSUE:

Should the yield tax rate(s):
(a)

be fixed, subject to future legislative
change, or

(b)

be adjusted from year to year in order to
maintain constant yield tax revenue
levels, or specified growth, or

(c)

be adjusted in any year that the property
tax rate on commercial properties increases
or decreases, or

(d)

be adjusted both for (b) and (c)?

If oil prices and production continue to climb, revenues
may escalate rapidly in future years.

(As previously noted,

however, yield tax revenues may not escalate as fast as
property tax revenues on reserves

under Rule 468 in the

Sacramento County approach, if sustained.)
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An issue raised

during the AB 2796 debate was whether the yield tax rate
should be reduced as revenues climb, so as to moderate the
future growth of an oil yield tax.

Some oil representatives

argued that there should be no future increase above current
property tax levels.

(This argument was based on the assump-

tion that future yield tax revenues would grow faster than
future property tax revenues.)
The question is basically who should receive revenue
increases above some reasonable level.
level" itself is subject to debate..

(Even the "reasonable
It might be the level

of statewide assessed value growth under the property tax,
or the level of property tax growth of oil reserves under
current law, or perhaps population and CPI, as per Article
XIIIB.

More on this issue is included under Revenue Allo-

cation below. )
1.

Such revenues can go:

To the Local Agencies.

If revenues exceed appro-

priations, then the ultimate beneficiaries would be those
local taxpayers to whom the county chose to make refunds
under Article XIIIB.

Up to that point, the local agencies

will have maximized their ability to spend from such
revenues.
2.

To the State.

The law could be designed so that

once local capacity was exceeded, the state would receive
revenues for its own programs.

If the revenues exceeded

the state's appropriations limit, then taxpayers statewide
would receive the remainder in the form of refunds under
Article XIIIB (unless the state chose to spend those funds
on "exempt" purposes).
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3.

To the Oil Producers.

If the rate was adjusted

to lower the tax that would otherwise have been paid, in
order to maintain a given revenue level, then the "refunds"
would be limited to oil producers.

Whether the ultimate

beneficiary would be the consumer or the shareholder is
uncertain.

•

4.

To Some Combination of the .Above.

An adjustment

might be made only if revenues exceed extraordinary levels.
Otherwise, "excess" revenues could go to the state, or be
retained locally.
The timber yield tax contains no such revenue adjustment, but does have a "property tax adjustment" which, with
the advent of Prop. 13, acted to drop the timber yield tax
rate from 6 percent to 3 percent.

(Annually, the timber

yield tax rate is adjusted in the same proportion as the
average countywide property tax rate changes in the 17
largest timber producing counties.}
If there is a move to a split roll in the future on
the property tax, and the property tax rate on business
properties increases from, say,l percent to 2 percent,
should the yield tax rate on oil and gas undergo a comparable increase?
If it is rationalized that a revenue adjustment is
desirable to maintain a fairly constant level of revenues
under the yield tax, compared to the prior level of property
taxes paid, then perhaps it is equally appropriate to have
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a property tax rate adjustment to reflect any future split
roll or other property tax changes.

CONSTITUTIONAL IN-LIEU PROTECTION

ISSUE:

Should the ACA authorizing the yield tax
provide that the yield tax is in lieu of
all other severance taxes?

As drafted, ACA 83 was deemed by Legislative Counsel
(see Appendix K for opinion) not to preclude the future
imposition of other severance taxes.

ACA 83 provided that

the yield tax was in lieu of property taxes, but any other
non-property tax could still be levied.

As with the con-

stitutional rate cap question, at issue is legislative
flexibility.
Further, precluding any other severance tax would
appear to repeal the State Division of Oil and Gas (DOG)
severance tax on oil producers to pay the cost of.the DOG
budget.

In 1980-81, this tax is $0.0135953 (just over one

and a third cents) per barrel of oil or 10,000 cu. ft. of
gas, and raises about $4 million.

It could also act to repeal

the municipal severance taxes imposed by some charter cities
such as Long Beach, Huntington Beach and Torrance.
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Is it appropriate to preclude the levying of such taxes?
If such total in-1

protection were granted, perhaps as

a tradeoff there should be either no constitutional cap on
the rate, or no rate adjustment provision, or neither.

PUBLIC LANDS

•

ISSUE:

Should the yield tax apply to:
(a)

only oil and gas from privately-owned
lands, or

(b)

to private and public lands?

About 20 percent of current oil production and 5 percent
of gas production is from public lands.
The yield tax cannot be applied directly to the U.S.
Government, on federally-owned land, but could be applied to
producers who have contracts to extract such oil or gas.

•

AB 2796 applied to both private and public lands.

The

timber yield tax also applies to public lands.
Under the timber tax, the Legislature found that the
effective rate for private timber was 8 percent, and for
public lands (from possessory interests) 3 percent.

By

including all timber, a uniform statewide rate of 6 percent
was made possible.
A similar effect is possible under an oil and gas yield
tax; by including all producers, the rate required to produce
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replacement revenue will be less than if just private land
producers are taxed.
Further, all oil and gas are of a similar nature, whether
they come from public or private lands.

Treating all oil and

gas equally eliminates special administrative burdens of
separating which is subject to the yield tax, and which is
not.

For the timber yield tax, this was a special considera-

tion, due to the otherwise complex task of sorting out
public vs. private trees at the mill.
If oil and gas from state lands is taxed, then to the
extent the state itself is a producer, it would have to pay
the tax.

There is substantial precedent for this, however.

The state pays the sales tax on its purchases, just like any
other consumer.

Timber from state lands is subject to

the timber yield tax, and the state pays the energy resources
surcharge on its electrical bill.
To the extent that the tax applies to oil or gas taken
from the state, any local agency, or U.S. Government lands,
it could be expected that producers would bid a comparable
amount less for the right to extract the oil or gas resource,
assuming perfect market equilibrium.

If demand exceeded

supply, however, producers might have to bid higher and
initially absorb the tax themselves, rather than passing it
on to the government body.
Local agencies will be receiving yield tax revenues,
which at future growth levels should more than offset any
impact on bid prices.

The state may offset its loss by
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allocating a portion of the tax revenue to itself, or by
reducing state s

to counties which are large yield

tax beneficiaries (see Revenue Allocation section).
extent

To the

federal government incurs reduced bid prices,

a portion of the tax

11 thus be exported.

STATE OR LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

ISSUE:

Should the yield tax:
(a)

be administered by the treasurer-tax
collector and/or assessor in the various
counties, or

(b)

be administered by the State Board of
Equalization on behalf of the counties?

This is basically a matter of economies of scale.

It

should be cheaper in the aggregate for the state to collect
the tax than for each of the individual counties to create
its own collection and enforcement system.
There is ample precedent for state collection of taxes,
the revenue from which goes to local agencies, e.g., the
Bradley-Burns local sales tax (which is by law a local tax) ,
and the timber yield tax (which was in lieu of local property tax but by law is a state tax).
Depending on the level at which the tax is imposed
(e.g., producer, distributor, owner), there may be a relatively
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few number of taxpayers.

Comparatively few state employees

would be required to administer such a tax.

Detailed pro-

duction data must already be reported to the State Division
of Oil and Gas.
From the taxpayer's point of view, especially one who
operates in several counties, it would be preferable to
file one return to the state than several to the different
counties, especially if the collection procedures and regulations differed markedly among these counties.
The principal arguments for local administration are made by
some county assessors, who argue that (1)

counties should

retain all of the revenues produced within their boundaries,
so why not administer their own tax?

(see earlier section

on Uniformity of Rate and later section on Revenue Allocation), and (2) they have expertise on their staffs in dealing
with oil taxation as a result of their property tax responsibilities.
However, even if all revenues are returned to county of
origin, this does not counter the arguments that it should
be less expensive for the state to collect the tax, as per
the local sales tax.

On the other hand, it could be argued

that there is little incentive for the state to keep administrative costs down, if state costs are reimbursed from the
revenues going to local governments. If state administration
is opted for, perhaps a cap should be placed on the amount
of reimbursement to the state.
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REVENUE ALLOCATION

ISSUE:

Should
(a

ld tax:

be

to county of origin, or
ace

ls of property tax

revenue

excess -

(l) returned to

l counties by formula

on, assessed value, other)
(2) returned to _ _l counties by formula
on, assessed value, AFDC
as per
cy Fund
(3)

returned to

Aid to Local
other)
1 counties up to a cap

and CPI (or 90 percent
of POP+ CPI, or 120 percent, etc ... ),
with
(4) kept

r retained by the state
state (i.e., for school

ance purposes)?
If all revenues are returned to the county of

•

origin,

ld

curtailed to

s

state subventions be

se counties if the growth of

their yield tax revenues exceeds certain levels?

There are numerous ways
yield tax could be allocated.
returned to the counties

ch revenues from an oil
The way these revenues are
account for all of the various

features of oil production within an individual county
(e.g., whether oil is private, Elk Hills, Tidelands, government royalties, etc ••• ).

The yield tax may consist of a

single, statewide rate, state-administered,which by the way
the proceeds are allocated, may mimic the effect of a
totally locally administered tax.
The arguments for diverting any portion of revenues
away from the county of origin are two-fold:
1.

Prop. 4 Limits.

Revenues under a yield tax would

be expected to rise substantially in future years, at a
fixed tax rate.

If a local entity is already at its limit,

receipt of more revenues will trigger tax refunds.

Is this

the most efficient use of a presumably limited fiscal resource,
when it is incumbent upon the state to determine an appropriate allocation pattern?
Should the revenues, or at least a portion of the
revenues that one entity cannot spend, be instead allocated
to another local entity, or the state, which

~spend

them?

Is this approach making the most efficient use of resources,
or is it a "raid" on revenues counties consider "theirs"
by right?
2.

Special Needs.

The Prop. 4 issue raises the

question of whether special needs exist that warrant being
addressed by diversion of these yield tax revenues.
A precedent has already been set by creation of the
"excess transfer" provisions
of Assemblyman Imbrecht.

of AB 8 under the leadership

The net effect of this provision
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and counties

4 limits and be
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, energy

conservation,

for
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by the AB 8
If so, then

of
it

a case can be made
, if not directly, then
other state subventions?

warranted to reduce the extent to

which tax refunds would

se be

•
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Fiscal Implications of a Yield Tax
Determination of the fiscal effect of a yield tax of
course hinges on the answers to all the above questions.

The

best that can be achieved at present is to make the following
general statements:
1.
to rise.

Future Revenues.

Oil prices are expected to continue

Increased domestic production is a national goal.

Thus, at a fixed rate, revenues will continue to rise along
with

production and price increases.

Even when production

slackens in future years, price may continue to increase
enough to sustain constant or increased revenues at a fixed
tax rate.
2.

Article XIIIB Limits.

If yield tax revenues exceed

state and/or local appropriations, as subject to Article XIIIB,
then the "excess" must either be returned to some segment of
the taxpayers or spent on Article XIIIB "exempt purposes."
Thus, some taxes paid by oil companies may subsidize tax relief
for all taxpayers, including homeowners and businesses, depending on the mechanism used for relief.

If the property tax

is used, the oil companies would only receive relief on their
other holdings.
3.

Exporting of Tax Burden.

Most states which levy

yield taxes export the bulk of their oil and gas, so they are
likewise able to export most of their yield tax burdens.
(Many north-east and mid-west states without energy resources
argue that limits should be placed on the oil and gas states'
ability to impose yield taxes, for it is the non-energy or
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I

portion of
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Government.

text
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appl
Tab
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ld tax

ld tax

yield tax rates.

e

s for

crude oil at various
s, statewide

average data for oil producers for the windfall profits tax,
the property tax, the yield tax, and the state income tax
were used.

The federal income tax data are based on national

statistics.)

Note that at a 3 percent rate, the net burden

is only 3 cents higher than at a zero percent rate, i.e., no
yield tax and keeping the present law.

And at a 6 percent

rate, the $.67 per barrel of property tax is replaced with a
$1.80 per barrel yield tax, yet the oil producer only pays
a $.48 increase in total taxes per barrel of $30 crude oil.
TABLE 6
ES'l'IMATf:J) INTERACriON OF 'lliE IMPOSITION OF A YfELD TPJ(
· IN Lilli Of A PROPERTY TPJ( ON OIL PRODUCI~ PROPERriES

(Assuming $30 per barrel - all figures are in dollars
and CE>J'lts per barrel of crude oil)

Yield Tax Burden pe~ Barrel for Various Yield Tax Rates
~of

'l'ax

Property Tax

0% Rate
$

1\ Rate
---

2% Rate

3% Rate

'4% Rate

5% Rate

6% Rate

.67

Windfall Profits Tax

6.00

$ 5.9ll

$ 5.88

$ 5.82

$ 5.76

$ 5.70

$ ·5.64

State Incone Tax

1.7ll

1.77

1.75

1. 73

1.72

1. 70

1.68

Federal Income Tax

6.8ll

6.96

6.90

6.83

6.75

6.68

6.61

.30

.60

.90

1.20

1.50

1.80

$14.97

$15.13

$15.28

$15.43

$15.58

$15.73

Yield Tax
Total Taxes

$15.25

Source: Board of Equulization
September 1980
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In Table

7 , the Board of Equalization estimates the

effect on the price of both a single $30 barrel of crude oil,
and on production statewide of 280 million barrels of presently
taxable oil, assuming

a

3 percent tax rate.

TABLE 7
Shift in Tax Burden
Type of Tax

Per Barrel

-

Property Tax

$.67

On 280 Million Barrels

-

$187.6 Million

Windfall Profits Tax

.18

50.4 Million

State Income Tax

.01

2.8 Million

Federal Income Tax

.01

2.8 Million

+

Yield Tax

+ $.03

Net Shift
5.

.90

+
+ $

252.0 Million
8.4 Million

Interaction With Property Tax "Debt" Rates.

By

exempting oil and gas from the property tax, the property
tax burden for the purpose of "indebtedness" on all other
taxpayers in these counties will increase.

This is because

Proposition 13 allows rates in excess of 1 percent for the

•

purpose of repaying "voter-approved indebtedness" obligated
prior to July 1, 1978.

If a city, county or district's

property tax base shrinks, it simply increases their "debt rates"
by an amount which, when applied to the smaller base, raises
the needed annual amount.
This effect would be substantial in Kern County where
53.2 percent of the property tax is derived from oil and gas.
For example, the average countywide "debt rate" in Kern is
$.25 per $100 assessed value.

For a $50,000 home ($10,750 a.v.

after HOE), the current "debt tax" of $26.88 would go to $57.43,
46

an increase of $30.54.

This impact is based on countywide

figures, while the actual effect will vary based on the
individual cities and districts involved.
extreme case.

It is also the

In Los Angeles County, where the current average

debt rate is $.60, but where oil dependence is only 1.7 percent,
the increase in tax on the same homeowner would be only $1.12.
Because of this effect, perhaps some amount of "excess"
revenues {above county Prop. 4 limits) should be allowed to
remain with the counties, to allow refunds to these taxpayers
to offset this increased debt rate effect.
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Prop. 13 Effect on Oil, Gas Properties: A $100 Million Argument
Jt, BARBARA BB1', on- .... Wllte
abould pay their "fair share" of
taxe& "A88easors aren't lookinB tD

Mare than SlOO million i1 at stake
ill a stateWide controversy over
bow tD tax oil and gas properties as
county assessors, the oil and gas
producers and the state Board of
Equalization. which sets the ruleA~
for asaeasors, argue bow Propositioll 13 lhould be applied tD oil and

pluck the goose With the 111011t

feathers. We are just looking at
equity," he aays. "Oil prices are be·
,r::..
ing decontrolled and the oil produ(X)
cenaretaklngnewoiloutanddon't
want tD pay their fair share of taxes
JU.
even though recoverable reserveA~
"It's the lingle 111011t difficult have increased."
problem !or assesson Iince Propo. . Waat ~ul 'l'ltMmellt
litionl3. aays Ale.under Pope. La. · On th other 'de Ed Mal
Angel• County ll8lleii80I'
e
81 ,
mgreen
The assesson want· 81 much of the California Independent ProJDOney as possible for their counties,
dueers Assn. contends that the ~
which bave suffered revenue 1 - sessors are violating ~Jslons m
Iince the paasqe of Proposition 13 Proposit1011 13, and .that oil and gas
In June, 1978. But the oil and gas producers are pay1ng more taxes
producers want tD bold down their · ·than they should.
taxes.
"'ur polition il that Proposition
Ventura County ..__.. Jack 13 applies tD oil and gas properties
War.man II'IIJel thll aD firm1 iU1t as It applies tD all ot.ber Pf'OIII!l'•

tu trwatment
should be ac:corded." aaya a Union
011 Co. apoltellman.
Proposition 13. which taxes property at 1% of its value, froze all

can be reflected iD higher property
taxes under PrqtoliUon 13'1 rest.rlc·
tlons.

year for tu purpo11e1. Only new
construction and property which

that any reserveA~ on a particular
property dlsc:overed after 1~. or
any reserveA~now economicallY fea·
lible tD remove should be added tD

ties, and 110 diffeNnt

lletla SW. O,..lhla
After Proposition 13 ~. the
~yvalues~theirl~l~e~' state Board of Equalization illued a
regulation-Rule 468-requlring
alloWing only a 2'l!. increase eac:h

changes owners can be revalued
hiJher-at the market price.
Before Proposition 13, assessors
~aluated an oil well by estimating
bow much crude could be taken out
of the well, based on the price of "it.
1n the last five years, the pricf;
'I
baa skyrocketed, and prod\.
now find it worthwhile tD IPt ·
more money tD extract oil once lk
lieved uneconomic tD recover. Tbt.
problem il whether this "new" all

the property tu rolls as new con·
at.ruction, Le. based on the current
price of oil or gas.
Many oil and gas produeen .as
well as assessors do not Uke Rule
468, and botll lldea have ftJed law.Uts againlt the Board of Equalila·
Uon tD bave It decland UDCIIIIIItitu·
tionaL

Ill ........ the oO IDd ...

producers contend that all oil and
gas propertiell should be frozen at
their 1~ value and be permitted tD
Increase only 2% a year, unless
there is a change of ownership such
as Shell Oil Co.'s $3.65 billion acqui·
itition of Belridge Oil Co. in Kern
County. The oil or gas was always In
the ground, the producers aay. If a
house was valued at $50,000 in 19'75,
it is 8llellsed at $54.120 now under
Proposition 13, they contend. and oil
and gas properties should be treated
the aame way.
The difference in property taxeA~
can be staggering-about 1190.000
for one Kern County oil holding. for
example. The property, valued at
$3.2 million in 1~. now il appralaed at S22.5 milliOn because of
new reserveA~; rellulting in property
tuee of about &222,500 a year. But if

. },

.... ;

2"

i.-

the value was only railed
a,..,..
IInce 1~. the property would pre• •

sently be 8ll8elllled at S3.5 millioti
and the owner 11'10\lld only paf··
~ytuesofroughly$35,000:' .,,
California baa about S16 billion iD
oil and gas properties paying about
S200 million In property lues this
year, according tD a state Board of
Equalization survey. If Rule 488
were declared unconstitutional and
oil and gas properties were frozen •t
their 1~ level, revenu• wouljl.
drop tD about S90 million-a differ·,
ence of SUO million-estimatel'
Robert GU8tlf11011. an attDrney with

theboard.

..

· Last year, oil and gas ~
paid about $100 million in taxes. The

hll&e iDCnllle tD S200 million, GUI.................. Cal.l
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'Oil Firms Fight Over Taxes
Continued from First Page
tafson says, is due to a combination
. of the Belridge sale and the fact that
th~ decontrol of oil prices has made
it economic to extract more oil.
Based on a pr1ce of $30 for a barrel of oil. Gustafl'on says, property
taxes are generally about 60 cents a
l)arrcl, compared with a total tax
burden-including windfall profit£
tru~-of $15 a barrel.
r;oducers' View Backed
.In support of the oil and gas producers. both a state attorney general's opinion and legislative counsel's
opinion issued earlier this year declare that Rule 468 is unconstutional because it allows property to be
·. valued h1gher due to economic
changes.
The legislative counsel's opinion
, says in part, "New construction
.- means a physical change to real
~·property. It does not include an in:, crease in the recoverable amounts
;~ of minerals. covered by the mineral
: right. because they become more
. economically feasible to recover."
: On the other side of the ar:·. gument, the assessors are fighting
~ among themselves. Some favor
' Rule 468 while others believe that it
· docs not go far enough. Sacramento
= County Assessor William C. Lynch
' has filed a suit against the Board of
· . Equalization. He contends that the
· .county should be permitted to revalue entire oil properties each year
based on the market price of oil.
• "The process of extracting oil and
~ gas from the ground is a continuing
· process of construction," says
·Monte Fuller. Sacramento County
· deputy county counsel. "Proposi; tion 13 requires that with new construction you re-assess at full value
on each lien date." Oil and gas are
different than any other property
. right. Fuller adds.
Severance Tax Urced
Under oil company arguments,
Fuller says, some oil properties
. could wind up paying no taxes. Proposition 13 says that a property's
value is only allowed to be in~reased 2% a year from the 1975
level. And, from this figure. the assessor must deduct the amount of oil
extracted each year since as oil is
taken out, the value of the property
drops. After the producer takes out
all the oil estimated to be recovera, ~Je in 1975, theoretically there is no
value left in the property. But beeause of price increases in oil, the
' producer might still be extracting
oil-but he would not have to pay
property taxes.
.
: · Because of the tax hullabaloo and
the difficulty iri estimating the
amount of oil in the ground, some
assessors and oil and gas producers
advocate replacing the property !ID'

charge on each barrel of oil taken
out of the ground; for example. This
method is already used in such oth
er states as Texas and Louisiana.
And. there is a precedent in California-the timber yield tax passed by
the Legislature in 1976.
"A severance tax is easier to administer without controversy," says
Los Angeles County assessor Pope.
But getting it properly drafted and
set at the right rate is a difficult political problem, he adds. Pope supports Rule 468 until a "proper" sev •
erance tax is adopted.
Counties Want Benefit
Last year, the Legislature killed a
bill by Assemblyman Bill Lockyer
m-San Leandro) which would
have established a 3% severance
tax on oil and 6% on natural gas.
Such a tru1 would also require voter
approval.
The assessors were not happy
wit}'! the Lockyer measure because
it would not have permitted them to
keep all of any increase in oil and
gas revenues. Instead, any amount
in excess of the change in the consumer price index would revert to a
special state fund.
Counties such as Kern, where
about 50% of property taxes are
paid by oil firms. wanted to keep the
benefit from any higher revenues.
They wanted to cut the local tax
rate for everyone in their countyresidential. commercial and industrial property owners-in order to
comply with the i constitutional
spending limits imposed by Proposition 4.
Oi' and gas producers also were
dissatisfied with the Lockyer bill
because it did not preclude a future
· increase In taxes. The energy firms
believe the state should examine
their total tax burden. Texas, for example. imposes a 7.5% severance
tax. but it has no state corporate income tax, unlike California.
Caught in Middle
The severance tax issue will be
the subject of interim legislative
hearings. and Lockyer says he plans
to re-introduce a similar measure in
the next legislative session.
"I felt uncomfortable when I
wound up being caught in the middle," Lockyer says. "I felt that some
oil companies wanted to win something, not just substitute one tax for
another . • . And some of the assessors were trying to use the shift as
an excuse to increase taxes on oil. 1
was in the middle trying to substitute one tax for another."
If legislative attempts to enact a
severance tax are unsuccessful and
Rule 468 is declared unconstitutional, Waterman of Ventura County
says the assessors may turn to the
initiative ballot route to impose a
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Dear Ivlr. Rogers:
FACTS
You have cal
provisions of Rule 468 as
Equalization.

ttention to the following
by the State Board of

"
Increases in recoverable amounts
changed physlcal or
of such minerals caused
economic conditions cons tute additions to
such a property interest.

* * *
"Additions to reserves established in a
given year by discove
construction of improvements, or
economic conditions
shall be quanti
appraised at market
value."
(See 18
Code 468)
In our discussion of Rule 468, we have limited our
analysis to those particular provisions.
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QUESTION
Does a reappraisal of mineral rights based on
increases in recoverable amounts of minerals caused by
changes in economic conditions violate Article XIII A of the
California Constitution?
OPINION
A reappraisal of mineral rights based on increases
in recoverable amounts of minerals caused by changes in
economic conditions, in excess of 2 percent a year, would
violate Section 2 of Article XIII A of the California
Constitution.
ANALYSIS
Article XIII A of the California Constitution
revised the traditional concept of full cash value,* and now
provides, in part, that ad valorem taxes on real property
may not exceed 1 percent of the full cash value of such
property for the 1975-76 fiscal year, increased each year
thereafter to reflect the inflation rate, but not to exceed
2 percent in any given year (subd. (a), Sec. 1; subd. (b),
Sec. 2, Art. XIII A, Cal. Canst.).
It also provides, however, for the reappraisal of such property at its full cash
value, without regard to the limitations previously mentioned, whenever such property is purchased, newly constructed,
or a change in ownership has occurred after the 1975 assessment (subd. (a), Sec. 2, Art. XIII A, Cal. Canst.).
Subsequent to the adoption of Article XIII A of
the California Constitution, the Legislature enacted various
statutes to implement its provisions.

*

This concept was formerly controlled by Article XIII of
the California Constitution. Article XIII was rAvised
by Proposition 8 on the ballot for the General Election
held on Tuesday, November 5, 1974, and many of the case
citations refer to the earlier sections. However, to
the extent that existing provisions of Article XIII are
substantially reenactments of former provisions, we think
that they will be given the same interpretation (see
Hewlett-Packard Corp. v. County of Santa Clara, 50 Cal.
t\pp. 2d 7,:r, 77, fn.).
-- - - - - - - -
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change to real property.
It does not include an increase in
the recoverable amounts of minerals, covered by the mineral
right, because they become more economically feasible to
recover. Therefore, in our opinion, such increase would not
constitute "new construction," within the meaning of Section
70 of the Revenue and Taxation Code and Article XIII A of
the California Constitution.
As such, we think the board's rule is erroneous,
and that an increase in the value of a mineral right resulting from an increase in amounts of recoverable minerals
due to economic changes is no different from any other
increase in the value of real property due to changed economic conditions, as for example by inflation. We think
that Article XIII A limits an increase in assessments of
real property, including mineral rights, to the rate of
inflation not to exceed 2 percent a year.
Thus, in our opinion a reappraisal of mineral
rights based on increases in recoverable amounts of minerals
caused by changes in economic conditions, in excess of 2
percent a year, would violate Section 2 of Article XIII A of
the California Constitution.
Very truly yours,
Bion M. Gregory
Legislative Counsel

By
Eileen K. Jenkins
Deputy Legislative Counsel
EKJ:vo
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:

-----------------------------The HONORABLE DON ROGERS, ASSEMBLYMAN,
THIRTY-THIRD DISTRICT has requested an opinion on the
following question:
Does a reassessment of oil and gas rights based
on an increase in recoverable amounts of oil and gas
caused by a change in ecomonic conditions violate
Article XIII A of the Ce.lifornia Constitution?
CONCLUSION
A reassessment of oil and gas rights based solely
on an increase in recoverable amounts of oil and gas
caused by a change in economic conditions violates Article
XIII A of the California Constition.
ANALYSIS
With advent of the decontrol of oil prices by the
federal government and the consequent increase in crude
oil prices in California, many oil field operators are
finding that they can now economically recover more oil
from a given tract than previously estimated. This is
particularly true in areas of the San Joaquin Valley where
increased prices now make the use of secondary and
tertiary recovery techniques economically feasible to
extract heavy crude oil. As a consequence, the rights
possessed by the oil operators are more valuable. The
question presented is whether the county assessors may
reappraise those oil interests and reassess them solely
because of the increase in estimated recoverable oil reserves
brought about by the change in economic conditions, that
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i~ the increase in crude 0il prices in the market.
We
conclude that the reassessment restrictions contained in
section 2 of Article XIII A of the California Constitution
added by an initiative measure in June 1978 preclude such
a reassessment.

Section 1 of Article XIII provides in part:
"Unless otherwise provided by this Constitution
or the laws of the United States:
"(a) All property is taxable and shall be
assessed at the same percentage of fair market value •
. . • The value to which the percentage is applied,
whether it be the fair market value or not, shall be
known for property tax purposes as the full value.
"(b) All property so assessed shall be taxed·in
proportion to its full value."
Pursuant to this constitutional directive the Legislature
has defined "property" to include " . • • all matters and
things, real, personal, and mixed, capable of private
ownership."
(Rev. & Tax. Code, S 103.)!/ In turn, real
property is defined to include:
"(b) All mines, minerals, ~nd quarries in the
land, • • • and all rights and privileges appertaining
thereto."
(S 104 (b).)
Also, in the article dealing wi i:h t; •.: preparation and
contents of the assessment roll (§ 601 et seq.), the
Legislature has provided:
"In the event that a separate assessment of
rights and privileges appertaining to mines or
minerals and land is made, the descriptive words
'mining rights' or 'mineral rights' on the assessment
roll shall include the right to enter in or upon the
land for the exploration, development and production
of minerals, including oil, gas, and other
hydrocarbons."
(§ 607.5.)
It is then, the right to explore, drill for and remove
oil and gas that is assessed and taxed.
{Atlantic Oil
Co. v. County of Los Angeles {1968) 69 Cal.2d. 585,

!/ Hereinafter, all unidentified code sections are
to the Revenue and Taxation Code.
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594-596.)l/ It is not the oil and gas in place that is
assessed, since the owner of land does not have title to

ll The Supreme Court in Atlantic Oil gave a further
exposition on the interest conveyed by oil and gas
"leases" and the different approach taken by sections 104
and 607.5 for taxing purposes:
"Under the instruments herein, each public entity
granted the privilege of drilling for and producing
oil and gas exclusively to a lessee without
reservation or exception for the term of the lease.
'The right [to drill for and produce oil] when granted
is a profit a prendre, a right to remove a part of the
substance of the land. A erofit a prendre is an
interest in real property In the nature of an
incorporeal hereditament. • • • The profit ~rendre,
whethe; it is unlimited as to duration or lim1tealto a
term of years, is an estate in real property.
If it
is for a term of years, it is a chattel real, which is
nevertheless an estate in real property, although not
real prope~ty, or real estate.
[Citation omitted.]
Where it is unlimited in duration, it is a freehold
interest, an estate in fee, and real property or real
estate.'
(Dabney-Johnson Oil Corp. v. Walden (1935) 4
Cal.2d 637, 649. See <.lso Callahan v. Martin, supra,
3 Cal.2d 110, 118; Gerhard v. Ste~~ens, supra, 68
Cal.2d 864, 879-880.)
Each lessor retained a
reversionary interest, the right to drill for and
produce oil and gas after the period specified in the
lease.
(Dabney-Johnson Oil Corp. v. Walden, supra, 4
Cal.2d 637, 647.)
Each lessor also received the right
to specified oil and gas royalty payments, a right
that we have classified as an incorporeal
hereditament, an interest in land.
(See Callahan v.
Martin, supra, 3 Cal.2d 110, 124; Standard Oil Co. v.
J. P. Mills Organization (1935) 3 Cal.2d 128, 134;
Dabney-Johnson Oil Corp. v. Walden, supra, 4 Cal.2d
637, 647.)
"It is settled, however, 'that for purposes of
taxation the definitions of real property in the
revenue and taxation laws of the state control whether
they conform to definitions used for other purposes or
not.'
(Trabue Pittman Corp. v. County of Los Angeles
(1946) 29 Cal.2d 385, 393; see also San Diego Trust &
Sav. Bank v. County of San Diego (1940) 16 Cal.2d 142,
147.)
Section 104 of the Revenue and Taxation Code
provides that '"Real estate" or "real property"
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oil and gas in place (Callahan v. Martin ~1935) 3 Ca1.2d
110, 117), nor the oil and gas once produced. The
assessor must appraise and assess the right to drill for
and produce hydrocarbons.
(Atlantic Oil Co. v. C~~~.ty of
Los Angeles, supra, at ~11.)
The usual method of valuing such mining rights
interests is to determine the present value of the oil and
gas expected to be recovered over the anticipated duration
of each agreement and to subtract therefrom the ~~s1:imated
present value of the anticipated cost of withdrawing those
substances.
(Atlantic Oil Co. v. County of Los Anaeles,
supra~ Ehrman & Flavin, Taxing California Propert~(2nd
ed. 1979) S 20.9.)}/ Pursuant to its duty to "[p}repare
and issue instructions to assessors designed to promote
uniformity throughout the state and its local taxing
jurisdictions in the assessment of property for the
purposes of taxation" (Gov. Code, § 15606 (e)), the State
Board of Equalization has iss~ed and revised, since the
adoption of Article XIII A, a rule on valuing oil and gas
producing properties.
(Cal. Admin. Code, tit. 18, S 468,
hereinafter referred to as "Rule 468".)!/ As pertinent
here, subdivision (b) of Rule 468 sets forth the basic
appraisal rule:
"The market value of an oil and gas mineral
property interest is determined by estimating the
value of the volumes of proved reserves. Proved
reserves are those reserves which geological aL~
engineering information indicate with reasonab~e

'1:.1

(Cont'd)

includes:
(a) The possession of, claim to, ownership
of, or right to the possession of land.
(b) All mines,
minerals, and quarries in the land, all standing timber
whether or not belonging to the owner of the land, and
all rights and privileges appertaining thereto • • • • '
Plaintiffs' rights in the public lands are admittedly
subject to ad valorem property taxes as 'mining rights'
or 'mineral rights' (Rev. & Tax. Code, SS 201, 104,
607.5), and it is those interests that defendants claim
they assessed • • • " ~(69 Cal.2d at 594-595; court's
footnote omitted.)

ll The issue in Atlantic Oil was whether the
assessors should also deduct the present value of the sums
to be paid to the lessor (tax-exempt public agencies) as
rent or royalty. The court ruled in the negative as to
most of the conveyancing instruments it reviewed.
!/ The entire Rule 468 is set forth in appendix A
hereto.
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contains this:
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future, takin~ into
ysical and econorn1c
and projected economic
by reference to all
knowledgeable and
ration and buying
rties, e.g., capitalizationrat
expenses."
n

fining the taxable interest

"The right to remove
troleum and natural gas
from the earth is a ta
e real property interest .
Increases in recoverable amounts of minerals caused by
chan ed h sical or economic conditions constitute
a 1t1ons to sue a ro ert interest. Reduction in
recovera le amounts
m1nera s cause by production
or changes in the e
ation of future production
capabilities constitute a reduction in the interest.
Whether or not physical
s to the system employed
in recovering such miner s qualify as new
construction shall be
ermined by reference to
Section 463(al -"
~sis added.)
Furth~r,

the appraisal instructions in subdivision (c),
citing as justification "[t]he pnique nature of oil and
gas property interests requires the application of
specialized appraisal techn1ques designed to satisfy the
requirements of Article XIII, section 1, and Article
XIII A, section 2, of the California Constitution •
"
direct that:
"(3)
Additions to reserves established in a
given year by discovery, construction of improvements,
or changes in economic conditions shall be quantified
and appraised at market value."
(Rule 468(c) (3);
emphasis added.)
There could be little doubt that a substantial
increase in crude oil prices in the marketplace would, as
a matter of appraisal, increase the value of the mining
rights being appraised, and Rule 468, in its directive as
to reappraising oil and gas interests because of a change
in economic conditions, is designed to recognize that
fact.
The question, however, is whether such annual
reassessments run counter to the restrictions of Article
XIII A, and we now turn to that section.
In June 1978, by an initiative measure, popularly
known as Proposition 13, the people adopted a new Article
XIII A to the California Constitution. Section 1 of that
article establishes a maximum tax rate that may be
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levied against real property in the state. Section 2
radically changee and restricts the assessment procedures
for such propert~, and as amended by Proposition 8 in
November 1978 reads:
"SEC. 2.
(a) The full cash value means the
county assessor's valuation of real property as shown
on the 1975-76 tax bill under 'full cash value' or,
thereafter, the appraised value of real property when
purchased, newly constructed, or a change in ownership
has occurred after the 1975 assessment. All real
property not already assessed up to the 1975-76 full
cash value may be reassessed to reflect that
valuation. For purposes of this section, the term
'newly constructed' shall not include real property
which is reconstructed after a disaster, as declared
by the Governor, where the fair market value of such
real property, as reconstructed, is comparable to its
fair market value prior to the disaster.
"(b) The full cash value base may reflect from
year to year the inflationary rate not to exceed 2
percent for any given year or reduction as shown in
the consumer price index or comparable data for the
area under taxing jurisdiction, or may be reduced to
reflect substantial damage, destruction or other
factors causing a decline 1n value."
The Supreme Court in Amador Valley Joint U:-.ion
High Sch. Dist. v. State Bd. of Equalizati~n {1978) 22
Cal.3d. 208, dealt with a numb~r o: legal attacks on
Article XIII A. One of them was a claim that the
evaluation method established in section 2 denied certain
property owners the equal protection of the law. The
court described and upheld this method against that claim
as follows:
"By reason of section 2, subdivision (a), of the
article, except for property acquired prior to 1975,
henceforth all real property will be assessed and
taxed at its value at date of acquisition rather than
at current value (subject, of course, to the 2 percent
maximum annual inflationary increase provided for in
subdivision (b)). This 'acquisition value' approach
-to taxation finds reasonable support in a theory that
the annual taxes which a property owner must pay
should bear some rational relationship to the original
cost of the property, rather than relate to an
unforeseen, perhaps unduly inflated, current value.
Not only does an acquisition value system enable each
property owner to estimate with some assurance his
future tax liability, but also the system may operate
on a fairer basis than a current value approach. For
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•

example, a taxpayer who
ired his property for
$40,000 in 1975 hence
will be assessed and taxed
on the basis of that cost (assuming it represented the
then fair market value).
is result is fair and
equitable in that his future taxes may be said
reasonably to reflect the
ice he was originally
willing and a
to
his propertyr rather than
an inflated value fixed, after acquisition, in part on
the basis
s
s
hi
rties over which sales
he can exercise no cant
On the other hand, a
person who paid $80,000
similar property in 1977
is henceforth assessed
taxed at a higher level
which reflects, again, the
ice he was willing and
able to pay for that proper
• Seen in this light,
and contrary to petitioners' assumption, section 2
does not unduly discriminate against persons who
acquired their property after 1975, for those persons
are assessed and taxed in precisely the same manner as
those who purchased in 1975, namely, on an acquisition
value basis predicated on the owner's free and
voluntary acts of pur
is is an arguably
reasonable basis for assessment.
(We leave open for
future resolution questions regarding the proper
application of article XIII A to involuntary changes
in ownership or h~h cc~struction.)
"In addition, the fact that two taxpayers may pay
different taxe~ ~n substantially identical property is
not wholly novel to c~r general taxation scheme. For
example, the computation of a sales tax on two
identical items of personalty may vary substantially,
depending upon the exact sales price and the
availability of a discount. Article XIII A introduces
a roughly comparable tax system with respect to real
property, whereby the taxes one pays are closely
related to the acquisition value of the property.
"In converting from a current value method to an
acquisition value system, the framers of article
XIII A chose not to 'roll back' assessments any
earlier than the 1975-1976 fiscal year. For
assessment purposes, persons who acquired property
prior to 1975 are deemed to have purchased it during
1975. These persons, however, cannot complain of any
unfair tax treatment in view of the substantial tax
advantage they will reap from a return of their
assessments from current to 1975-1976 valuation
levels.
Indeed, the adoption of a uniform acquisition
value system without some 'cut off' date reasonably
might have been considered both administratively
unfeasible and incapable of producing adequate tax
revenues. The selection of 1975-1976 fiscal year as a
base year, although seemingly arbitrary, may be
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considered as comparable to utilization of a
•grandfather' clause wherein a particular year is
chosen as the effective date of new legislation, in
order to prevent inequitable results or to promote
some other legitimate purpose. (See Harris v.
Alcoholic Bev. Etc. Appeals Bd. (1964) 61 Cal.2d 305,
309-310.) Similar provisions are routinely upheld by
the courts.
(See, e.g., New Orleans v. Dukes (1976)
427 u.s. 297, 305-306; In re Norwalk Call (1964} 62
Cal.2d 185, 188.)
"Petitioners insist, however, that property of
current value must be taxed equally, regardless
of its or1g1nal cost. This proposition is
demonstrably without legal merit, for our state
Constitution itself expressly contemplates the use of
'a value standard other than fair market
value • • • • '
(Art. XIII<# S 1, subd. (a).)
Moreover, the Legislature is empowered to grant total
or partial exemptions from property taxation on behalf
of various classes (e.g., veterans, blind or disabled
persons, religious, hospital or charitable property;
see art. XIII, S 4), despite the fact that similarly
situated property may be taxed at its full value. In
addition, home':)~·mers receive a partial exemption from
taxation (Art. XIII, S 3, subd. (k)) which is
unavailable to other property owners. As noted
previously, the state has wide discretion to grant
such exemptions. {Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia,
supra, 253 u.s. 412, 415.)
~qual

"Finally, no compelling reason exists for
assuming that property law.~ully may be taxed only at
current values, rather than at some other value, or
upon some different basis. As the United States
Supreme Court has explained, 'The State is not limited
to ad valorem taxation. It may impose different
specific taxes upon different trades and professions
and may vary the rate of excise upon various
products. In levying such taxes, the State is not
required to resort to close distinctions or to
maintain a precise, scientific uniformity with
reference to composition, use or value.' (Ohio Oil
Co. v. Conway, suera, 281 U.S. 146, 159.) We cannot
say that the acqutsition value approach incorporated
in article XIII A, by which a property owner's tax
liability bears a reasonable relation to his costs of
acquisition, is wholly arbitrary or irrational.
Accordingly, the measure under scrutiny herein meets
the demands of equal protection principles." (Amador
Valley Joint Union High Sch. Dist. v. State Bd. of
Equalization, supra, at pp. 235-237.)
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Thus, the court has upheld this assessment system whereby
assessments can only be increased5/ (except for the
inflation fact:or permitted by section 2 (b)) from the
1975-76 value "when purchased, newly constructed, or a
change in ownership has occurred." We do not believe a
change of econ()mic conditions qualifies for an increase
assessment under section 2(a).!/
•
As noted above, the taxable interest is the right
to drill for and produce hydrocarbons. This interest is
created (or "purchased") when the original oil and gas
lease is entered into. Under the "acquisition" theory of
assessment, as described by the court in Amador Valley,
that date or 1975, whichever is later, is the valuation
date for that i 11terest unless there is new construction or
a change in ownE~rship. The taxable interest may become
more valuable due to the increase in crude oil prices, as
would a house or an apartment with a general increase in
the real estate market as is being witnessed now. Article
XIII A does not permit an increased assessment just
because of an increase in value. The test is not current
valuer it is acquisition value, here the value at the time
the mining interest was acquired, even if only a fraction
of its present value.
Rule 468 attempts to justify its requirement that
oil and gas interests be revalued upward because of
changed economic cond!tions on the basis that the increase
5/ An adjunct to the issue presented, but which we
do not address or express any opinion on,, is the question
of whether the assessor may reassess downward (1) in the
event of a decrease of crude oil prices resulting in a
decrease in estimated recoverable oil reserves, or (2l
annually to reflect depletion in the reserves from
production during the previous year. This question
requires an interpretation of the phrase "• •• may be
reduced to reflect substantial damage, destruction or
other factors causing a decline in value" added to section
2(6) of Article XIII A, and is beyond the scope of this
opinion.
6/ We do not decide herein, but do note, that new
wells drilled as a result of changed economic conditions,
namely an increase in crude oil prices, may qualify as new
construction, and the argument can be made that such new
construction adds value to the taxable property (the
mining interest) which reflects the increased and more
valuable reserves made available because of the well.
This opinion, however, is confined solely to the fact of
an increase in estimated recoverable oil reserves
resulting from changed economic conditions.
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in recoverable amounts of oil and gas thereby caused
constitutes an addition to such a property interest. In
our judgment, this ignores the nature of the interest
being assessed and taxed. The mineral interest is the
right to extract as much oil and gas as the operator
economically can. Just because the operator now can
economically extract more oil and gas (the "new" reserves)
does not change his basic mineral rights at all. They are
merely more valuable. The operator has no more property
interest than he had the day he entered into the lease.
·No new property has been created.
We conclude therefore that section 2 of Article
XIII A prohibits an increase in assessments of oil and gas
producing properties solely on the grounds of increase in
value becauRe of changing economic conditions.'·
·.

* * * * *
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80/121
To:

County Assessors, Equalization Boards
and Assessment Appeals Boards

In O~inion No. 80-322, released June 18, 1980, the Attorney
General's Office concluded that an increase in assessments of
oil and gas producing properties solely on the basis of increases in value caused by changing economic conditions is prohibited .U:y Section 2 of 1\rticle XIII A of the California Constitution.
If this is a correct interpretation of Article XIII A,
u.mcnchnent of Board Eule 468 (19 Cal. Admin. Code §468), which
provides otherv;ise, would be in order.
Si1ortly u.fter the issuance of the mentioned opinion, Sacramento
County filed a law suit contending .Rule 468 'vas invalid because
it does not allow for the annual reappraisal of all oil and gas
properties.
The legal action was commenced pursuant to Section
538 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, which also allows for intervention in the suit by potential assessces and other assessors.
because of thls latter aspect of the statute, it is very possible
that industry and other assessors will become involved.
If this
Joe3 occur it would be beneficial to all concerned since it would
present to the court all aspects of the problems associated with
the appraising of oil ana gas properties under Proposition 13.
viet\7 of the above--described events anJ the many recorllmen<tations for rule content presented to this Board during its
several rmblic hearin9s on the subject, the Board has concluueJ.
t.ha i.:. it \··ould. be inappropr ia tc and disruptive to a_r,,end R.ule 4 6 8
ot this Li.~,te.
This letter serves as notice thu.t the rule is
still in effect and should be followed by all assessors and
equalization boards as required by Government Code Section 15606
until such time as it is amended to conform with a final court
or..J.er, shouhi th~1t become necessary.
Iil

Douglas D. Bell
Executive Secretary
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ASSEMBLY BILL
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AB 2960

lost by reason of this enactment.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: yes.

Introduced by Assemblyman Rogers

March 6, I980

-2-

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
1
SECTION I. Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section
2 75) is added to Part 0.5 of Division I of the Revenue and
3 Taxation Code, to read:
4
5

HEFEHRED TO COMMITTEE ON REVENUE AND TAXATION

An act to add Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 75)
to Part 0.5 of Division I of, the Revenue and Taxation Code,
relating to taxation.
0"1
Ul

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 2960, as introduced, Rogers (Rev. & Tax.). Property
tax.
Article XIII A of the California Constitution limits the
amount of any ad valorem property tax on real property to I%
of the full cash value of the property. "Full cash value" is
defined as the county assessor's valuation as shown on the
1975-76 tax bill or thereafter, the appraised value of real
property when purchased, newly constructed, or a change in
ownership has occurred. Various legislative enactments have
sought to implement the provisions of Article XIII A.
This bill would further implement the provisions of Article
XIII A. It would provide that the right to remove petroleum
and natural gas from the earth is a taxable real property
interest :.md shall be separately enrolled· from other real
rty interests. It would also provide for the assessment
allocation
such mineral rights.
would require the Controller
amount of
claims

CHAPTER 3.5.
OIL AND GAs
6
7
75. The right to remove petroleum and natural gas
8 from the earth is a taxable real property interest, and
9 shall be separately enrolled from other real property
10 interests. Such interests shall be termed "mineral rights."
11
The full cash value of mineral rights as an appraisal unit
12 shall include the value of producing facilities and
13 equipment which is required to be separately assessed as
14 "improvements" by Section 13 of Article XIII of the
15 Constitution.
16
76. (a) New well equipment and construction,
17 alter~tion of existing wells due to redrilling, and
18 . workovers covered by permits issued by the State
19 Division of Oil and Gas, and substantial changes in
20 producing facilities and equipment of an appraisal unit
21 shall be categorized as "newly constructed" and enrolled
22 as "improvements" for the base year of the next
23 succeeding lien date.
24
(b) If the 1975 base year value of mineral rights was
25 not determined by an appraisal or re~ppraisal by the
26 assessor for the 1975-76 assessment roll, a new I975 lien
27 date base year value shall be determined upon the
28" discovery of oil, gas and other hydrocarbons in the
29 appraisal unit and shall be placed on the roll for the lien
30 date year following such discovery.
establishment of
31 a 1975 base year value shaH be
of Section 1 1.

J:.o
1\:1
1\:1
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AB 2960

to year the inflationary rate not to exceed 2 percent for
:?. any given year or be reduced as shown in the Consumer
:1 Price Index or comparable data for the area in the taxing

-t jurisdiction, or may be reduced to reflect depletion,
5 damage, destruction or other factors causing a decline in
6 value.
7
77. If the "mineral rights" related td a specific parcel
H of land were not separately enrolled for the 1975-76, or
9 later base years, the assessor shall allocate the actual full
10 cash value according to the allocation stated in his
ll appraisal of that parcel for that year between "mineral
12 rights" and "land except for mineral rights." The
13 resulting allocated full cash values may be adjusted from
1-t year to year to reflect the inflationary rate not to exceed
15 2 percent for any given year or· may be reduced
16 according to the Consumer Price Index or comparable
17 data for the area under taxing jurisdiction, or may be
18 reduced to reflect depletion, damage, destruction or
"' 19 other factors causing a decline in value.
"'20
78. Decline in value of mineral rights caused by
21 depletion, damage, destruction or other factors causing a
22 decline in value shall be determined by comparing:
23
(a) The net income to the appraisal unit including
24 mineral rights for the calendar year preceding the
25 1975-76 or later year lien date. Net income shall be
26 determined by deducting from the sale value of
27 produced oil, natural gas and natural ga~ liquids, the
28 opprating co.o:;ts allowed by the J.s~essor in his valuation as
29 nf thf' hen dare and property taxes on mineral rights and
;)0 improvements; and
31
(b) The net income to the appraisal unit including
32 mineral rights for the calendar year preceding the
33 current lien date. Net income shall be determined by
34 deducting from the sale value of produced oil, natural gas
35 and natural gas liquids, the operating posts incurred by
36 the operator for the calendar year preceding the current
37 lien date, mineral rights and improvements taxes
38 incurred during said calendar year and other taxes, if any,
.'39 including increased production taxes and license fees,
40 federal and state windfall profits taxes and any other new

AB 2960

-4-

1 taxes which affect the profitability of the appraisal unit.
2
If subdivision (b) is less than subdivision (a), the
3 assessor shall compute the ratio of subdivision (b) to

subdivision (a) and thereupon reduce the "mineral
5 rights" base values, including annual increments, by the
6 . percentage decline in value shown by that ratio. If
7 subdivision (a) is less than or equal to subdivision (b),
8 then there shall be no decline in value.
9
79. Except for the specialized appraisal techniques
I 0 herein directed, oil and natural gas producing properties
11 shall have the same treatment as other real property
12 under Article XIII A of the California Constitution and
13 .,shall be subject to rules promulgated by the State Board
14 of Equalization.
SEC. 2. The Controller shall report to the Legislature
1f?
16 on the amount of claims made by county auditors under
17 Section 16113 of the Government Code for compensation
18 for property tax revenues lost by reason of the
19 classification or exemption of property by this act The
20 report shall be made on or before the first day of October
21 next following the operative date of this act for claims
22 · made under subdivision (a) of Section 16113 and shall be
23 made on or before the first day of December next
24 following the operative date of this act for claims made
25 under subdivision (b) of Section 16113. The report shall
26 be made in order that the Legislature may appropriate
27 funds for the subventions required by Section 2229 of the
28 Revenue and Taxation Code.
4

0

ASSEMBLY REVENUE AND TAXATION COMMITTEE
ASSEMBLYMAN WADIE P. DEDDEH, Chainnan

April 7, 1980
AB 2960 (ROGERS), AS INTRODUCED
SUBJECT:

Property tax assessment of oil and gas properties

WHAT THE BILL DOES:

•

1.

Establishes a special chapter for valuation of oil and
gas under the existing Prop. 13 property assessment
statutes •

2.

Provides that all such properties valued in 1975-76
may increase at only 2% per year, or decline in value.
This provision is an attempt to overturn that portion
of Board of Equalization (BOE) Rule 468, which allows
the assessor to pick up as new property those reserves
not valued in 1975 that had no value due to their cost
of extraction.

3.

Provides that all subsequent discoveries of oil, gas
or other hydrocarbons receive a "1975 base year value"
consistent with Section 110.1.

4.

Provides that the "appraisal unit" of such property
be improvements only (excludes land).

5.

Provides that a ''net income" test be applied for determining declines in value of mineral rights, rather
than actual market value. The ratio of net income per
appraisal unit in the calendar year prior to the current
lien date, over the net income for the calendar year
prior to the base year lien date,develops a factor
which, if less than 1.0, is multiplied against last
year's value to effect a decline in value for the current
year. In the base year "net 1.ncome" is. the sale value
of minerals less operating costs and property taxes,
and in the subsequent year "net income" is sale value less
costs, property taxes, and all other taxes, including
increased production taxes, license fees, federal or
state windfall profits taxes.

6.

Provides for state to reimburse local revenue losses
(requires separate appropriation measure in future years).

7.

Takes effect January 1, 1981; applies to 1981-82 fiscal
year and thereafter.
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BACKGROUND:
Oil and gas properties are subject to the property tax. It
has always been difficult to properly value minerals. Fundamentally, it is not easy to value something you can't see
(lying underground). Proposition 13, however, has introduced further complications into this process.
For example, pre-13 the assessor could change his estimates
of value on an annual basis, to adjust to new data. These
minerals were present during the 1975 base year whether or
not they were valued on the ~ssessment roll, or whether or
not they were even known to exist.
If they were valued, such value in the base year may have
been quite small due either to the fact that their development was to be delayed for several years or the price of the
extracted minerals did not justify the cost of extraction.
In past years, price controls made it uneconomic to produce
certain fields. However, with decontrol, the fiscal
incentive is now there to go ahead and extract the resource.
BOE Rule 468 (see attached) governs assessment of oil and
gas producing properties under Article XIIIA (Prop. 13).
Basically, increases in recoverable amount~,whether caused
by physical or economic conditions, constitute "new construction", and are added to the assessment rolls at current fair
market value. Otherwise, a 1975 base value applies. Any
base value may increase by only 2% per year.
The Board's rationale in adopting this rule is that if oil
was known to exist in 1975, but there was just no way
economically (at that time) that it would ever be extracted,
then for all intents and purposes, it wasn't considered to
exist. However, if future conditions changed, then at that
point it would be determined that the oil did exist, and it
would be treated just as any other new construction. As
the economics of oil production alter, so does the profitability of these hard-to-extract or expensive-to-contract
reserves. Without this kind of "new construction" treatment,
such oil could eventually be extracted after all, and yet
pay no tax.
Considerable controversy surrounds what constitutes a "proven
reserve" and "reasonably projected physical and economic
operating factors". Some oil companies and producers maintain that oil known to exist in 1975 cannot increase in value
above 2% annually as "new construction", even if that 1975
value was zero. Litigation on this point is likely.
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Finally, Legislative Counsel has recently opined that:
"reappraisal of mineral rights based on increases in
recoverable amounts of minerals caused by changes in
economic conditions, in excess of 2 percent a year, would
violate Section 2 of Article XIIIA of the California
Constitution."
FISCAL EFFECT:
This bill would substantially reduce property taxes on oil and
gas properties. The magnitude cannot be determined based on
available data, as too many individual factors are involved,
and provisions of the bill are unclear.
This loss is proposed to be reimbursed by the state, although
this would require separate leg1slat1on.
COMMENTS:
l.

According to proponents, the purpose of this bill is to
preclude taxation of reserves which were known in 1975-but had no value because it was considered uneconomic to
extract--and which in future years does acquire value
because a change in economic conditions (e.g. oil price
decontrol) favors extraction of the reserve.

2.

As noted in "Background", Legislative Counsel believes
part of BOE Rule 468 to be unconstitutional. Options to
deal with this opinion include:

•

3.

a.

Ignore the opinion, allow the BOE Rule to stand,
and allow the courts to rule on the validity of
the rule •

b.

Move a bill and/or an ACA to clarify that uneconomic
reserves can be assessed in the future when economic
conditions change.

c.

Move to replace the property tax with a yield tax,
which would tax the resources as it is extracted
based on its value at the well (AB 2796-Lockyer),
which would render moot questions of "old" oil vs.
"new"oil, and the value in 1975.

d.

Move a bill which overturns the board rule (this bill).

e.

Further study of oil taxation in interim session.

This bill grants substantial tax relief to oil companies
and producers. Are oil companies the highest priority for
tax relief?
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4.

This reduction in revenues, if unreirnbursed by the state,
would mean a reduction in local services. The 2/3rds
vote requirement to levy new taxes virtually precludes
alternate revenue sources to take the place of these oil
tax reductions. Although the property tax paid by other
taxpayers will not increase, their share of the tax
burden will.
Should all the state's General Fund taxpayers bear the
cost of tax relief to oil companies?

5.

Is it equitable to allow such oil to totally escape
property tax? If the value in 1975 was zero, there is
nothing to increase by 2% annually thereafter.

6.

There is no situation really comparable to this involving
other types of properties.
For example, a piece of vacant or under-utilized land
may skyrocket in current market value terms because of a
change in economic cond1tions, zoning, new development
nearby, sewer connections, etc. But this increase is
because its development potential has increased. Although the property initially retains its base year
value, new construction or an ownership change almost
.inevitably follows, as dictated by market conditions,
thus ultimately allowing the local government to realize
increased property taxes.
This is not the case with
these oil properties.
Under the BOE rule, the "new economic conditions" acts
as the equivalent of a "new construction" trigger for
such properties, but under this bill that trigger would
be eliminated, thus ensuring no property tax would ever
apply to these properties. Only new reserves physically
discovered (unknown to exist in 1975} would be given new
market value assessments. (However, see Comment #8)

7.

Besides precluding assessment of those properties formerly
uneconomic in 1975, this bill would substantially cut
taxes on those properties which did have values in 1975.
The "net income" concept and lim1tation of "appraisal
unit" to improvements only (excluding land}, to be
used in measuring declines in value, will ensure not only
a more rapid drop in the value of oil property than a
decline which might be allowed under existing law, but
will in many instances allow declines even when the true
market value is in excess of the allowable 2%, which under
Prop. 13 means that the prior year's value will increase
by 2%, not decline.

April 7, 1980
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What is the purpose of this change? There is no
comparable treatment accorded other types of properties.
Net income may bear no relation whatsoever to market
value of the mineral lease. Use of net income losses,
rather than actual loss of value, seems reminiscent of
the oil depletion allowance concept formerly extended to
all oil companies under the income tax.
Why are all manner of taxes on oil companies allowed to
be deducted, dollar-for-dollar, in the side of the ratio
from years subsequent to the base year, but not from
the base year itself? This means the comparison is
weighted to favor property tax reductions. Why should
property taxes be reduced because the federal government
imposes a windfall profits tax or California voters adopt
Proposition 11? This computation appears to be a backdoor approach to property tax exemption berift of the
otherwise-required constitutional amendment and 2/3rds
vote.
8.

Finally, this bill appears to require a 1975 level value
on newly discovered reserves in future years (page 2,
lines 26 to 32). This is inconsistent with Article XIIIA
which requires value as of the date of "new construction",
e.g., 1984, not some earlier year's value of equivalent
construction, such as 1975.
This bill may be attempting to sa:¥ that these
discoveries are not new construct1on,
because it specifically calls for a "new 1975 lien date
base year value" for the entire appraisal unit, not a
separate and current base year value for the discovery
alone .

•

If new oil discoveries are not "new construction", then
what are they? This proposal is completely at odds with
treatment of any other type of property. Why should oil
producers be favored with old values on new discoveries-which are pre-decontrol--when all other property owners
must pay taxes based on current level values on their
new construction?
If this is not the intent of the bill, then this language
should certainly be clarified.
Prepared by:
BL:al
Attachm0nt

Bob Leland

(See p. 3a)
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Attorncys for Plaintiff

: I
IN 'l'ITE SUPEHIOR COUR'l' OF 'I'HE srrATE 01" CALIFORNIA
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SACRN-IEN'l'O
8

WILLIAM C. LYNCH, Assessor for the
County of Sacramento, a political
subdivision of the State of
California,

9
10

II

No.

289796

Plaintiff,

12

SECOND M·'lENDED COMPLAIN'!
FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF

v.

13

S'rNrE BOARD OF EQUALIZA'riON, State
of California,
Defendant.

1'j

(CCP 1060 & Rev. &
Taxation Code 538)

-----------------

___!

-------------------AMEP.Jd),; HESS CORPORA'riON 1

a Delaware
17 ~C~rr~~~ation~ C~LI;ORNIA INDE~ENDEt:JT
, PRor,u~-ERS AoSO,_IAriON, a Cal1forn1a
c
~Corporation, et al.,
l
"

1)l

•

?u

,,
I!

I

Interveners.

11--------·------------------------ /
I

Plaintiff alleges:
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

L. B. Fl f,M

7-)

I

~

!Assessor of the County of Sacramento, a political subdivision of

1.

Plaintiff, WILLIAM C. LYNCH, is t~he duly elecb2d

J5

the State of California, charged with the duty of assessing annu-

2()

ally natural gas properties for ad valorem tax

77

to U-:e California Const.itution and the laws of t.:he State! of

:>H

Ca.li.:::ornia.
72

purpose~;

pun>n<.:tnt

2.
2

The California State Board of Equalization is a

duly elected State Board and is required by Government Code
Section 15606(c) to prescribe rules and regulations to govern

i!

assessors when assessing property for property tax purposes.
3.

6

Equalization adopted Section 468 of Title 18 of the California

7

Administrative Code (hereinafter referred to as Rule 468) and

8

amended the rule on or about June 28, 1979, prescribing rules and

9

regulations to be followed

by assessors when assessing oil and

10

gas producing properties, which is attached hereto and incorpo-

11

rated herein by reference and marked "Exhibit A".
4.

12

Revenue and Taxation Code Section 538 provides that

13

if the Assessor believes that a specific provision of a rule or

14

a regulation of the Board is unconstitutional or invalid, and as

I)

a result thereof concludes that the property should be assessed

16

in a manner contrary to such provision, the Assessor shall in lieu

17

of making such assessment, bring an action for declaratory relief

18

against the Board under Section 1060 of the Code of Civil Proce-

19

du:re.
5.

20

Assessable oil and gas rights in land have substance

21

value and are separately assessed when oil and gas is known to

22

exist under the surface of land and there is known to exist the

23

technical ability to extract the oil and gas in paying quantities.

2,i

Enjoyment of the right is accomplished by use or sale of oil and

25

LB. ELAM

On or about June 28, 1978, the State Board of

'gas after capture on the surface of the land.

Capture of oil and

26

gas =rom the subsurface requires a continuous process of con-

27

str~~tion,

2H

the

:a~d

substantially altering the physical characteristics of

through utilization of propulsive forces, both internal
73

anc1 external, constuntly applied, adjusted, modified and con)

trolled by drilling, pumping, compressing, flooding, heat

~

prcsurizing to fucilitate capture of the maximum amount o
I

land gas in sufficient quantities to receive the maximum
joil. and gas on the surface.
6

~Article

XIIIA of the California Constitution and Revenue

7

Taxation Code Section 70 because the rule ignors the fact

8

process of extracting oil and gas from the land is new cons

9

tion, requiring reappraisal and assessment of the interest

10

cash value on each lien date subsequent to production of

11

gas.
6.

17

tween Plaintiff and Defendant concerning their respective

Ji

and duties wherein Plaintiff believes Rule 468 is uncons

1'i

and contrary to statutory law.

16

be constitutional and consistent with statutory law.
7.

l

An actual controversy has arisen and now exists

13

17

•

Rule 468 violates the provisi

Defendant believes such rule

Plaintiff desires a judicial determination of

18

~rights

1')

!Rule 468 complies with the provisions of the California Canst

20

and duties and a declaration by the Court as to whe

i

tion and statutory laws.
8.

A judicial declaration is necessary and appropri

22

at this time under the circumstances in order that Plaintiff

:n

correctly perform the function of Assessor of Sacramento Coun
9.

Plaintiff has exhausted all the administrative

2)

remedies available to him by filing a petition for amendment or

J~

repeal of Rule 468 with the State Board of Equalization on

n

February 27, 1980, attached hereto and marked "Exhibit B" and

JH

incorporated herein by reference.
74

The Board subsequently

a hearing on the petition, accepting oral testimony, and
2

the petition on March 6, 1980.

3

Board of Equalization 181, dated March 6, 1980, which are

4

and incorporated herein, and marked "Exhibit C").

S

(See 1980 Minutes of the

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
10.

6

For a separate and distinct cause of action

7

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all the allegations

8

in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 of Plaintiff's

9

of action.
11.

10

The object, purpose, substance and value

11

right to extract oil and gas from the land is the right to

12

title to gas and oil extracted.

13

interest constantly changes with discovery of oil and gas reserves

14

production of oil and gas by the owner of the right; production

15

by other owners of the right to extract oil and gas from

16

reservoir; technological advancements in the equipment,

17

or process used in extraction; intrusion of water into we

18

the increase or decrease in the market price of oil and

19

alters the amount of oil and gas that may be economically

20

The total quantity and quality of the interest cannot be

21

mined until the point in time all the oil and gas in the

22

been extracted.

23

is partially determined by the extraction and sale of

2•i

of oil or cubic foot of gas at current market price.

25

violates the provisions of Article XIII and XIIIA of the

20

fo::-::i..a Constitution because the rule requires assessment

27

righ~

2H

The quantity and quality of

The acquisition price or value of the

to extract oil and gas as if the interest was a

,property having possessory value as land and improvements

. B FLAM
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same

s

acquisition cost or value of oil and gas interests is
2

each time a barrel of oil or cubic foot of gas is extracted

5

sold at current market price, requiring assessment of the

~

at full cash value on each lien date.

S

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
12.

G

•

For a separate and distinct cause of action

7

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all the allegations

8

in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 of Plaintiff's first

9

of action.
13.

lO

11

Rule 468 attempts to apply Article XIIIA of the

!California Constitution to the assessment of oil and gas

12

The electorate, when adopting Proposition 13 (adding Article

13

XIIIA to the California Constitution), were neither aware

III

were placed on notice, that the right to explore and extract

l'i

and gas from land was included· in the term

JG

did not intend the measure to limit the assessment and

17

of oil and gas interests.

s

1

19

,!

:I

11

nor

real property" and

Article XIII of the California Cons

tution requires the assessment and taxation of oil and gas

~ests

at full cash value on each lien date.

Rule 468 is unconst

20

tutional because it requires taxation of oil and gas interests

21

other than full cash value on the lien date of each tax year.
14.

22

The assessment of oil and gas interests at a

23

less than full cash value on each lien date has the effect

2·1

allowing substantial amounts of property to escape property

2'5

tion all to the detriment of local ('nti ties charged with the

2G

to assess all taxable property in their respective jurisdi

27

The

2H

Plc~~~iff,

~~tal

amount of property escaping taxation is unknown
but Plaintiff is informed and believes the amount

B. ELAM
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millions of dollars each taxable year.
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

2

15.

)

For a separate and distinct cause of action,

4

Plai~tiff

')

in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 of Plaintiff's first cause

6

of action.

incorporates by reference all the allegations conta

16.

7

Article XIII, Section 1, of the California

Consti~

8

tution requires all property to be assessed according full cash

9

value.

Article XIIIA limits the tax to one percent of the

10

erty's full cash value on lien date 1975, plus not to exceed two

11

percent inflationary increase thereafter.

12

XIIIA allows reduction of the assessment to reflect factors

u

causing a decline in value of the property interest.

14

violates the Constitution in that it requires a reduction of the

l ')

1975 base year value upon depletion of reserves based on an ave

l(j

unit base year value of estimated reserves without giving consid-

17

eration to whether or not the right assessed has decreased in

Section 2{b) of Article

Rule 468

value below the base year value plus two percent inflationary

IS

1

19

II factor.

20

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays:

21

1.

For judgment declaring Rule 468 unconstitutional

22

violation of Article XIII, Section 1, of the Constitution in

23

the tax limitations contained in Article XIIIA of the Cons

2·i

do not apply to the assessment of oil and gas interests and

25

interests must be assessed each year at full cash value;

2G

2.
~~

27

to

28

Co~a~itution

.. 8 ELAM
UNff CniJ"'J-.~;l
~AMt-Nro COlJNrY

In the alternative, for judgment declaring Rule 468

unconstitutional in violation of Article XIIIA of the
because the process of extracting oil and gas
77

the subsurface constitutes new construction requiring reappraisa
2

of the property interest each year oil or gas has been extracte

)

frorr: the land;
3.

4
')

unco~stitutional

6

acquisition cost or value method of property taxation, the

7

tion or value cost of oil and gas interests is determined

8

ously by the sale of oil or gas extracted.

9

system of property taxation requires the interest to be apprai

in violation of Article XIIIA because under

The acquisition cost

10

and assessed at current market value on lien date of each taxab

11

year.
4.

12

In the alternative, for judgment declaring
Arti~le

13

to be unconstitutional in violation of

14

rule requires a reduction of the base year value for depletion

I')

reserves based upon an average unit base year value of es

16

reserves without

17

assessed has decreased in value below the base year plus two

18

percent inflationary factor.
5.

19

•

In the alternative, for judgment declaring

20

giv~ng

XIIIA because

consideration to whether or not the

For an order directing Plaintiff to assess all

anc gas properties at full cash value on each lien date;
6.

For costs of suit herein incurred; and

22

7.

For such other and further relief as the Court may

23

deem proper.

24

DATED:

October.<":/, 1980
L. B. ELAM, County Counsel of
Sacramento County, California

25

2G
BY

27

Attorneys for Plaintiff
B. ELAM
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ro

6

Cnut~ fY

I'

!i

II
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

II

,I,I

THE PRODVCTIO.i'J OF OIL NW G.i\S IS A COHSTAl~T
PROCESS OF NE\·J COiiSTRUCTIQ?:; REQt:IRH{G RE-·
APPi?J\L::r'\1. OF SUCH INTERESTS Ot'J EACP. LIEN n1\TE

q

ji

II

u

UNDER ARTICLE XIIIA

li
II

I'
"l

6

Rule /1-GS is an attempt by the Board to impler:~ent the p

1/

~visions
!

I Article

9

Rule 468 is unconstitutional because it ignores

fact that the process of extracting oil and gas from the

1

ea~c

itself constitutes ne\\ construction.
7

ll)

11

13

XIIIA requires reappraisal of the property v7hen ne\vly

II cons tructecl.

8

12

of Article XIIIA to oil and gas producing properties.

The fact that

I

r:ro_c!-u~_!;_i_on

of oil and gas is

co_nstr~ctio~l_

can

lbe exeiT'.plified by the methods used to capture the property. Oil
!and gas are unique properties which are transitory in nature.

14

The

I')

l and

o~n1er

of the right to extract such properties can enjoy oil

r:;as only vJhen they are captured at the surface of the land.

lur

~ Ol. 1

U

I substances

211 d

gas c.re capture d b y the trans f ·er o.f eart h , roc1( anc1 o
e

from their natural subterranean position to the s

I'

:!

l8

19
20

21

j' of the land.

II

II

II
1

1

The drilling of a -v1ell is done in such a ITI.anner as

tn create a void or air space from the surface to stratas conta
ing cil or gas.

IL;68(b) (5)

classHies a v;el1 as land and required a base year

22

to be established at the time the well is completed.

25

of the vJell is, therefore, considered by the rule as new con-

2-i

s truction of land vli thin the meaning of Artie le XI IIi\.

25

I;
/H

The drill

Once a well has been drilled to a strata of land conta
oil and/or gas,

U. F!

Simply put, a v7ell is a hole in the ground.

I
I oLl

frc:~

!\'~

d

the pressures of the earth force the oil or

the strata to the surface ustnc, the v1ell as a conduit.
E~~

~as

physically

~ove

79

from one portion of the land to

s

j ;moU~cr port Lon because of subterranean pressures.

As o-il or ga

, ~is rcmcrved from the land, the space previously occupied by
j or ~~2s
I

:is replaced by VIa ter or subsidence of the land.

1n some cases, water or other substances are injected

·} I
')

e o

!strata by a well to force oils to the surface.

In other case

1

(, ! 1 i ve steam is injected into the oil reserv:)irs, lm.;rer:Lng the
lcosity of the oil to enhance its ability to move throup:h the s

7

I

Ito the well and to the surface.

8

In the case of gas, cornpress1on

eqt1ipment is installed on the surface to induce movement of

9
10

from the reservoirs.

11

move IDore of the oil in place to the surface for capture.

12

entire integral process is designed to physically move natur

13

I substances

14

1 and enjoyment.

15

Technology is continually being develop
The

of the land to a place on the land for beneficial use

Rule 468 incorporates Rule 463, which defines ne\·7 construct

11

to include site development, leveling land, constructinp: parkin[':

JC)
17

,

lots, adding land fill, retaining walls or constructing a buil

il

I~ ~T~e
i! . -·
1: 1~·

I!

20

11

process of site preparation, leveling land or building a
lot frecluently involves the use of a bulldozer or other

Doving equip'Q'lent, to move earth from one location to a more

n

sirable location on the land., The only differing feature bet\•7een

n

moving earth with a bulldozer on the land surface and the

25

tior1 of oil and gas from beneath the land surface is the Tieth_od o.f

24

force used.

I level

)' t,·

I

If it \vere

I possible

J/

'I the=:· earth's surface rather than by the present l'lec:ns, Hould

.'H

1 pr·~- ::.:;;'.S
I

(

land, would it be any the less construction?

2G

I

:,·'lJ".if"

If gravitational force on the surface were used

I!

to use a bulldozer to extract oil or p,as fro~ bene

s of extraction then be classified as construction?
80

I'
II

Ano chc·r e:~.:n1p 1 e of g cne:c:- C\lly accf~ptcd cone epts of cons 1.::ruc t:

:1

is the builcU.np: of a structure (residence or v•arehouse).

lc·t····_,•·,~c.
.,'th
) I·"
~"'-'-Lu'·"'~
a1.e f...,
rLquen tl·
_ y h u.L.•-it
..
v,l _ concre t.e.

l

V"

c o n cr:etc
c::m
· ..
c.

1~)e

II

' 1:-:::.:mufacturcd fror:: substances located on a sinf.le parcel of 1

·t

II

s

iSand anci rock are gathered and mixed \vith limestone and \Jater to

I

!make a semi-liquid substance -:vhich is then poured into foms
7

allmved to dry, cure and solidify.

The forms are then removed

s

and a building is constructed.

9

land are merely Qoved from one portion of the land to another

In this example, substances of

10

such a manner that the owner can enjoy the property.

The dril

11

of a well to allow the pressures of the earth to rearrange the

12

position of oil and gas from beneath the surface to the surface

13

it can be used is analogous to the construction of a concrete

1·1

building.

l~

construction process used for oil and gas is obstructed fro8 vi

lG

by several thousand feet of rock and sand.

The primary difference betvJee.n the bvo is that lhe

l)

The U.S. Supreme Court and our State Supreme Court recognized
:I
I:
II that states are permitted wide flexibility in enforceEl.ent and
I!,f
There exists no "iron rule of
1
~~ }_:; ~erp-reta tion of tax laws.

2u

lj prohibiting the flexibility and variety that are appropriate" to

17
18

21

schei'.1es of taxation.

As long as a system of taxation is support

n

by a rational basis, and is not palpably arbitrary, it -:-1ill be

23 !upheld despite the absence of a precise, scientific uniforrni
taxation (P..1nador Valley Joint Union High School Dist. v. State

21

_};)g£!:~-~:__9_[_~9_~l~li_?0ti_2_~z-~~-£!:a,

I

The

XIII~

ta~;k

22 Cal3d 208.)

of defining the term "nc'i.vly constructed" in Artie

requires ascertaining the intent of the voters of this

:

I

!s
I H 1:1 •'·'·I

lj

t: ~~ - ;· 1H:::cau;.; e the J\ rtic le -:·ms enacted through the ini tia t

81

of

,,

:' pro·::c:,;~;.

ThE! Article does not address itself to oil c:rnd g2.s

properties, and the average voter without doubt did not cons

;j.L U; effect upon taxation of oil and gas properties.
/1

II

•

CE<::,s ....,ere

IJ

directed at the single fat"-nily residence and

knc,:-:n by the layr.:1an to be visible land, not oil and gas rir;:hts.

(,

The theory advanced herein that the process of oil and gas

7

production constitutes ne\-7 cons true tion is a reasonable and

8

lloEical interpretation of the intent of Article XIIIA of the
California Constitution, requiring

reapprai~al

lO

each year at its full cash value.

Rule 468 should be repealed.

11

A suggested Rule 468 is attached and marked Exhibit "A".

12

DATED:

February 26, 1980

13
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15

16
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of such intere t

EXHIBIT A

]
)

IJ

I

RULE 468 - OIL & GAS PROPERTIES
The right to remove petroleum and natural gas froo the ear

I is a taxable real property interest.

.
II'rlght

to extract oil and gas from land is dependent upon the

5

covery of reserves and the technical ability to extract oil and

6

gas in paying quantities.

7

of \vells, relieving subterranean pressures, pumping, injecting

8

steam, water or other substance into the land, or any other

9

method or device

s

The process of drilling a v7ell or seri

used to cause oil and gas to move through the

10

land to the surface, is a process of new construction within the

11

meaning of Article XIIIA of the California Constitution.

12

process of construction of oil anc gas continues so long as oil

13

and gas is being produced.

;i

interest shall be reassessed at its full cash value on each lien

!)

date.

16

lished at the value of the interest at the time production ceased.

If production ceases, the base year value shall be estab-

18

19
20

21
22

23
24

25

26

n
)(-;

The

During the period of production, the

17

L. B. ELAM

The taxable value of the
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EXHIBIT C

J~<<

:;

~;LrceL,

t;~:·:~::'_;,

r-: ::- . r:

•

'l'he Hoard mt"~t a::- its off:.iccs at
Si.tcr,·u:lc:r~to 1 .:-...t 10:00 a.Itt., \·;.LLh Chz~intzcn

c.• 1 l ;

\lice
: c~

Lt

C}u~rre..:w eronc.nburg, Nr. H.:.•illy,
pre:'; c n t _

'c,.-..
c·r···
•
r) J_.._,._.u;:.>-..>_L0•.1
of

7\c-cr>cc·nc.
.r
• .:.>-..>'--.::.>-••·leD t .

a~:d

p roccc~urc""
• '1 •,<..

for Oil and Gas Producinq Prooerties

- ·---·-·-·----:·-~--------------------------·····--·-z--. - - - -.......1-----~------

James J. Delaney, Chi2f Counsel,
rcpor Led that the purpos(:~ -:Jf this mee t'ing Has to discuss
assessm~nt of oil and gas producing prop~rties under
l'ropc,si tion 13.
.F'ron1 the letters and more pc•.rticularly
the pe~itions to amend Rule 46B, Oil and ~as Producing
Prop~rtics, that the Board received, Mr. Delaney observed
thc-d.: t:he BoaYd ·would hear corn;nents ranging frorn the rule
1 unr:1 u 1 y J.11!11.DJ
• • • l- •.....
.i.. s
t'
J.s -r.oo rcsLrJ.CLJ.Ve anu.
·nc assessor f ·rorll
· ·
· J an~:} gas proper~1cs,_ ·
t o - ·ti1e r ul
"
reapp=21s~ng
01.
.e _s
over:c~ching and subjects to reappr~isal property that
sho~~= ~:. ;)2 assess·cx1 at the value sho>·m for it on the 197:1
as:;:·:: .::~·~:-:t roll, plus a 2 percent per year inflation
adj·...:.::--_.-,-::;!t.
'l'he staff's position is that the rule is a
ree~a~~ble and practical interpretation of a constitutional_
arn::.~::.=::-."':lt that is so simplistic in its language that. it is
su'b_j..;:::-:~: to \·lidely divergent interpretations.
•

•

L

•

'-

•

Mr. Delaney reported that Rule 468
has ~~2~ the subject of numerous discussions involving
ass25sors, industry representatives and staff and has
bee~ t~e topic of four or five public Board hearings.
In
no~e of these meetings, ·other than the one the Board
sche~uled January of this y~ar to consider the Belridge
Oil Co::npany petition, \·las there any serious contention
thet the rule was illegal or unconstitutionill.
Hr. Delaney repor:ted thC!t the"Le now
Lc9 isla ti ve Cc_)unsel Opinion f: 17 6 7 9 \·;hich concludes
"'.:->::~- th~~ I~oc:rd of Equalization Property Ta:·: Rule 468 is
L;

:.::::-:__ ,:,'~; tu:-::iono::l.
'l'he ba::;is of t.hc opinion is t.hat: oil
z.~ --::..~ ~- _:-_::, ::r·.::,serve~; <:tc.klcd by the increa~;c in the p:cice of

84

cannot b~! rc~val UC:(t bc!cause th~~y arc noL "nr:~·l
co:-;::;~~cuc:tion" \·liLhLn U:!:~ r:'!t::·~:.:;inq of: Section ·;o of the
1-:c-...-<::nuc~ and 'l'azat.ion Code.
f.1r. ·l>;;~lancy pointed ont. the::~~

oil or

9<t~_;

th2 O~l.1nion overlook~-; the:~ fact tha~-:. the rc:d.::ion<~lc for i:.he
ruJc is the" con~;Litution:tl J:--,::mc1ate contained in k:ctic1e
XII 1, Sec Lion 1, that all propE:~rty not sp(~cificall:i
exempted pursuant to constitutional authorization is
subject to taxQtion.
It is not based on the theory that
ne>·; reserves ar9 nc:•u cons true tion.

In su;ru-:l,"'lry, the st.c:tff is of the
opinion that the rule recognizes that the value of proved
reserves t:hat existed on lien date 197 5 is not subject to
change except t.o reflect depletion an~1 ·inflation not to
exceed 2 percent per year \·Ihile at the same time providin9
for the taxation of ne\'7 proved reserves.
If the rule were to ignore these
new r~serves, i t ·Hould t.hcrby grant them exe;npLion fro:n.
taxa t.!.on.
Any adrninistra t;i ve rule or· regulation t.hv:t
rest-:.J. ts in t.he exemption of property should lx~ based on
clear and unambiguous constitutional or statutory
langu~se or on an appellate judicial decision.
Gerald F. Allen
Sutter County Assessor
R. M. Dahlstrom
R. M. Dhalstrom & Associates, Inc.
Representing:
California Independent Producers
Association, and
M. H. Whittier Corporation
Mont.e I ... F'uller
Deputy County Counsel
Sacramento County
Whereupon, the Board recessed at
11:00 a.m. and reconvened at 11:10 a.m. with the same
Z·Is:-.c:-:::- rs p:ccsen t.
S :>' :. :. : :· r s

( con t. • ) :

Roger Ehlers
McCutcheon, Doyle, Brown & Enersen
lvillia;r. H. Cook
San t<:L Bnrbaru Conn ty
85

1\:";sc~s~>or

l!crb.~r t. E. Eohc..~r t-f.;
Kern County l\ssc.~::;soc

Weldon C. Summers
Shell Oil COcTtt:>c:.ny
i·lanaser, \·Iestcrri 'I'ax Region
Mr. Delaney reported that the Board·
received petitions for California Independent Producers
Association, Inc., William Lynch,· Sacr~nento County
Assessor, and R. H. DahlstTOTn and Associates em behalf of
M. H. Whittier Corporatio11, to reopen hearings to amend
Property Taxes Rule 468, Oil and Gas Producing Properties.
Mr. Delaney recornrnended that, in

view of the highly divergent opinions expressed l1ere
tod~y

and lacking clear legislative or.judicial definition
conc-:;:;:~ning the application of Article XIIIA of the
Cali~ornia.Constitution to oil and gas properties that all
of t~s petitions to amend Rule 468 be·denied.
Upori motion of Mr. Reilly, seconded
by ;.:--. Droncnburg, and duly carried, Nr. Hcilly,
1-lr. :.-:::-::Jncnburg, and ~,1r. Nevins voting yes, Hr. Bennett.
voct~; no (Mr. Cory absent), the Board denied the
peti~ions to reopen the hearings on Rule 468.
Acti~~=
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AB 347l

2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

capital expenditure
prepared by, or or with the
of, the owner operator of the
or any decisi not to make
an oil or gas produci property,
or possessory inter t, or all

23
24
25
26

27-~~~~~~~~~~~

28

( x) AU nuu lc:et data ~sessed hy the ewRer er

•·Q9-efJei'id6P e~ the pmpe1 t)l.
30
SEC. 2. Section

31 Code is
32
1609.4.
33 board
34 and
35 inquiry.
36
No
37 shall
38
39
40

Revenue and Taxation
ofthe application, the county
and books, records, maps,
evidence in relation to the

depositions shall be ·issued nor
for any purpose ~y the
appeals·board.
the Revenue and Taxation

-51610.2. (a). The assessor in ~rson or through a
1
2 deputy shall attend all hearings of the county board and
3 may make any statement or produce evidence on matters
4 before the county board.

5
6
7
8
9
. 10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

•

(b) The·assessor may introduce new evidence of full
cash value of a parcel of property at the hearing; If the
assessor proposes to ·introduce evidence to s:upport a
higher assessed value than he placed on the roll, he shall,
at least 10 days prior to the hearing, inform the applicant
of the higher assessed value and the evidence proposed
to be introduced and he may thereafter introduce such
evidence at the hearirig.
(c) The assessor may ·also introduce information ·
regarding any property which was obtained purs~t to
Section 408( b), 441, 441.1, 442, or 470, or by any other
lawful means, provided that sucl:a information is relevant
t'o the appraisal the property for which an application·
for reduction_ is petading.
.
..· ,
.· '

of

, and provicle4 further that, ia tile caae of coafidential
inforaation, the assessor shall llave givea 10 days written
notice in writing to the supplier of the inforaation. At
the written request of the supplier of inforaation, the
disclosure of the confidential inforaation shall be
liaited to the participants in the hearing who have a need
to use the inforaation in connection with the hearinq.
The public shall be excluded froa those portions of the
hearing during which the confidential inforaation is
presented.
(d) Any .aeaber or former aeaber of the county
board, any assessor or foraer assessor, aad any taxpayer
involved in any hearing before the county board, or any
person employed by thea or who has obtained information
fro• these persons shall not disclose in any aanner not
provided by law any of the confidential inforaation which
has been requested to be kept confidential. Any violation
of this subdivision is a aisdeaeanor and is punishable by
a fine not to exceed five hundred dollars ($500), or by
iaprisonaent. not to exceed six months, or both, at the
discretion of the court
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SEC. 4.
No appropriation is made by this act ~ursuant to Section
2231 or 2234 of the Revenue and Taxation Code or Section 6
of Article XIII B of the california constitution because
the only costs which may be incurred by a local agency or
school district will be because this act creates a new
crime or infraction, changes the definition of a crime or
infraction, or eliminates a crime or infraction.
Furthermore, this act does not create any present or
future obligation to reimburse any local agency or school
district for any costs incurred because of this act.
SEC.

5.

This act is an urgency statute necessary for
the immediate preservation of the public peace, health,
or safety within the meaning of Article IV of the·
Constitution and shall go into immediate effect. ·
The facts constituting such necessity are:
Numerous pending hydrocarbon assessments cannot
be properly determined and defended in subsequent
appeal board proceedings in accordance with .existing
State Board of Equalization rules without the use of the
information which would be made available pursuant to
the procedure provided for in this act..
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APPENDIX H
SEVERANCE TAX LAWS IN OTHER STATES
j Unit Taxed

State

I

Alabama
Oil & Gas
Production
Tax

&

I

Rate

6% of gross

value at
point of
production: 4%
for wells producing less
than 26
barrels of oil
per day; for
new wells
after 9/79,
rate change to
4% of·gross
value for
first 10 years
of production

Point of
Taxation

Who Levie4
Against

Point of
production

Producer

Point of
production

Producer

In Lieu of
Property Tax
(Exemption of
Equipment)

*

Oil & Gas Pumped from
Ground .Owned by
Federal, State, &
Local Government

II
Alaska

~Gas

Oil

Q

either

12.25% of

Productior gross value at
point of
Tax
production or
60¢ per barrel
of crude and
80¢ for all
other oil,
whichever is
greater,
multiplied by
economic limit
factor
Gas = 10",4, of
gross value or
$.064 per 1000
feet whichever
is greater,
times economic
limit factor

----t------r-----+----·---+------+---------

Arkansas
Natural
Resources

Seve~

Natural gas
3/10¢ per
1,000 cubic
feet

Producer

Tax
Oil = wells
producing
more than 10
barrels
per day = 5%
of market
value

At time &
point of
severance

Producer

10 or fewer =

4%
California
Oil & Gas
Production
Tax

Oil = annual
charge based
on number of
barrels produced
Gas

= rate

Operators of oil
and gas wells

Tax is in additi~
to all other
taxes assessed

per

1,000 cubic

feet of gas
produced
Colorado
Severance
Tax
Oil & Gas

Based on gross
income
Gross income
means market
value at wellhead or value
of severer's
income as computed for
Colorado and
federal income
tax depletion
purposes

93

Credit allowed
' against 87~ of
all ad valorem
taxes assessed
or paid during
the tax year on
leaseholds and
leasehold
interests and
roya 1 ties and
royalty interests
excluding ad
valorem taxes
uoon em1inmant-

*Board of
Equalization
March 1980

-2State

Colorado

Unit Taxed
& Rate

1Grou Income

(Continued ~~~~~o:iug~goo
lUO, OU0-300, UOO

loo.ooo ..

Point of
Taxation

Who Levied
A9ainst

In Lieu of
Property Tax
(Exemption of
Equipment)

Oil & Gas Pumped from
Ground Owned by
Federal, State, &
Local Government

~

.,.]"
'"

Wells produc,ing 10 barrels
or less are
exempt
Oil shale
taxed at rate
of 4% on gross
proceeds.
Gross proceeds
means value of
oil shale at
the point of
severance afte
deducting all
the costs of
processing the
oil from the
shale.

Point of
Severance

Production of
first 15,000
tons per day
or 10,000
barrels of oil
whichever is
greater is
exempt

Florida
Oil & Gas
Production
Tax

Oil = 8%
of gross value
Gas = 5% of
gross value at
point of production
Wells producing less than
100 barrels of
oil/day or oil
produced by
tertiary
methods are
based at 5%.

Georgia
Oil & Gas
Production
Tax

5 mills per
barrel of oil
!:! mill per
1000 cubic
feet of gas

Idaho
Oil & Gas
Production
Tax

5 mills per
barrel of oil
or per 50,000
cubic feet of
gas.

Indian;:J
Petroleum
Production
Tax

1% of value of
oil & ga~ as
of time of
severance from
land

I

Severance

Producer

Point of
production

Persons ownin9 an
Interest in oil or
gas produced or
the proceeds
thereof

Time of
severance

,Producers and
owners

94

Tax does not apply to
interests of the u.s.,
Idaho, or its political
subdivisions or Indian
tribes or any Indian

-3I

Point of
Taxation

Who Levied
Against

Market value
Kentuck!l
Oil Pro4ls%
duction Ta~
Counties can
also impose
1% tax

When first
transported

Producers, but
transporters
collect from
producers

Louisiana
Natural
Resources
Severance
Tax

Seve;r;ance

State

Kansas
Oil & Gas
Production

I

Unit. 'T'axed
&

Rata

Michigan
Oil and
Gas
Severance
Tax

Oil & Gas Pumped from
Ground ownedby
Federal, State, &
Local Government

For prevention
of stream
pollution
$.001 per
barrel of oil
produced and
$.00005 per
cubic feet of
gas produced:
for oil conservation,
$.003 per
barrel of
crude for gas
conservation,
$0008 on each
1,000 feet of
cubic feet of
gas

12!:1% of value
for oil;
value is based
on 1) gross
receipts from
first purchaser, less
carriage fees
or 2) the
posted field
price
Less for wells
with lower
Production rate

·,

Gas - at 15.
lbs per square
inch 7¢ per
1,000 cubic
feet; less for
wells incapable
of that rate
of production
Note: A gas
gathering tax
suspended
pending the
constitutionality by the
courts.

I

In Lieu of
Property Tax
{Exemption of
Equipment)

Oil •
6.6%uf gross
cash market
value plus a
fee not to
exceed 1% of
the gross cash
market value
on all oil and
gas produced
in previous
year

Severe:rs

Gross market
value compute
as of time,
place it is
taken from
soil

Operator. of gas
or oil well

Gas .. 5%
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-4State

1

Unit Taxed
& Rate

Point of
Taxation

Who Levied
Agains~

1
Missi~~

Oil & Gas
Severance
Tax

Oil
::6¢ per barrel
produced
or
-6% of value
at point
of production
whichever
is greate

Persons producing
or severing oil
@ n~tural/casing
head gas
(Producers)

~(the

Note: Persons
owning an interest
in oil/gas produced & Saved
(Sees. 53-l-73,75)

greater
of)
-6% of value
at point
of production
or
-3 miles/
1, 000 cubic
feet
measured at:
a base
pressure
of 10 oz./
sq. in.
above avg.
barometric
pressure
of 14.4

In Lieu of
Property Tax
(Exemption of
Equipment)
A tax is in lieu
of all ad valorem
taxes-on oil, gas
and .Dn all produc
ing equipment
(including wells,
connections,
pumps, derricks,
& other appurtenances. Exemptior
does not apply to
drilling equipment
including derrickE
machinery & other
materials necessary to drilling

Oil & Gas
Board
Maintenance
Tax Levied
Montana
Oil & Gas
Severance
'I' ax

On total gross
value of all
merchantable
or marketable
petrolium,
crude oil, or
natural gas.

Persons producing
or extracting

Total gross
value: computed on
average
monthly basis
at the mouth
of the well
during month
oil/gas produced

Allows an exemption for natural
gas from a
• qualified well -

Rate:
2.1% of the
first $6K of
total gross
value of all
petroleum
2.65% of the
excess
Conservation Unit:
Tax
Oil - per
barrel
Gas - per
cubic
feet
Rate:
2/10 of 1% of
market value
of each barrel
of crude or @
10 K cubic
feet

96

Oil & Gas Pumped from
Ground owned by
Federal, State, &
Local Government
Federal interests are
not taxable

-5Who Levied
Against

State

Unit Taxed
& Rate

Point of
Taxation

Nebraska
Oil & Gas
Severance
Tax

Rate:
2% of the
value of the
resources

At the time Each person
of severance severing oil OJ;
gas ...except oil or
gas used in
severing operation
or repressuring or
recycling purposes

Unit:
by the volume
of the product
served

At or near
the well_head

In Lieu of
Property Tax
(Exemption of
Equipment)

Oil & Gas Pumped from
Ground owned by
Federal, State, &
Local Government

Oil & Gas
Conservation Tax

•

New Mexico
Oil & Gas
Severance
'!'ax

Reports filed by
operators and
purchasees

Rate:
Nat. Gas:
5.7¢/1,000
cubic feet
at pressure
base of 15.025
lbs/sq. in.
absolute and
at a temperature base of
60° F.
Oil

51:"5¢/standard
barrel
Liquid Hydrocarbons
51.5¢/std.
barrel
Note:
Tax rate
increased
by a surtax
each year
Surtax Rate:
$ amount of
severance tax
x % rise in
consumer
price index
from the
calendar year
1976 to calendar year just
prior to year
surtax rate
is computed.

•
Oil & Gas
Privilege
Tax

Rate:
255/100% of
value

Operators and
purchasers file
reports

Tax imposed for privilege
of severing oil, natural
gas or liquid hydrocarbonr
on the value of products
less royalties due the
u.s., the State or Indian
Tribes, less reasonable
expense of truckers
Any product to market and
less the value of any
products of a person taxed
under the occupational
gross income tax or of a
person selling products
to another person taxed
under the occupational
gross income tax

,..,...,

-6State

Unit Taxed
& Rate

Point of
Taxation

Who Levied
Against

In Lieu of
Property Tax
(Exemption of
Equipment)

New Mexico
Continued
Oil & Gas
Ad Valorem
Production
Tax

Tax on the
At time of
assessed value severance
which is an
amount = 150%
of value of the
products, after
deducting
royalties and
reasonable
expense for
trucking
(Assessed value
determined by
applying uniform assessment
ratio to taxable value of
product

Owners of entire
or fractional
interest in any
oil, natural gas
at time of
severance from a
production unit or
anyone who has a
right to monetary
payment

tl:n lieu of state
and local ad
valorem taxes
upon·property used
in the production
of gas and oil
and any gas and
oil

At the well
North Dakota!Rate:
eOil & Gas
,5% of the gross
Gross Pro- value
duction
Tax

Ohio
eRe sources
Severance
Tax

Rate:
eoil - 3¢ per
barrel
eNatural gas
l¢/1,000 cu.
ft.

eRoyalties paid to
u.s., state, or
Indian tribe are
deductible
eThis tax and the
oil and gas
prod. equipment
tax (assessed
value of equipment wells, nonmobile equipment
used in severing
at each production unit) are
the full and
exclusive measure
of ad valorem tax
liability on the
interests of all
persons in the
production unit.

eExempted from tax1
resources severed
from land or watex
owned by severer
if used on the
land from which
taken as part of
the improvement of
or use in, his
homestead, provided yearly
cumulative market
value is not
greater than

Severer.

$1,000

Oklahoma
eOil, Gas
and Mineral
Gross
Production
Tax

Rate:
7% on petro-

leum, crude or
mineral oils,
natural and/or
casing-head
gas.
Plus:
.085 of 1% of
gross value of
each barrel of
oil and
.085 of 1% of
gross value of
natural or cas
ing head gas
Unit:
per barrel
(oil) gascubic feet

South Dakota eBased on:
•Mineral
Net Profits
Severance
from minerals
Tax
mined.
Formula:
Net Profits =
Gross yield

Taxes on oil, gas,
casing-head gas.
On Producers:
products not sold
at time of production (deduction
for taxes on
royalty products
from amounts due
owners
On Purchasers:
products sold at
time of production.
(A deduction of ta>
paid is allowable
in making settlements w/producers
and of royalty
owners

Persons engaged in
the business of
mining or extracting minerals or
mineral products
in state if annual
market value is
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Unit Taxed
& Rate

Point of
Taxation

Who Levied
Against

In Lieu of
Property Tax
(Exemption of
Equipment)

100 K or more.
(Mineral defined
as petroleum, oil,
or natural gas.)

South Dakota (total receipt!
from sales)
Continued
less listed
deductions for
costs incurred
or paid.
Deductions:
Costs, depreciation on
equipment,
state and
local ·taxes,
general admin.
expenses.
Rate:
4% of net

profits
eEnergy
Minerals
Severance
Tax

Rate:
4~ of taxable
value of any
energy mineral
severed and
saved
Basis of Tax:
"Taxable Value'
of energy
minerals defined as (any
mineral sold) =
Sale price of
mineral less
any rental or
royalty payment to u.s.
or so. Dakota
(or political
subdivisions:
and taxable
value of any
energy mineral
severed and
saved that has
not been sold:
the market
value of
mineral less
any rental or
royalty payment belonging
to u.s. or
So. Dakota
(or political
subdivisions.

Tennessee
Oil & Gas
Severance
Tax

Rate:
el!i'JG of sales
price of oil &
gas removed
from the
ground.
Moratorium of
taxes on
natural gas
produced and
consumed in
Tenn. remain
in effect.

Report shoull:l
show: amt.
of oil or
gas energy
minerals
sold in the
previous
quarter

OWners or operators
of energy minerals
(Operator defined
as person who
directly severs
minerals from the
land.
Each operator shal
withhold the tax
from distributions
that would otherwise be made to
each pwner for
payment to the
state.

Paid by owner or
the purchaser

Note:
Notaxes owed
or assessed
against nat.
gas produced
& consumed
in Tenn. for
a period of
1 year after
4/2/79.
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Taxes in lieu of
the mineral
severance tax
and all occupational, excise,
income, privilege,
and franchise
taxes levied by
state, BUT is not
in lieu of sales,
use and property
taxes.

Exe!!!Ption:
efuel gas used by
property owner or
tenant under
terms of lease,
unless in lieu of
cash payment
sgas injected into
ground for
storage and later
withdrawn

Oil & Gas Pumped from
Ground owned by
Federal, State, &
Local Government
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Texas
Nat'liral
Gas Production
Tax

Unit Taxed
& Rate

Point of
Taxation

Tax:
On market
va 1u;:;-c;-rgas
produced and
saved w/in
state.

Who Levied
Against

In Lieu of
Property Tax
{Exemption of
Equipment)

Producer

Rate:

~of

market
value except
on sweet and
sour -nat.
gas shall not
be less than
121/1500
of 1¢ per
1,000 cu. ft.

Oil
Production
Tax

Rate:

Paid by the first
purchaser and
deducted from
payment due producer unless not
sold during month
produced, then
paid by producer

4.6% of market

value if it
exceeds $1 per
42 gallon
barrel, else
4.6¢ a

barrel.
Additional
taxes:
3/16 of 1¢ per
barrel
.Y.J:@.

Rate:

Mining
occupation
al Tax

• 2'l(. ·of

gross
amt. received
for or the
gross value
of ore or
metals sold

Persons engaged in
business of mining
or producing ore
or metal

Exemption: {annual
SOK in gross
value of ore or
value at the well
of oil & gas is
allowed to each
mine.

Persons owning an
interest in oil,
gas or other
hydrocarbons proced in state pay a
tax based on the
value of the
product at the well
Wyoming
eOil & Gas
Production
Tax

Basis:
Value of oil &
gas produced,
saved, and
sold or transported

At the well

Persons owning
oil/gas wells

Rate:
To be fixed by
oil & gas Conservation
Commission
not to exceed
2/5 mill per
dollar.

Interests of u.s.
Indians, State
are exempt and as
are oil & gas used
in producing
operations or for
repressuring or
recycling operations

Current Rate:
1/lo of 1 mill
per dollar.
Mining
Excise and
Severance
Taxes

Based on:
Value of the
gross product
extracted
Rates:
Petroleum,
nat. gas, oil
shale or
other fossil
fuel: 2%

Persons, partner- etax is in lieu·of
taxes on the land
ships, corporations, companies,
firms, or
associations extracting nat. gas,
oil shale, any
other fossil fuel.
{Persons are
liable for taxes
to extent of their
interest ownership
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APPENDIX I
FEDERAL WINDFALL PROFIT TAX ON DOMESTIC CRUDE OIL
DEDUCTION FOR STATE SEVERANCE TAXES

Explanation

•

Severance Taxes.-State severance taxes are takoo into account in
computing the windfall profit amount to the extent that the tax rate does
not exceed 15%. The state severance tax adjustment is the amount by which
the state severance tax imposed exceeds the severance tax that would have
been imposed if the oil had been sold at its adjusted base price. Taxes imposed at a flat rate per barrel do not qualify as state severance taxes and are
not deductible. In addition, any severance tax increase after March 31, 1979,
must apply equally to all portions of the gross value of the barrel of oil,
meaning it cannot be an increase only in the severance tax on the windfall
profit portion of the selling price. Conversion of a flat rate tax to a percooltage tax with no other modification would violate the equal application rules
and the resulting tax would not be taken into account in computing the
windfall profit amount.
Indian and local government severance taxes.-Severance taxes imposed by
Indian tribes an:td local government units are not takoo• into account in
computing the windfall profit amount.
Act Sec. lOl(a)(l), adding Code Sec. 4996(c).

Law
"(c) SEVERANCE TAx ADJUSTMENT.-For purposes of this chapter.
"(1) IN GENERAL.- The severance tax adjustment with respect
to any barrel of crude oil shall be the amount by which"(A) any severance tax imposed with respect to such
barrel, exceeds
"(B) the severance tax whicli would have been imposed if
the barrel had been valued at its adjusted base price.
"(2} SEVERANCE TAX DEFINED.-For purposes of this subsec·
tion, the term 'severance tax' means a tax"(A) imposed by a State with respect to the extraction of
oil, and
"(B) determined on the basis of the gross value of the extracted oil.
"(3) LIMITATIONS."(A) 15 PERCENT LIMITATION.-A severance tax shall not
be taken into account to the extent that the rate thereof ex·
ceeds 15 percent.
"(B) INCREASES AFTER MARCH 91, 1979, MUST APPLY
EQUALLY.-The amount of the severance tax taken into account under paragraph (1) shall not exceed the amount
which would have been imposed under a State severance
tax in effect on March 31, 1979, unless such excess is attributable to an increase in the rate of the severance tax (or to
the imposition of a severance tax) which applies equally to
all portions of the gross value of each barrel of oil subject
to such tax.
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Assembly Constitutional Amendment No. 83-A resolution
:o propose to the people of the State of California an
tmendment to the Constitution of the state, by adding
;ection 2.5 to Article XIII thereof, relating to taxation.
LECISL.".TIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

ACA 83, as amended, Lockyer (Rev. & Tax.). Taxation:
1
1lternate systems.
Existing law authorizes the Legislature to provide for the ·
taxation of all real and personal property unless specifically
exempted or excluded.
. 1
This measure would authorize the Legislature to provide
for a yield tax systems system, as specified, for taxing minerals,
including httt fief limited f.e yield f£Hf S)'Stems fer. oil, gas, and
other hydrocarbons, in lieu of property taxation.
Vote: %. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State-mandated local prqgram: no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Resolved by the Assembly, the Senate concurring~ That
the Legislature ofthe State of California at the 1979-80
Regular Session commencing on the fourth day of
December 1978, two-thirds of the members elected to
each of the two houses of the Legislature voting therefor,
hereby proposes to the people of the State of California
that the Constitution of the state be amended by adding
Section 2.5 to Article XIII thereof, to read:
SEC. 2.5. The Legislature may provide for ~ f£Hf
systems fet. ttHfillg miaerals, iaeludiag, ~ B&t limited fe;
yieM ~ systems fer. ail; ges; ftMl efftet. ft)'dreearboas
b~ed 6ft gpess mMket Yftlue ef Hie rniaerttl t* flffie ftMl
plaee ef mctl'aetiea. ~ ~ fttJ£ Pt*e 6ft Hie~ market
Yftlue ef eH: ~ B&t eJEeeea &-:Hl pereent..=Fhe ,.teld tffif
Pt*e 6ft Hie gpess market Yftlue ef ga:s ~ ft6t e:~weed 6
pereeat. Afty yieM fttJ£ system fer. ttHfillg rniaerttls sh:ftl.b
W Be 1ft liett ef till preperty fttJfes 6ft suelt fftinera:ls 6io
mifterttl rigl'lts, iaeladiag royalty iaterests, leases, Hie
flgi:H ef eftt1'r ftMl Hie flgi:H fe produce minerttls, wl'letfl:er
er B&t ftlinetals 8:fe hei:Bg preelueeel. · a yield tax system

for taxing oil, gas, and other hydrocarbons, in lieu of
property taxation thereof, based on gross income at the
time and place of extraction, as defined by the
Legislature. The yield tax rate on oil shall not exceed 3
percent. The yield tax rate on gas shall not exceed 6
percent. Any yield tax system shall:
(a) Be in lieu ofall property taxes on oil, gas and other
hydrocarbons or oil, gas, and other hydrocarbon rights,
including taxable royalty interests, leases, the right of
entry and the right to produce oil, gas, and other
, hydrocarbons, whether or not such oil, gas, and other
hydrocarbons are being produced
(b) Be in lieu of all property taxes on equipment and
improvements relating to the extraction of oil, gas, and
other hydrocarbons, as defined by the Legislature.
· (c) Provide that the value of the real property for
property tax purposes shall be reduced by the value
attributable to such real property interests or rights
referred to in subdivisions (a) and

~
rc~

~
~
~
t:..t
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An ac_t to add Section 27 424 to the Government Code and
to add Part 21 (commencing with Section 42000) to Division
2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, relating to taxation, and
making an appropriation therefor, to take effect immediately,
tax levy.
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

"'

...-

AB 2796, as amended, Lockyer (Rev. & Tax.). Taxation:
Oil and gas.
Existing law provides for a property tax of 1% of full cash
value, as defined.
This bill would tax producers of oil and gas at 3.12% of gross
market value, as defined, in lieu of ad valorem property taxes.
The taxes would be deposited in the Oil and Gas Production
Tax Fund in the State Treasury, and distributed to local
agencies and school districts and the balance to the Oil and
Gas Production Tax Account"in the General Fund, which the
bill creates.
Under existing law, Sections 2231 and 2234 of the Revenue
and Taxation Code require the state to reimburse local
agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated by the
state. Other provisions require the Department of Finance to

kB 2796

review statutes disclaiming these costs and provide, in certain
cases, for making claims to the State Board of Control for
reimbursement. The statutory provisions requiring
reimbursement will be supplemented by a constitutional
requirement of reimbursement effective for statutes enacted
on or after July 1, 1980.
This bill provides that no appropriation is made and no
reimbursement is required by this act for a specified reason.
~ ffil.l further states -tlta:t ~ sftttl.l. bette claims considered
wH:ft respect te ~ tte-t ey Hle Boafd ef Gontfol ftH€l thM Hle
Department ef Finance sftttl.l. ft6t fevimv 6f' FCpoft 6ft~ ftet.:.
The bill would take effect immediately as a tax levy.
Vote: %. Appropriation: yes. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: yes.
The people of the State of Cal1fornia do enact as follows:

1-'

~

1
SECTION 1. Section 27424 is added to the
2 Government Code, to read:
3
27424. (a) The purpose of this section is to compute
4 a local agency's "base amount of property tax revenues
5 attributable to oil and gas" for 1981-82 relative to the Oil
6 and Gas Production Tax pursuant to Part 21
7 (commencing with Section 42000) of Division 2 of the

8 Revenue and Taxation Code.
9
(b) On or before May 1, 1981, the assessor of each
lO county for the local roll, and the State Board of
11 Equalization for the board roll, shall determine the
12 assessed value attributable to oil and gas, as defined in
13 Sections 42002 and 42003 of the Revenue and Taxation
14 Code, within the county for both the 1978-79 and 1979-80
15 fiscal years, and report the two amounts to the county
16 auditor,
17
Such assessed value shall be from the corrected,
18 equalized assessment roll for each such year, including
19 escape assessments subsequently added to the roll.
20
(c) On or before June 1, 1981, the auditor of each
21 county shall determine the property tax revenues
22 attributable to oil and gas as follows:
23
(1) The auditor shall multiply the 1978-79 value

2796
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1 reported by the assessor pursuant to subdivision (b) by
2 the countywide average secured roll tax rate, including
3 indebtedness levies, for the 1978-79 fiscal year, and shall
4 multiply the 1979-80 value so reported by the
5 comparable tax rate for the 1979-80 fiscal year.
6
(2) The auditor shall then sum the two amounts
7 resulting from the paragraph (1) computation, and
8 divide this sum by two. The resulting figure is the "base
·9 amount of property tax revenues attributable to oil and
lO gas" for the 1980t8B 1981-82 fiscal year.
11
(d) The auditor shall, on or before June 1, 1981,
12 transmit to the State Board of Equalization the figure
13 computed pursuant to paragraph (2).
14
(e) Escape assessments determine subsequent to June
15 30, 1980, for either of the two fiscal years specified shall
16 be reported by the county assessor the county auditor,
17 who shall certify to the State Controller a revision in the
18 "base amount of property tax revenues attributable to oil
19 and gas" for 1981-82, on or before August 1, 1980, and
20 August 1 of each year thereafter.
21
SEC. 2. Part 21 (commencing with Section 42000) is
22 added to Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code,
23 to read:
24
25

26
27

PART 21.

OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION TAX
CHAPTER 1.

DEFINITIONS

28
42000. This part shall be known and may be cited as
the
"Oil and Gas Production Tax Law."
30
42001. Except where the context otherwise requires,
31
32 the definition given in this chapter governs the
33 construction of this part.
42002. "Oil" shall mean petroleum, crude oil, mineral
34
35 oil, and casinghead gasoline.
42003. "Gas" shall mean natural gas and casinghead
36
37 gas.
42004. "Barrel of oil" shall mean 42 United States
38
gallons
of 231 cubic inches per gallon computed at a
39
40 temperature of 60 degrees Fahrenheit.

29
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1
42005. "Person" has the same meaning as set forth in
2 Section 6005.
3
42006. "Board" shall mean the State Board of
4 Equalization.
5
42007. The words "month" and "monthly" shall mean
6 calendar months.
7
42008. For the purpose of this part "producer" shall
8 mean any person owning, controlling, managing, or
9 leasing any oil or gas well and/ or any person who
10 produces in any manner any oil or gas by taking it from
11 the earth or water in this state, and shall include any
12 person owning any royalty or other interest in any oil or
13 gas or its value whether produced by him, or by some
14 other person on his behalf, either by lease, contract, or
15 otherwise.
16
42009. "Gas production" or "total gas produced" shall
17 mean the total gross amount of gas produced including all
18 royalty or other interest; that is, the amount for the
19 purpose of the tax imposed by this part shall be measured
20 or determined by meter readings showing 100 percent of
21 the full volume expressed in cubic feet
22
42010. For the purposes of this part, the term "cubic
23 foot of gas" or "standard cubic foot of gas" means the
24 volume of gas contained in one cubic foot of space at a
25 standard pressure base and at a standard temperature
26 base. The standard pressure base shall be 14.65 pounds
27 per square inch absolute, and the standard temperature
28 base shall be 60 degrees Fahrenheit. Whenever the
29 conditions of pressure and temperature differ from the
30 above standard, conversion of the volume from these
31 conditions to the standard conditions shall be made in
32 accordance with the Ideal Gas Laws, corrected for
33 deviation.
,.
34
42011. "Oil production" or "total oil produced" shall
35 mean the total gross amount of oil produced including all
36 royalty or other interest; that is, the amount for the
37 purpose of the tax imposed by this part shall be measured
38 or determined (a) by tank tables compiled to show 100
39 percent of the full capacity of the tanks without
40 deductions for average losses in handling or (b) by

-,J-

1 meter or other measuring device which acc_urately
2 determines the volume of "production" or "total oil
3 produced."

4
5
CHAPTER 2. IMPOSITION OF TAX
6
7
42101. A tax is hereby imposed on every producer of
8 oil or gas in this state at the rate of 3.12 percent of the
9 gross market value at the well of all oil and gas produced
10 within this state, on and after January 1, 1981.
11
42102. Effective with the lien date for the 1981-82
12 fiscal year, the tax imposed by this part shall be in lieu of
13 all ad valorem taxes imposed by the state, or any of its
14 political subdivisions, upon any property rights attached
15 to or inherent in the right to producing oil and gas, upon
16 producing oil and gas leases, and upon down-well or
17 nonrecoverable machinery or equipment actually used in
18 the operation of such well. Any interest in the land, other
19 than that herein enumerated, shall be assessed and taxed
20 as other property within the jurisdiction in which such
21 . property is situated;
22
42103. · No equipment, material or property shall be
23 exempt from payment of ad valorem tax by reason of the
24 payment of the gross production tax as herein provided,
25 except such down-well or nonrecoverable equipment or
26 machinery as is actually necessary and being used at the
27 site of a producing well in the production of oil or gas. The
28 real property shall not be ex~mpt under this part except
29 to the extent of the mineral interests therein.
30
CHAPTER 3. RETURNS AND PAYMENTS
31
32
33
42200. The gross production tax on oil or gas imposed
34 . by this part shall be d~e and payable to the board on a
35 monthly basis. The tax shall be due and payable on or
36 before the last day of the calendar month based on the
37 amount of oil or gas produced during the preceding
38 calendar month.
39
42201. On or before February 28, 1981, and on or
40 before the last day of each calendar month thereafter,

,..,
1
every pro dll.iCt:~r sh1::1'J1t me
a return tor t£'1e
prece d.mg
c~lendar month ;vith the board in such form as the board
m:.ty pre~cribe, together with the tax due as prov·ided in
Section 42200. The return shall set forth such information
as the board may prescribe, including, but not limited to:
(1) The location of the well by county and tax rate
area;
(2) The name of the producer;
(3) The gross amount of said oil or gas produced in
cubic feet for gas and barrels of oil;
(4) The total value of such oil or gas at the time -of
production;
(5) The prevailing market price of oil or gas sold at the
time of production.
42203. If any person fails to timely file the return
required by Section 42201, a penalty of 10 percent of the
amount of the tax shall be added to the amount due,
together with interest at the rate of 1 percent per month
from the due date to the date of payment.
~
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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DETERMINATIONS

-

42300. If the board is not satisfied with the return or
returns of the tax or the amount of the tax required to be
paid to the state by any person, it may compute and
determine the amount required to be paid upon the basis
of the facts contained in the return or returns or on the
basis of any information within its possession or that may
come into its possession.
42301. The amount of the determinations, exclusive of
penalties, shall bear interest at the rate of 1 percent per
month, or fractions thereof, from the last day of the
month following the month for which the amount or any
portion thereof should have been returned until the date
of payment.
42302. If any part of the deficiency for which a
determination is made is due to negligence-or intentional
disregard of this part or authorized rules or regulations,
a penalty of 10 percent of the determination shall be
added thereto.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

CHAPTER

5.

REFUNDS

42400. If the board determines that any amount,
penalty or interest has been paid more than once or has
been erroneously or illegally collected or compiled, the
board shall certify such fact to the State Board of Control
which shall refund such amount to the person, or the
person's successor or assignee, administrator or executor.

10
CHAPTER 6. ADMINISTRATION
11
12
42500. The board shall enforce the provisions of this
13 part and may prescribe, adopt and enforce rules and
14 regulations relating to the administration and
15 enforcement of this part.
16
42501. Every person producing oil or gas in this state
17 shall keep such records, receipts, invoices and other
18 pertinent papers in such form as the board may prescribe
19 and shall make them available for inspection and audit by
20 the board at such time and place as the board and the
21 person shall agree.
22
42502. (a) The board shall on or before Aprill, 1982,
23 and on or before April1 of each year thereafter, multiply
24 the "base amount of property tax revenues attributable
25 to oil and gas" for each county for the current fiscal year
26 by a factor equal to the factor by which the appropriation
27 limit of the state for the next fiscal year will be increased
28 over the current fiscal year, pursuant to Article XIII B of
29 the California Constitution, and transmit the resulting
30 amount to the auditor of the county.
31
(b) Upon receipt of a certified revision from a county
32 auditor pursuant to subdivision (d) of Section 27 424 of the
33 Government Code, the board shall recompute the "base
34 amount of property tax revenues attributable to oil and
35 gas" for the current fiscal year pursuant to subdivision (a)
36 by reapplying the factors for previous years to the newly
37 revised "base amount of property tax revenues
38 attributable to oil and gas" for 1981-82.
39
42503. (a) The board shall on or before September
40 15, 1981, and on or before each March 15 and September
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15 thereafter, compare, for each county, one-half of the
"base amount of property tax revenues attributable to oil
and gas" for the current fiscal year, as determined
pursuant to either Section27424 of the Government Code
or Section 42502; and the total amount of oil and gas
production tax revenues derived for the "preceding
six-month period" (January 1 to June 30 for the
September 15 date, and July 1 to December 31 for the
March 15, date), and determine the lesser of the two.
(b) The board shall then transmit to the State
Controller the figure determined for each county
pursuant to subdivision (a).

11
12
13
14
CHAPTER 7. DISPOSITION OF PROCEEDS
15
16
42600. All fees, taxes, interest and penalties collected
17 pursuant to this part shall be deposited in the State
18 Treasury to the credit of the Oil and Gas Production Tax
19 Fund. The money in such fund shall, upon order of the
20 State Controller, be drawn therefrom as follows:
21
(a) To pay any refunds authorized by this part;
22
(b) To pay the board for the cost of administration of
23 this part;
24
(c) To be distributed to local agencies and school
25 entities, as defined in Section 95 of this code, pursuant to
26 Section 42601; and
27
(d) The balance, if any, to be deposited in the Oil and
28 Gas Production Tax Account of the General' Fund, which
29 is hereby created.
30
42601. For the 1981-82 fiscal year, and each fiscal year
31 thereafter, the State Controller shall tran,smit to the
32 county treasurer on or before October 1 the amount
33 submitted by the board for that county on the preceding
34 September 15, and on or before April 1 the amount
35 submitted by the board for that county on the preceding
36 March 15.
37
In the event that there are insufficient funds in the Oil
38 :md Gas Production Tax Fund required to make the
.1C: .1llocations provided in this section, each county's share
-lu shall be reduced pro rata, hut any such reduction shall be

-::1-
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restored in subsequent allocations.
The transmittal to a county shall be accompanied by a
tabulation showing the tax collections in that county for
the "preceding six-month period," by tax rate area.
42602. Funds received by the county treasurer
pursuant to Section 42601 shall be allocated to the local
agencies and school entities in each tax rate area in the
same proportion as property taxes are allocated within
that tax rate area, pursuant to_ Chapter 6 (commencing
with Section 95) of Part 0.5 of Division 1 of this code.
42603. All interest accruing for amounts qeposited in
the Oil and Gas Production Tax FttHft Account shall be
deposited in said fund.
~
&. Ne appropriation is made ttnd ne
reimbursement is required by ffti.s ftet pursuant fa Section
00&:1: 6F ~ ef the Revenue ttnd Taxation~ 6F Section
e ef Article ~ B ef the California Constitution because
#te Legislature ~ ttnd declares thM #tei=e ftffl savings
ttS well ttS ~ ift ffti.s ftet which, in the aggregate, 6e net
result in additional~~ Moreo•;·cr, #tei=e trftaH bene
elaffit considered "'ifflft respect t-e ffti.s aet by tfte ~
Board ef Control puFsuant fa Section ~ ef tfte
GoYcrnmcnt beEle 6f Section QQOO ef #te Revenue anti
Taxation Code, anti the Department ef Finance sftalt net
review 6f Feport en ffti.s &et puFsuant fa Section ~e ef
the RcYenue anti Taxation Geee.

SEC 3. No appropriation is made and no
reimbursement is required by this act pursuant to Section
2231 or 2234 ofthe Revenue and Taxation Code or Section
6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution because
the Legislature finds and declares that there are savings
32 as well as costs in this act which, in the aggregate, do not
33 result in additional net costs.
34
SEC. 4. This act provides for a tax levy within the
35 meaning of Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into
36 immediate effect.
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APPENDIX K
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL

I

Sacranento, california
June 18, 1980

l:onorahlo John 'VI. IIolrndahl

S0. n.J. te Ch.:ll::bor
Property Taxationt
5=ii.!...J.A.C.A. 83)

l1'ould the

enact...~nt

Oil an;}
fll80l

of Asac."'"lbly Constitutional

l\::1end::-.cnt vo. 8:3, as an'Jnded in Senate "Tune 17, 1900,

preclude tha future enactment of taxes on oil and gas, such
as n severanco t~~, in addition to the in-lieu property tax
as

proros~~d

by tlu'lt rr.easura?

OPINION
The enactr:.ent of A.C.A. 83 would not preclude the
future enact-ment of taxes on oil and qns, other than property
ta::-~cs, in addition to the in-lieu property tax as proposed
l..y that r.-.c.nsure.
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Lonorahlo John

tr:.

i:olr.rlahl - p. 2 - il1S03

A.'t~YSIS

A.C.A. 83 would provido for a yield tax system !or
t<".xing oil, t]as, nnd other hydrocarbons, in lieu of' property
t£~<ation thereof, ~~sed on gross incono at the time and
placa of extraction, as defined by t..'le Lt!gisla.ture. It ia
our und~rst~~ing that a yiold tax is 9onerally a proporty
tax which is based on the value of tho property at the tl!!te
of extraction (sco Seo. 18110, n.& T.C., S'lbd (c), Sea. 2,
Ch. 176, Stats. 1976), vhilo a severance tax is generally a
tnz on the privilege of extracting oil, qas and other
h~{c.roca.rbons •
In discuasinq the distinction between a property
tax and an excise or privileqo tax, in the case of Xnqels
v. Eilc.:t, 5 Cal. 2d 154, tha california Supreme Court stated,

--

at page 159&

diatinotion between a tax on
property tax ia mnny t~oa
a close one. G~norally speaking, tho function of a property tax is to raise revenue.
Su.ch a tax does not L":"lp'pae any condition
nor does it place any restriction upon the
use ot the property taxed. A privilege tax,
n1e1ough 4lso r-assed to raise revenue, and
ns such is to be distin~1iehed fr~~ tho
liconsa tax or regulatory chargo i~sed
•. • •

a

?~ivilage

Tha

and

4

under tho state • s police po'\1\'era, !a J.mpoaed
the right to exercise a privilege, and

u1~n

ita payment is invariably

~de

a condition

to the exercise of the privilege
involved. (37 Cor. Jur., p. 171, sec. 9,

J:~recodent

and cases cit.ad.)

·

.. It i:s il::r..ossible to lay down any
positiva rule by ~·.anna of which tho character of any qiven tax nay be ascertained.
In each ease the character of the qivon
tax i•.ust be ascertained by 1 ta incident•,

and fro~ the natural and legal effect of
the languaga a~loyed in the statuto.

v. ~~tuckl: Pi.stilleri&.!, ! ~e
255 u.s. 2Ua [41 Sup. Ct. 272,
65-I::" td.- 63G); Hatter of Application ot
(~?aw~

house

co.,

Schuler, 167 Cal. 282

C~s.

[139~Pao.

1915C, 706].)-
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6SS, Ann.

l\.

ncwrance tax coos not bocom!l a property tax,

tJ~~ ta~, in its natura,
~~ilw,,, nupra, at page lGOJ

if

is a privilege tax (I?gels v.

sea also United States v.
A pidviloge tax-does not
co-:1-t.llCt in a.tlY way with tho levy of ad valorem taxes u;.>an.
real pro~crty (f.'itt.nan v. Eouoing !\Uthoritl of n~lt:.irrora
Citv, 25 A. 2d 466, 469).
:)~_:-t~it, 2

r...

l=<i. 2d 424, 427).

_ _ _._..,1;,...

·~1.nrcfore, a yield tax in lieu of tho 1-"'rcperty tax
h·ould not co:1flict with a different type of t..'l.:-c, such as a
.s;t::v..:;rance tax.

'..!.'hus, the

cnactm~nt

of A.C.A. 83 would not pro-

clu~..!a

tha future cnact:L'K:nt of taxes on oil and gas, such as
a cvverru1co tax, ~~d other ~~an a proparty tax, in addition
to tl~o in-liau property tax as proi>OSad by that t.lC::asuro.

Very truly yours,
Bion H. Gre<:Jory
Le9islativ0 Co~~scl

By
Lilee.'l J. Luxton
Deputy Legislative
r.Jn:vo
'I\<iO copi,;a to Iionorable Dill Lockter,
pursuant to Joint R'.llo 34.
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APPENDIX L

PETROLEUM PROPERTY
A SPECIAL TOPIC ASSESSMENT PRACTICES SURVEY
I.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this survey is to gather data to respond to
a specific request of the State legislature and to provide information
to the Board Members, the county assessors, and other interested parties a comprehensive inventory of petroleum properties (oil and gas)
in California. The Survey will include data regarding the magnitude
and location of petroleum properties, estimates of petroleum reserves,
levels of production, and levels of property tax generated by these
properties during the period July 1975 through 1980. The Board will
compile and present in this Survey concise data on the cost/revenue
relationship of current petroleum property assessment programs and
will reference federal, state, and local laws and regulations that
affect the taxability of petroleum properties.
The report wi 11
accumulate data that may be used at a later date to consider
alternative methods for taxation of petroleum properties. Preliminary
data from this survey will be used in preparing the testimony before
the Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee interim hearing scheduled
for November 13, 1980 on the valuation of oil properties.
II.

SCOPE

The Survey will include data available from public agencies,
the private sector, and assessment records available to the Board
under Section 408 of the Revenue and Taxation Code. This Survey will
be limited to the compilation and display of data pertaining to petroleum properties.
III. DISTRIBUTION
{1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(B)

{9)
( 10)

*(11)
*{ 12)

*

Members of the State Board of Equalization
Participating County Assessors
The President of the California Assessors' Association
State Depository libraries
The Governor/Director of Finance
The legislative Analyst, Joint legislature Budget Committee
The Senate Committee on Local Government
The Senate Committee on Revenue and Taxation
The Assembly Committee on Local Government
The Assembly Committee on Revenue and Taxation
Certain designated State agencies
The Chairman, Board of Supervisors and each Board Member

These people will be advised of the availability of the report
with distribution on request only.
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*(13)
*(14)
*(15)
*(16)
*(17)
*( 18)
*(19)
*(20)
IV.

The Chairman, County Assessment Appeals Board
The Foreman of the Grand Jury
The District Attorney
The County Counsel
The County Administrative Officer
Mayors
The County Librarian
Non-participating County Assessors

PLAN OF OPERATION

Information will be collected by the State Board of
Equalization. Items to be considered will include but not be limited
to:

*

(1)

A general description of current appraisal programs.

(2)

The description and location of petroleum properties
compiled and presented field-by-field, county-by-county.

(3)

A summary, county-by-county, of the oil and gas produced from both private- and public-owned lands during
the period July 1975 through 1980.

(4)

A summary of oil and gas prices compiled and employed
quarterly according tp product quality for the period
July 1975 through 1980.

(5)

A discussion of pricing structure and its relationship
to petroleum production during the period July 1975
through 1980.

(6)

A summary of tax revenue derived from the assessment of
petroleum properties during the period of July 1975
through 1980. This information will be compiled and
displayed county-by-county according to the property
taxed: land, mineral rights, improvements and personalty.

(7)

A summary of the taxable value of reserves (recoverable, semi-proved, secondary, and tertiary recovery) in
each county for the period July 1975 through 1980.

(8)

A discussion of the anticipated impact of the "Federal
Windfall Profits Tax" on future assessed values.

(9)

A summary of current staffing levels available to
assess petroleum properties. This information will be
compiled and displayed county-by-county according to
personnel classifications.

(10)

A discussion of the costs of current petroleum assessment programs county-by-county.

Ibid., page l.
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( 11)

•

A section devoted to special considerations; petroleum
resources located on:
a.

Offshore state-owned lands (within three miles)
that may be subject to a possessory interest tax.

b.

Offshore land under the jurisdiction of cities or
counties.

:c.

.Drilling rights to pools that extend beneath the
three-mile 1imit.

( 12)

State ·Department .of Ener.gy regulations
petroleum production •

that

affect

(13}

Federal energy regulati.ons that affect petroleum pricing and production.

{14)

Estimated effect on gas and oil assessed values if Rule
These data will assist in analyzing
the legal and administrative problems associated with
Rule 468.

468 is altered.

V.

METHODOLOGY
(Summary)
This Survey will be carried out in five stages as follows:
(1}

Inventory and production statistics will be obtained
from State and Federal agencies, county assessor
records and from the private sector.

(2)

Information regarding the taxable value of petroleum
properties, staffing levels, and assessment program
costs will be obtained from assessors' offices by using
a questionnaire designed for that purpose.

{3)

A review will be made of special considerations including:
(a)
(b)
{c)

Offshore petroleum properties.
Secondary recovery prospects.
Properties belonging to all levels of government.

{4)

A discussion and references will be made to current
State and Federal laws and rules that affect the price
and production of petroleum products.

(6)

Information obtained in the above stages will be continuously reviewed and edited as the Survey progresses.
After review of the draft by divisional,
departmental and legal staffs the report will be
113

•.

submitted to the Board of Equalization by the Assistent
Executive Secretary, Property Taxes.
(Detail)
Stage 1:
The State Division of Oil and Gas will be contacted to
acquire all available information concerning the location of petroleum
producing properties, the number and types of wells, the production
and pricing levels for the period July 1975 through 1980 and any other
. pertinent information that will be of interest to the recipients of
this Special Survey. The information will be tabulated in a fashion
that will retain its technical integrity and facilitate its use by the
Board. This material will be forwarded to the Special Survey Coordinator.
Stage 2:
A questionnaire sent to all county assessors of oil and gas
counties for the purpose of acquiring general and specific information
concerning the assessment of oil and gas properties in each county.
The questions will cover at least the following broad categories:
(1)

Appraisal Program
(a) Procedures (general)
(b) Cost

(2) Staffing
(a) County employees--professional
(b) Consultants--professional
(c ) C1eric a1
(3) Treatment of "down hole" property.
(4) Treatment of equipment.
(5) Treatment of land (surface rights).
The questionnaires will be returned to the Assessment
Standards division for interpretation, tabulation and preparation of a
written discussion of the information reported.
Stage 3:
There are a number of conditions regarding offshore petroleum production that should be included in the report. The information on state-owned offshore land is retained in the Los Angeles
Office of the State Lands Division.
Patterns of ownership, jurisdiction and taxability of these
areas will be researched.
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A section wi 11 be prepared on the use of newly developed
methods to recover petroleum products found too costly to remove prior
to current pricing levels. An indication of future production trends
anticipated from these methods will be derived.
Stage 4:
This section will be devoted to the current laws, rules and
regulations that affect the pricing and production of petroleum.
Stage 5:

•

Information acquired for this Survey will be tabulated and
analyzed by the staff member(s) who conduct the research. Their
drafts will be forwarded to the Special Survey coordinator for review
and further editing as necessary. As the separate stages are completed they will be combined to form the author's draft which when
assembled will be forwarded to division ...and Department level for further review, editing and acceptance.
VI.

STAFF ASSIGNEMENTS
Senior Property Appraiser
{Special Survey Coordinator)
Senior Petroleum

&Mining

Appraisal Engineers

As Required

174 days
As Required

Clerical
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-~-

-

-~-----~~-----

--- ----

Qucst1onnalrc--Speclal Topic Assessment Practices SUrvey - Petroleum

---- -----

A1

Assessed Values of Producing Oil and Wet Gas Mineral Properties Only
(Proven Reserves--Developed and lkldeveloped Only)
form Completed by

------,-,.-------------.,.....,.,~--Nome
Title

---..,.,---,=---County
(G)

(f)

(E)

(0)

(C)

(B)

(A)

on -----..-.-----''
1980
Data

(li)

USE ACTUAL ASSESSED VALI£S F"OR THESE COLLMIS
II<'I'ROVEMENTS

LAND c/

Assessment
Year

Mineral Rights
Only
$

19'/5-76

X X X X X

1976-77

X X X X X

l';i'Kf~78

X X X X X

--1978-79

Mineral Rights
Plus NonRetrlevables a/
$ -

Includes Rr~les
Plus Non-Retr
bles

Retrlevables
Only b/
$-

r
~·

.r.·:

V'"'

Oil field
Personal
Property
$

Gas Plant
Improvements
$

Gas Plant
Personal
Property
$

Totals
$

.0~~1 x ·x x·

.. _..

XXXXX

"'

XXXXX
XX XXX

X X X X X

---

£!

1979-80
1900-81

(A) (B) (C) (0):

F"or 1979-80 and 1900-81, fill in applicable columns, depending on whether or not non-retrievables were separated
from mineral rights.
List only oil field improvements associated with oil and gas production. 00 not include office buildings, warehouses,
etc., that were not included ln valuing the developed mineral rights.
(E) (G): Excludes inventory.
(f): Include gas processing plants and gas pipelines between leases and plants.
Assessment Standards Oi vision
Property Taxes Department
Note: Assessed values should reflect adjustrr.ents for ref\!Ods in subsequent years.
State Board of Equalization
ul Non-retrievoblcs consist of casing and the hole itself.
Date of Letter
b/ Retrievables consist of the pump, tubing, and other surface improvements related to production.
"'§! oo .!l2J:. show non-producino unproven reserve mineral right or improvement value.

(C) (D):

Questionnaire--Special Topic
A"sesscd

Asses~nt

Practices Survoy - Petrol-

~Proven

form Completed by

----==----------=n-:---on -----.=:-----''
Name
Title
Date
(B)

(A)

(D)

(C)

USE ACTUAL ASSESSED VALUES fOR THESE
LAND£!
Assessment
Year

A2

of Producing Dry Gas Mineral Prapcrtles Only
Reserves--Developed and lkldeveloped Only)

Vall~

Mineral Rights
Only
$

Minerul Rights
Plus NonRctrievables !f
$

Includes Retrievables
Plus Non-Rctrlevables
$

X X X X X

X X X X X

19 76-77

X X X X X

xxxx~

1977-78

X X X X X

1978-79

X X X X X

r

v~·

(f)

£!

1?75-76

I

----=-,-----County

COLUY~S

II<'I'ROVEMENTS
Ret rievables
Only b/
$-

(E)

1980

,. .v-

r,0~Yx

Gas F"ield
Personal
Property Totals
$
$

X

X X X X X

1979-80
1980-81

(A) (8) (C) (0): for 1979-00 and 1980-81, fill in applicable columns, depending on whether or not non-retrievahles were separated
' from mineral riQhts.
List only oil field improvements associated with oil and gas production. Do not include office buildings, warehouses, ·
etc,, that were not included in valuing the developed mineral rights.
(E): Excludes inventory.

(C) (0):

Note: Assessed values should reflect adjustments for refunds in subsequent years.
a! Non-retrievables consist of casing and the hole itself.
b/ Retrlevables consist of the pump, tubing, and other surface improvements related to production.
"'§! 00 .ngl show non-producing unproven reserve mineral right or improvement value.

Assessment Standards Division
Property Taxes Oepartr.:ent
State Board of Equalization
Date of Letter
1-l..OJJOA
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Cuest1or.nairc--Spccinl Topic A!;scssmcnt Prnct.icos Survey - Petroleum
Tax

B1

Rcv~nue

and Roll U>its Derived from the Assessment of Producing Oil and wet Cas Mineral Properties Dnly
(Proven Reserves--Developed and lkldeveloped Dnly)

Form completed by

------:=:::-----------,,....,-;:----on -----=-,..,...-----•
Name
Tl tie
Date
(B)

(A)

LAND d/
Asse!isment
Year

Mineral Rights
Only
$

IWROVEHENTS

Minera 1 Rights
Plus NonRetrievables !f
$

·Retiievables
Dnly b/
$-

(H)

(I)

Ef

fY
Oil field
Personal
Property
$

Includes Retrievables
Plus Non-Retrlevables
$

1975-76

X X X X X

XXXJCX

--·

(G)

(f")

(E)

(0)

(C)

USE ACTUAL TAX REVENUES fOR THESE COLI.M>IS

1980 -----~-----County

Cas Plant
Personal
Property
$

Gas Plant
I~rovements

$

Totals
$

Total
Roll
Units

x....,.<J- ./""

]976-77

X X X X X

)(X X X

1977-78

X X X X X

K')(. x\x>'i ~ •

l97B-79

X X X X X

~.·(•'.\;

~XXXXX

1979-80
1980-fll

(A) (fl) (C) (O):

For 1979-80 and 1980-81, fill in applicable columns, depending on whether or not non-retrievebles were separated from llll.neral
ric;hts.

(E) (G): Excludes inventory.
(F): Include gas processing plants and gas pipelines between leases and plants.
(I):

Roll units is number of producing assessed parcels.

t-:ote: Tax revenues should reflect ndjustments made for refunds in subsequent years.
M t-:on-retrievables consist of cnsing and the hole itself.
Retrl~vables consist of the pump, tubing, and otheT surfaca i~rovements related to production.
c/ Do not compute by using "average" tax rates.
£1 Do r.of show non-producing unproven reserve ll!neral right or ltlp~ re....,..,

Assessment Standards 01 vision
Property Taxes Department
State Board of Equalization
Oate

b/

l-l-OJ30A
Qucstionn~.irc--!'>pecinl

lopic l\c5cssmcnt Practices Survey - PetnJ!ouo

Tnx Rr!Vent:e anrl Roll Units Derived fr0111 the Asses~t Of Producing Dry Caa Mineral Properties Dnly
----crrovcn Reserves--Developed and lkldeveloped Dnly)
.

Form Completed by

----=:c:-----------;,rrr---on ------.==-----•
Name
Title
Date

(A)

(B)

(C)

(0)

(E)

USE ACTUAL TAX REVENUES fOR THESE COLUMNS
LAND
Asspc.smcnt
Year

Mineral Rights
Only
$

£1

IMPROVEMENTS

Mineral Rights
Plus NonRet rievables y
$

Retrlevables
Dnly b/
$-

B2
1980

(f)

------,=-=----County

(G)

Ef

fY
Gas field
Personal
Property
$

Includes Retrievables
Plus Non-Retrlevables
$

1975-76

XX XXX

X XXXX

1976-77

XX X X X

XXXXX

1977-76

X X X X X

:Y. ~..~'t ~)0\

1978-79

X X X X X

x'>.J tx• X• X

1

Total

Roll
Totals
$

t.klits

-----

1979-80
1980-81

For 1979-80 and 1980-81, fill in applicable columns, depending on whether or not non-retrievables were separated from mineral
rights.
·
Excludes inventory.
Roll units is number of producing assessed parcels.

(A) (8) (C) (C):
(E):
(G):

Note: Ta~ revenues should reflect adjustments made for refunds in subsequent years.
a/ t-:on-retrievables consist of casing and the hole itself.
o/ Retrievables consist of the pump, tubing, and other surface 1~rovements related to production.
c/ Do ~ compute by using "average" tax rates.
~ Do ~ show non-producing unproven reserve mineral right or i~rovement revenue.
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Assessment Standards Division
Property Taxes Oepartr.~ont
State Board of Equalization
Date

Qucstionr.aire--~~cclal

lopic 1\sscsGmunt Pructiccs Survey - Pclw!eum

Cost of llssco,5ment Proornm -· Oil and Cas Mineral Properties

Form Completed by

-----..::=--------.,.m~--Name
Title
(D)

(B)

(I\)

---....=,.-----•
1980 -------,==,-----Date
County

on

(F)

(E)

(C)

Other County Support

Contract Consultants

1\sscssor' s
Oil and Gas
llsscssmcnt Stoff
(Direct Costs)

Fis~al

Year

$

t'\sscssor•s

Administrative
Stoff
(Indirect Costs)
$

Assessor's
Office Other
1\dminlstratlve
Cost (Operating)

Geology/
Petroleum
Engineer
$

$

Lerl

(I)

(H)

Data
Processing
$

Data
Processing
$

County
Counsel
$

Appeals
Board
$

1975-76

--·

19'16-77

1977-76
1976-79

\)~','

1979-CO

··"

r.oe>'i

___...

-

'

···-

19!10-[ll
(Estimate)
(A): Include
and gas
(B): Include
(C): Include
(C) (H) (I):

direct cost of oil and gas program only for administrators, appraisers, and clerical; Do ·not include consultants or non-oil
slal'f,
estirr.ated cost of portion of time devoted by assessor and administrators who do not spend full time on oll and gas assessment.
costs of supplies, postage, utilities, transportation, or other non-personnel costs.
Estimate costs attributable to the oil and gas assessment function only.

Note:

ColUitns A through I, if actual cost data not available,
please make an estimate and label "Est."
Assessment Standards Division
Property Taxes Departlr.ent
State Board of Equalbaticn
Date of Letter

1-l..O:J:JOA

Questio11nai n.:--Spccinl lopic l\sc.r%mant Proctices Survey -PetroleuM
~r:sor's StMI'ing - Oil and Gas Mineral Properties

Form Completed by

----ri:=c------------...,.,.rr::---on ----"~<':=----•
Namc
Title
Date

(B)

(A)

(C)

(0)

(F)

(E)

(C)

(li)

ASSESS0!1' S
PART-TI~ POSITIONS

f\SSESSOR'S

fll.L- TIV€ POSl liONS
fiscal Year

02
(1)

(J)

1980

(K)

CONTRACT
ASSIST IlNCE POSITIONS

-----,:o==--County
(L)

(M)

(N)

OTHER COUNTY POSI TIC\5

Number Number Man-Days Number i'Unber Man-Days Number tunber Man-Days Numher Nurr.ber Man-Gays
Job Classification Judge ted Used
•lorked Budgeted Used
Worked Budgeted Used
Worked I:Judgeted Used
~larked

1977-78

'
'

I

1976-79

.\.-

"\\.

co-v'l l.---'

~·

I

footnotes on 0-3

Assessment Standards Division
Property Taxes Oepartrr:ent
State Board of Equalization
Date or Letter

1-l..Ol:JOA
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Questlcnnalr~--SP•'cinl

rcpic Assessment Practices SUrvey - Petrolel.llll

[)3

Assessor's Staffing - 011 and Gas Mineral Properties

f01m Conpletcd hy

-----------------------~~-----nn-------~~~------•
Name
lltle
Date
(E)
(0)
ASSESSOR'S
fLLL- TIME POSITIONS

(C)

(B)

(A)

(F)

(I)

(li)

(G)

ASSESSOR'S
PART-TIME POSITIONS

(K)

(J)

County

1960

(N)

(H)

(L)

CONTRACT
ASSISTANCE POSITIONS

OTHER COtJ:IITY POS!TIO•·:S

Number Number Man-Days Number Number Man-Days Number Number Man-Days Number Number Mar.-Days
Job Class! fie at !on ~udgeted Used Worked Gudgeted Used WOrked Budgeted Used Worked Budgeted Used ~lorked

fiscal Year
1979-80

r'

))t ·p.\.t '-

1980-81

.........,~
.. -~1.--~·

•
(B):

List by job classification used in State Annual Salary Survey. Include only those personnel who are involved with the
assessment of oil and gas properties--including supervisory personnel. Also list part-time, temporary, and all contract
positions including engineering, legal, and data processing personnel.
(O)(G)(J)(H): List positions actually filled.
(E)(H): Show total days YIOrl<ed each year. If two or more positions are shown for one job classification, s1.1111 the man-days for
that job classification. Include vacation, sick leave, and other authorized time off, but include only days worked in
the oil and gas assessment program. Time worked in other county programs should not be included.
(I )(J)(K): Includes appraisal programs, assessment appeals hearings, and legal asslstance.(L)(M)(N): List any other county personnel that contribute more than 22 man-days in any one year.
Assessment Standards Division
Property Taxes Department
State Board of Equalization
Date of Letter

Questionnaire--Special Topic Assessment Practices Survey - Petrol~raisill

E1

Proccrlures - Oil and Gas Mineral Properties

form Completed by ----,=::=:---------......,..,......,.----on
Name
Title

----==----'
bate

1960

--------,==c------County

(A)

(B)

(C)

1975-76

1976-77

1977-78

(0)

(E)

(r)

1979-80

1980-81

ASSESSMENT YEAR

----1.

\·:.,re oil prices escalated in appraisals?

1978-79

(If yes, attach schedule of

l'!,ntlation.)

---------2.

b·re ens prices escnluted in appraisals?
P.:',l'::nlutinn.)

----J.

'

\:··!f: r.p:or~tinq
~;,_hu!tllt~

--·-----

(If yes, attach rchedule of

costs escalated in appraisals?

I

(If yes, attach

of e!:".c<lliltlon.)

d

oil and gas properties reappraised?

(Yes or No)

''·

\','f? rt:~ nll

5.

\.'hilt !;>_,_1_""" cnpi lalization rate was used in appraisals (excluding p!ait
erty ~o' ele:n,;nt)?

--···"\~

.c.o,')

I

-----

'

j

I

6.

\·,as \Icc base rate adjusted for various risks?

schc . . ~ule
7.

If yes attach risk

u~ed.

ln cJ0tcrmining the

valtll.~

of a unit of production for depletion
(Use "I"

purposps, were non-retrievables included or excluded?
for Jr,chX:'tC'd

8.

~nd

'

"E" for Excluded.)

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

Jn determining the value of a unit of production for depletion

purposes, were retrlevobles (such as tubing and surface equipment)
included or excludc<1? (UsC! "1" and "E".)

I

1

Assessment Standards Division
Property Taxes Department
State Board of Equalization
Date of Letter
1-1-Q))()A
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Questionnaire--Special TQPic Assessment Practices Survey - Petroleun

E2

Cont1ntJed

Appraisal Procedures - 011 and Gas Mineral Properties

(D)

(A)

(B)

(C)

1975-76

1976-77

1977-78

X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

XXX

X X X

(E)

(F")

1979-80

1980-81

ASSESSMENT YEAR
1978-79

-

9.
10.

WNe base year land inprovements (non-retrievables) depreciat~d
bn,ed on thP ratio of wmnininq reserves to ultimate recovery?
After a working interest sale or property transfer was the
original base year value retained for the remaining property
interest (i.e., royalty interest)?

X

I I

Assessment Standards Dl vision
Property Taxes Department
State Board of Equalization
Date of Letter

1~1-()):JOA

Qucstionnairc--Srccial Topic Assessment Practices Survey -Petrol-

F

Assessment Protests - 011 and Cas Mineral Properties

rorm Completed by

-----:=::-------.,~::---on - - - - . , . , . , . - - - - •
Name
Title
Date

2.

3.
4.

------,.=.,.----County

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(f)

(r)

1975

1976

1971

1978

1979

1980

Through
June

Through
June

Through
June

Through
June

Through
June

1979

1960

1976

1.

1980

1977

1978

Total Number of Protests riled • • • • • • . •
Number of Assessments Appealed. • • • • . • •

I
l

i

June
1991

'

i'

Total Assessed Value of Properties Appealed •
Total of Differences Between Assessor's f!:!!!. Value and Taxpayer'!l
Opinions of Full Value • • • • • •

Number of Protests !len~ . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Total Number of Reductions Granted • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Of the 1\bova Reductions, How Many Were Through Assessor's Stipulations
(Section 1607, RPvcnue and Taxation Code) •• , ••• · •• , •••
8.· Total Amount of Assessed Value Reductions • • • • • • • • • • •"\)}~
9. Of the Above Reductions, What Amount Was by Assessor's Stipulation.
10. Number of Assessments Increased • • • • •
11. Total Amount of Assessed Value Increases.
5.
6.
7.

&\.

..

12. Number of findings Issued • • • • • • • •
REMARKS:

I Through

$

$

$

$

~o~'1--

v

ls

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
$

Is

$

Is

/

$

$

$

!

$

$

$
$

!

$

$

!

1$
I
1$
I

r

On the Reverse Side, Please Give Summary of tk"lresolved Protests

This form is~ to Assessor's Letter 79/153 dated September

7,

1979
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Assessment Standards Oi vision
Property Taxes Department
State Board of Equalization
Date of Letter
l-1-D330A

(.1ue~.Uonn . ..dte--SpeciaJ
~'!.

fopic

I\S5U5SffiCill

fllacllccs Survey- Petroleum

G

- Oil nnd r.as Mimral Properties

Form Complr.tcd by

----==--------.=.-::----on ---..,-..-----•
Name
Title
Oatc
(II)

(0)

1900 - - - -

(D)

(C)

COUll\.Y

(E)

(F)

1919-80

1980-81

ASSESSMENT Yfi\R
1975-76

--

-~--·--

(l)

-------------------

1;-tx;JlJlC nil n''SI!rvcs on Uoll

--------·- ----------

Assoclaletl (\l"l Gas) fx,s Reserves on Roll

(7)

lilxahlf~

(3)

lnxnhle Natural Cas

-------(II)

•

T~xoble

(2) (3)

Uqul<J~

----

1976-77

1977-78

1978-79

(1-tJhls)

Reserve on Roll

Non-associated (Ory Gas) Gas Reserves

(~'Mef)

(Mgals)
(W.cf)

If these items are not separately tabulated by your county, marl< N/11 in the

~~column.

M = 1,000
MM : 1,000,000

Assessment Standards Division
Property Taxes Department
State Board of Equalization
Date of Letter

l-l-330A

Questio,mai:-c--Sp(!Ci:Jl lopic A::;ses!.trnml f'rnctlces Survey- Petroleurr.

!_'rm1uction - Oll and Gas Mineral Properties
Form Completed by

----==--------.'I'T',...,..---on ----,.;.....-----•
Name
1It1e
Date

1900

(A)

(B)

(C)

1975

)976

1977

------.==:------County
(D)

(E)

(F)

CAL(NOAH VfM

•

1978

1979

1920
(EST 1:~1\ TF)

-------------------·-----------------t---t---t---t---+---+----1
(l)

Ui 1 Proflu,-1 ion n/

(2)

1\c,,,ocioted r.as (l·lr.t r.as)

(t'hhl s)

---·----------------------------------+---+---+---ii----l---l-----1
Production~/

(liMe f)

--------~----------------~----+----4----~----+----+----~

(3)

t'olttrel Cas Uquid (r<r.L) Production (Jf availahle)

(II)

~:<>n-~ssoc i.1ter1

0)

If thl s item is not separately tabulated by your county,

Gas (llry Gas) Production

!!I

(l'.gals)
(W.cf)

M = 1,mo
1/,\1

a/

£!

= l,OCO,OOO
from SBE form AH 56G-0
From SSE Form 1\H 566-F

Assessment Star.dards Olvlsion
Property Taxes Dcpart~tent
State Board of Equalization
Date of Letter

l-l-330A
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--------------·
Qucstionnai rc--Spccial Topic ll"scssmcnt Prncticcs Survey - Petroleum
Tax

I

RcverlU~s,

1\ss<•sscn Vnlucj and Number of Roll Units for NOn-producing Oil and Gas Mineral Properties
(Unproven Hcscrves Only

Form COmpleted by

-----;=:::-------......,..,....,..,..---on --...,...,..,.---'' 1980 ------"F;::;=:;-----N:m!R
Title
Oato
County
(II)

(I\)

(0)

(C)

--.-----------------USE ACTIJIIL TAX REVE,.,UES FOR
USE ACTUAL ASSESSED VALUES fOR
THESE COLUMNS

1\ssPs..-;;nent

- -Mineral
- - Rights
---

Year

$

(E)
-

THESE CCLUMNS
Improvements
$

Mineral Rights
$

Improvements
$

Total Roll UniL$

1975-76
1976-77
1917-78

/

/

1978-79
1979-BO

ro~ 1

~

~.--..-~\"

1980-81
(A) (B) (C) (0) (E)

Y.

List requested data on non-producing properties that were assessed for oil and/or gas mineral rights and/or
improvements.
.
Show only undeveloped properties with I.Jillroven reserves (if assessed).

Assessment Standards Division
Properly Taxes Oe;Jarttr.ent
State Board of Equalization
Date
1-1-G)JOA

Questionnal r"--Special Topic l\55cssment Prnctices Sorvey - Petrol-

J1

Exempt Production_.!/ of Producing Oil, Wet Gas and Dry Gas Mineral Properties Only
form Completed by

----==--------.=.-::----on --...,.,=,-----''
Name
Title
Date
(A)

(B)

1980 _ _.....:.----.==,-----County

(C)

(0)

(t)

(E)

CALENDER YEAR

1975
(1)

Ex.,mpt Oil Production

-----Exr.mpt

1976

1977

1979

1978

(IIOOLS)

!I

1980

f.' 1

I

(2)

Associated Gas (Wr.d Gas) Production

OJ

Exempt Natural Gas Liquid ( NGL) Production

(MGALS)

(II)

Exempt Non-Associated Gas (Dry Gas) ProdUction

(MMCf)

y
y

Exempt within the meaning of Article XIII, Section 1 of the California Constitution ~ons 107.2 and 107.3 of the Revenue and
Taxation Code.
Estimate 1980 production.
:()..,
.

(t>M:f)

1
I

0\.

' .r;\'- 0
there cases in your county where productitm cannot be used as a measufJl' 6r exemption (for example, Long Beach Tidelands,
.

Are

exe~:•pt

ion appl!c,s to a percentage of mineral right ·tal!le only)?

T

where

!f so, provide details.

Assessment Standards Division
Property Taxes Oepartt::ent
State Board of Equalization
Date

l-l-o330A
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---------·---------Quest ionmi re--Spccial Topic Assessmnnt Practices Survey - Petroleum
E•e~.pt

PrO<Iuctlon Percentages by Category

Form Completed by

ot Producing 011

J2

and Dry Gas Mineral Properties Only

----=:::--------m"'='---on ---.;:::r.:---'
Name
title
Date
(A)

(B)

1980

-------;;:=:17:"----Co•mly

(C)

(0)

(E)

(F)

CALENDER YEM

Pcrcenl"9" of exempt oil production on form Jl that is:

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

ll

Fecleral
Stnte
County
Clt.y

I

Percent.n;;e of exempt, non-associated gas (dry gas) production
form .11 that is:
Ferlcral

I

/

Other

.-.."-\/ v
on ~\ l)IJY
xxxx
-'\
1

.......'

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

State
County

City
Other

!!

Estimate 1980 production •.

Assessment Standards- 01 vision
PropPrty Taxes Oepartn:el'lt

State Board of Equalization
Date
1-1..0))()A
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APPENDIX M

(916) lt45·1S17

,..,..,... 12. l!t!O

Mr. Jim HeCutcheon
Western Ot I Olnd Cas Association
727 Vest Sev~tb Street. Su1te aso
Los Angeles. California 90017
tloar Jim:
As we d I seussed wl th your subcONlltl ttae en Hoftdsy. Kovember 10.
t3$0. we have h~~n asked by th:e As~ty Revenue a.nd Taxation ~Jttee

rceonelle tha different data relative to both t~e value of produc~as and tbs property tax teveQues derived ftor1l th~
taxation of these pro~ertlcs. These data •re necessary to ~re properly
evaluate atteraatlve t~xlng systems other than the pro~rty tex unjer
th~ provisions of rro,osltlon 1).
t~

t I on of ol 1 and

Using the data provided by many of your memb&r c~nles and
c.ol"'!?11e1 by the \!OGA staff. we were able to reconelle th.;,t data
rchteJ to the pro~erty tcx revenues for tax year 1979-30. Using d•t.a
fro~ tn~ s~~e sourca on the v4lua of production did not result In sur:h
a~roemcnt.
The pri~elp31 proble. ft?~ears to be that not all p3rticlpants
used t:le same definitions at all 41t~gcs of dat• eoUKtlon. For this
reason, we nave SU9~~st~d a follow-u9 questionnaire designed to ellclte

as

data undor ti;Jhtar

.d~flnltlonal

control.

Attached Is a draft of a suq~sted questlonaalre that -..e
recfYIIC!end to you for a::foptloq to l~leoent tM follow-up. TM ques•
tl~~airo eov~rs three seaarate types of oetroleum production--oil,
associated gas, and dry (ncnassoclated gas). The follow-up questions
are desi9~ed to focus on three facts of ~roductlon for 1979.
1. What was t~a value of a11 oil and gas ,roductlonllft
California In 197;1
2. 1-'mt l!'fP!)ttant Is associated ga5 1)roduetlon relative
to total patrole~ related production In California?

3. How Important Is th• production from property tax
oxenrpt reserves 7

124

:1r. Jin

~!cCutcheon

\c'•:."lstcrn

Oil and Gas As-sodatlon

f'<'l~;e 2
Nove.,ber 12, 1~JO

\le ~u 1d r~cor:1;~nd that the questIonnaIres ba co 11 acted by
staff, tiut our Haff work \;tith th~ data in th.:l presencl) ofl the
'/CC/\ st.nff, ,~nJ th~t \·t~ t~lt:e ll~l.'lY or1ly S'J;"l:-nory dat~ on production.
\:e hav~} W> r~.'lt t11t·.,r~st in the cor.;?'lny d~tall except a-; a rl{'l.-:u\S of
coodi'l.;~tlrq it wit~1 ot~er dat!l and as a r:l~ans of estLnHln:J the
iJ·J~i\

',.1 ~ f:.Jrther prop;:,se to pr!!S!nt to the •.Jr)GA staff
t~ie prnp;::;rty t!lx subccw:"'iitt~e, if th,r,y so dosire, our !ltetho1 of
sum~dzlr.-; tr'o dah a:vJ ex;>anding to ste~te¥-tid'l totals.

stat'!!>>ti:le tote"!l.

\Ja do have so:,~ tlM~ to COOJJI h and procoss thesa data;
hr"Mev·~r,
tG t:~5sure aJr:1uate t h"la to shnr~ In t>te proc~ss In~
pro~e3:.~r·~~. \-te ar-:1 rcquestinq that t•)e requested data be returned
\!0G,; by r~~ce:-1oer 31. J:).\:).

and

to

If this r.cque<;t t-3 recetve:l f<J•tClrably, WI! art! ready to rneet
w1th ~tt!1~~r th'! ~nG.". staff or the ::;•Jbcot:~-~tlttee to eo;•1plete th~
quts:<;tlonn,:dre <ln'J 1ts t"t~L1t;:d instruction!].

Please let

l"l::l

kncM If you neGd

f~~rther lnfo~atton

at this

tordta11y,

fbhert H. Cusufs011

Chief of 0~~rations
O~partm~nt of rro?erty Taxes
RHC~c;f'1

Attac!-\rnent

cc:

Hr. Jgck K. V~terma~,
County Ass~ssor
Mr. Gordo~ P. 1\dc lm<1n

Vent~ra
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QJestionnaire--Westcrn Oil and Gas Association survey

or procllcUM

and income from oil and gas producing

properties in the State of California

Form Comrleted by ---.,-.-----------.,,...,.....----on:___ __,-,....----for_ _--,..,..----Name
Title
Date
Company
OIL VOLUt-lE 1\ND INCOt-IE (see instructions below)
1.

Prod11ction of oil for calendar year 1979 - - - - - bhls

2.

Gross i rJCome from o.i 1 production for calendar year 1979 $

INSTRUCTIONS TO

C~1PLETE

DI\TA FOR THIS FORM.

Please follow instructions precisely.

(If that is not

possible, please explain in detail under "Remarks" below !!!I. deviation from instructions.)
(a)

Show 100% lnh:rest ln properties including royalty share, co-owners share in joint ownership properties
(!!_ your company operates property) and total participants share in unit operations (if your comp;.my is
the unit operator).

(b)

Include volume and income for production that is TAX EXEWT.
exempt in each county.

Use the assessor's definition of tax

(For example, if the assessor allows a deduction for property taxes, consider

tht> volume and income for the deductible amount as tax exempt.

If the assessor docs not allow the

deduction, it is not tax exempt for purposes of this survey.)
(c)

Include lease fuel (i.e., self-consumed) but not purchased lease fuel.

(d)

Do not include any LBOO data, THUHS data, or ELK HILLS NAVAL PETROLElJof RESERVE data.

(e)

If a co-owner takes production in-kind, include the volume and Income.

Use the posted price to derl ve

income.
(f)

Do not include any Federal offshore data.

REHI\RKS: --------------------------------------------------------·-------------------------------------

Assessment Stnndards Division
Property Taxes Department
State Board of Equalization
November 12, 1980
AS-ll-0508A
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Questlonn<~i re--l~estern

Oil and Gas Association survey of prodt.JCtion and income from oil and gas producing

proper lies in the State of California

B

____~~~-------Form Cnrnplcl.ed by---..,.-,-----------==-..,....---- on~----~~---------for
Date
Company
Nmne
Title
DRY GI\S (NON-1\:JSOCII\TED GI\S)

VOLUt~E

AND INCOME (see instruction below)

for calendar year 1979

~1CF

l.

Product.i on of dry

la.

Production of dry gas condensate for calendar year 1979

2.

Gross i.ncnm0 from dry

28.

Gross inccunr, from dry gCJS condensate for CCJlendar year 197') $

~ps

QC!S

bbls

production for calendar year 1979 $

INSTRUCTIONS TO COMPLETE DATA FOR THIS FORM.

Please follow instructions precisely.

(If tnat is not

possible, plPasc explain in detail under "Remarks" below any deviation from instructions.)
NOTE:

Dry gas means natural gas produced from reservoirs thot do not contain crude oil.
cubic feet of gas.
separators.

MCF means 1,000

Dry gas condensate means liquid hydrocarbons recovered by conventional surface

Follow the same instructions shown on Form A with one exception, change Instruction (e)

to read:
(e)

If a co-owner takes production in-kind~ include the volume and income.

Use your average price

per MCF for'that lease to derive income for production taken in-kind.

REMARKS:

Assessment Standards Division
Property Taxes Department
State Board of Equalization
November 12, 1980
AS-ll-0508A ·
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Questionnaire--Western Oil and Gas Association survey of production and income from oil and gas producing
properties in the State of California

Form Comrl eled by ----.,-;----------~...,----on'------=c-:------for____,,---Name
Title
Date
Company
WET G/\S (ASSOC I/\lf D
1.

G/\S)

VOLUME AND INCOME (see instructions below)

Wet gas production sold or self-consumed for calendar year 1979 before gas plant processing:
Volume _____ MCF
Gross Income ~$_ _ _ __

2.

Dry gas 8nd liquid petroleum products credited back to the lease for calendar year 1979 after gas plant
processing:
Volume Dry r;as - - - - - MCF
Volume

_ _ _ gallons

Nr.l

Gross Income Dry Gas
Gross Income NGL
3.

.z:$_ _ _ __

:::$_ _ _ __

Lease condensate produced and sold or self-consumed for calendar year 1979:
B:urels
Gross Income ~$______

INSTRUCTIONS TO COMPLETE DATA FOR THIS FORM.

Please follow instructions precisely.

(If that is not

possible, please explain in detail under "Remarks" below any deviation from instructions.)

•

NOTE:

NGL means natural gas liquids, i.e., hydrocarbons found in natural gas which may be extracted or
isolated

::JS

Li fluid petroleum gas (LPG) and natural gasoline.

hydrocarbons recovered by conventional surface separators.

Lease condensate means liquid
Do not report reinjected ga:: as gas

produced or self-consumed.
Follow the same instructions shown on Form B.

Assessment Stnndards Division
Property Taxes Department
State Board of Equalization
November 12, 1980
AS-ll-0508A
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Questionnaire--Western Oil and Gas Association survey of production and income from oil and gas producing
properties in the

Str~te

of California

----~~~la_m_e______________~T~irt~le-------on~----~D~a~t~e------ for____~----------Company

rorm Completed by
TAX

EXC~Pl

OIL

VOUIHf

D

INC0~1E

AND

(see instructions below)

1.

Tax exempt oil production for calendar year 1979 - - - - - bbls

2.

Equivalent qross income from tax exempt oil production for calendar year 1979 $_ _ __

TAX
1.

EXEf~T

WET GAS (ASSOCIATED GAS) VOLUME AND INCOME (see instructions below)

Tax exempt wet gas production sold prior to gas plant processing for calendar year 1979 for
Assessor-exempted wet gas:
Volume _ _ _ _ MCF
Gross Income ""$_ _ ___

2.

Tax exempt dry gas (after gas plant processing) and natural.gas liquids credited back to the lease for
calend:u year 1979, i f the Assessor exempted the dry gas or gas liquids:
Volume Dry Gas _______ MCF
Volume NGL -----gallons

j.

Gross Income Dry

Gr~s

Gross Income NGL

..:.$_ _ __

$

----

Tax exempt lease condensate for calendar year 1979, if the Assessor exempted the lease condensate:
Barrels - - - Gross Income

.:c$_ _ ___

T/\X EXH1PT ORY GAS (NON-ASSOCIATED GAS) VOLl.M: AND

I~CM::

(see in!;tructions below)

1.

Tnx exempt dry gas production for calendar year 1979 ______ MCF

la.

Tax exC'mpt dry gas condensate for calendar year 1979 -------- bbls

2.

Equl valent J nr.nme from tax exempt dry gas production for calendar year 1979 z$_ _ __

78.

Equi va 1ent qross income fram tax exempt dry gas condensate for calendar year 1979

INSmUCTIONS TO

CfJ~4PLETE

0/\TA FOR THIS FORM.

Please follow Instructions precisely.

.;,:.$_________

(If that is not

possible, plcnse explain in detail under "Remarks" below any deviation from instructions.)
Do not include LfJOD dnta, THUMS data or ELK HILLS data.
Show only volume nnd income for production that is TAX EXEMPT.
in e11ch county.

Use the Assessor's definition of tax exempt

(For example, if the Assessor allows a deduction for property taxes, consider the volume

nnd income for the deductible amount as tax exempt.

If the assessor does not allow the deduction, it is not

tax exempt for the purposes of this survey.)
HEMARKS: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Assessment Standards Division
Property Tnxes Department
State Board of Equalization
November 12, 1980
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AS-11-0SOSA

Questionnaire--Western Oil and Gas Association survey of production and income from oil and gas producing
properties in the State of Cali Forni a

Form Cornpl c Lr;d by ----;-:-------------..,.,.,...,.-.-------o,n:._._ _~-.:,-----for_ _-::c:-=-::c:::---Name
Title
Date
Company
SELF -CONSUMED Pfl(l()lJCTION AND INCOME
OIL

•

Volume _ _ ___:bb1 s

____

E:quivalent Gross Income ::._
$
DRY GIIS
Volume - - - - MCF
Equivalent Gross Income $

-'----Assessment Standards Division
Property Taxes Department
State Board of Equalization
November 12, 1980
AS-ll-0508A

•

•
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